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Abstract 
In numerical modelling, Large Eddy Simulatwns (LES) has evolved itself as a powerful 
tool for the predictton of turbulent premixed flames In LES, sub-grid scale (SGS) 
modelling plays a ptvotal role in accountmg for vanous SGS effects Chemical reaction 
rate in LES turbulent premixed flames is a SGS phenomenon and must be accounted 
accurately. Flame surface denstty (FSD) models based on laminar flamelet concepts are 
stmple and efficient m accountmg the chemical reaction rate, wluch ts the main motive of 
this research 
The work presented m this thesis ts mainly focused on the development, implementatiOn 
and evaluation of a novel dynamic flame surface denstty (DFSD) model for the calculation 
of transtent, turbulent premixed propagatmg flames usmg the LES technique. The concept 
of the dynamism is achieved by the application of a test filter in combination with 
Germano identity, which provtdes unresolved SGS flame surface denstty mformation. The 
DFSD model is coupled with the fractal theory in order to evaluate the instantaneous 
fractal dtmension of the propagating turbulent flame front 
LES simulations are carried to simulate stoichiometric propane/atr flame propagating past 
sohd obstacles in order to validate the novel model developed m this work with the 
experiments conducted by the combustion group at The Universtty of Sydney. Preliminary 
LES investigations are earned usmg a simple FSD model and thereafter using DFSD 
model. V anous numerical tests are carried to establish the confidence on LES A detatled 
analysis has been carried to determine the regtmes of combustiOn at different stages of 
flame propagation mstde the chamber. LES predtctions using the novel DFSD model are 
evaluated and vahdated against experimental measurements for vanous flow 
configurations. The LES predictions are identified to be in excellent agreement with 
experimental measurements and very much improved when compared to predtctions of 
simple FSD model. The impact of the number and positton of the baffles wtth respect to 
ignitiOn origin is also studied. LES results are found to be in very good agreement with 
expenmental measurements in all these cases. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Combustion plays a vital role m converting energy from one form to another and giving 
the utmost comfort to human hfe Over a period of time, due to the mdustrial revolution 
and hfe soplushcation, world has suffered many consequences such as global warmmg, 
pollution and shortage of conventional fuels etc. These are mamly due to the combustion 
emissions and green house gases (GHG) emitted due to inefficient explmtat10n of fossil 
fuels. Recent implementatiOn of strict regulations on combustiOn generated emissiOns by 
government authonhes are prompting the necessity of eco-friendly combustion systems, 
with optimal design characteristics, essentially in automobile, aircraft, marine and power 
generation industries With ever growing demand for eco-friendly, optlmised combustiOn 
systems, fundamental understanding of the combustion phenomena is vital to lower the 
impact of emissions on environment and to improve the performance, reliability and 
safety. The successfulness of understanding the physics of combustion With decades of 
research IS contmuous, with many open questions to be answered such as combustion 
instabiiihes, extinctiOn, re-ignition, flame-flow interactions etc. CombustiOn being a 
complex thermo-chemical process, understanding the presence of unsteadmess and 
turbulence, formulate a multifaceted problem. 
Combustion in many practical systems such as automobile engmes as shown in Figure 1.1 
(Maly, 1994), gas turbines as shown in Figure 1 2 (Correa et a!, 1996) and mdustrial 
burners as shown in Figure 1.3 (Hayashi et al., 2000) is very rapid with high turbulence 
levels and fast chemical reactions Moreover, most of the aforementioned engineering 
applicahons do operate at either fully or partially premixed conditions pnor to reactiOn 
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Optimal design of such combu tion systems demands ngorous experimemal 
in e tigation , \i hich require e pen ive experimental etups. where combu tor designs are 
ery complex. For instance. a typical ga turbine combu tion chamber shov. n in Figure I A 
( taffelbach, 2006) is not reali tic for detai led experimental investigation due to the har h 
imemal no, and combustion characteristics. These internal conditions rai se unclosed 
que Lions, which are predominant to understand in order to improve the combustor 
performance, which demands alternative methods of investigations. Consequently 
computational/numerical model I ing provides a potential alternative to di flicult 
experimental in estigations. 
Figure 1.1 equence of turbulent premixed propagating flame images in an experimental 
spark ignition setup (Maly, 1994). 
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Figure 1.2 Combustion in a gas turbine engjne from Rolls-Royce (Corrca et al.. 1996). 
f-igure 1.3 Assembly of a burner and perforated flame holder used in cornbu tor at 
e levated pressures (Hayashi et al. , 2000). 
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Figure 1.4 Cut view of a 30 annular combustion chamber ( taffelbach. 2006). 
Figure 1.5 Accidental explosions at Buncefield oil depot, Hemel Hempstead (Courtesy of 
Royal Chiltem Air upport Unit, www.bLmcefieldinvestigation.gov.uk/images/index.htm). 
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Figure 1.6 Large scale experimental explos.ion test rig (Malalasekera. private 
communication). 
Apart from aforementioned applications. numerical modell ing plays pivotal role in the 
afe de ign of on- and off-shore chemical/fuel processing/storage plant . For example. a 
recent accidental explosion happened on unday 11 1h December 2005 at Buncefield oil 
depot located near the M I motorway on the edge of Hemel Hempstead. England (Figure 
1.5), the damage caused by the explosion generated overpressure due to name acceleration 
and its interactions with the presented equipment/solid obstacles was enormous and highly 
hazardous. ln e tigating such large scale explosion experiments as shown in Figure 1.6 
(Malala ekera, pri ate communication) in industri al cale vessels are very expensive and 
risk taking, while yielding li mited data. 
Computational modell ing tools have been proved as an excellent alternative and the 
methods are adequately developed in the fie ld of aerospace, Ouid dynamic , metrology 
and health engineering even for complex non-reacting now problems. 1-lowe er. in case of 
reacti ng flow problems, where tu rbulence is in olved. the progress made is less 
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satisfactory with many outstanding research issues. W1th successful prediction of non-
reactmg flow applicatwns, industrial usage of computational modelling for tirrbulent 
combustion is ever growing. Generally, there are three computational modelling 
techniques available for current use, mamly Direct Numencal Simulations (DNS), Large 
Eddy Simulahons (LES) and Reynolds Averaged Nav1er Stokes (RANS) equations. 
Among the aforesaid numencal techniques, DNS offers the utmost accuracy as all the 
physical scales involved m a flow problem are completely resolved without modelling. 
However, despite significant improvements m computatiOnal resources, applicatiOn of 
DNS is lim1ted to low Reynolds number flows due to the cost and computational resources 
involved. Hence, the application of DNS to real combustion systems, where the flows are 
complex and mvolve higher Reynolds number is unpractical m the foreseeable futirre. For 
mstance, Moin and Kim (1997) estimated that 1t will take several thousands of CPU years 
of the fastest avmlable supercomputer during 1997, to compute the flow around an rurcraft 
for one second of flight time, m order to understand the turbulence With reasonable details 
using I 016 gnd nodes. This estimate lim1ts the use of DNS for practical applicatwns 
However, DNS can still be efficiently utilised to develop and evaluate computational sub-
models 
On the other hand, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is now accepted as a feasible 
computational tool despite added computational cost, as compared with the RANS 
technique. Several recent works by Charlette et a! (2002), Knikker et al. (2004), Fureby et 
a! (2005), Masn et a! (2006) and Pitsch (2006) confirmed the high fidehty of LES in 
predictmg key characteristics of turbulent combustion. LES has a clear advantage over 
classical Reynolds averaged based methods m the capab1hty of accountmg for time-
varying nature of the flow and this is particularly Important in trans1ent processes such as 
swirling flows or transient propagatmg premixed flmnes. LES also allows for deta1led 
descnptwn ofturbulence-chem1stry mteractions, which 1s a common fmlure in RANS The 
ever increasmg speed of computers is rendering the lngh computational requirement of 
LES and sh1ftmg the focus towards developing adequate sub-gnd-scale (SGS) models for 
combustion The development of such SGS models is imperat1ve in both premixed and 
non-premixed combustion and however, the focus ofth1s thesis is only on the former. 
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1.2 Motivation 
LES has been attracting numencal modellers due the fact that, large eddies above a cut -off 
length scale are resolved and the small ones are modelled using SGS models. Also the cost 
and accuracy of the solutions lies between the DNS and RANS techn1ques Hence, the 
present study is considenng LES methodology to understand the outstandmg research 
issues, which are central to the development of advanced physical sub-models that will 
improve current pred1ct1ve capabilities for turbulent premixed flames LES has been 
successfully applied to a variety of reacting cases ranging from simple to complex flames, 
involved in fundamental and advanced studies such as aircraft engine combustion (Klm et 
a!, 1999), combustwn instabilities (Menon and Jou, 1991, Fureby, 2000), small pool fires 
(Kang and Wen, 2004 ), swirling flames (Malalasekera et al., 2007) and large scale 
explosiOns (Molkov et a! , 2004, Makarov et al , 2007) In spite of numerical and 
computational advancements, crucial 1ssue to the advancement of LES lies m the 
development of adequate SGS models, wh1ch are capable of representing combustion over 
a wide range of flow and combustion conditwns This remains a key challenge, facing the 
turbulent combustion commumty. 
In LES, as the reaction zone thickness of the premixed flame to be resolved is thm, with a 
characteristic length scale much smaller than a typical LES filter width, an appropriate 
SGS model is vital to account for the SGS chemical reactwns Several modelling 
approaches such as flame surface density (Pope, 1988, Bray, 1990), flame tracking 
techmque (G-equation) (Williams, 1985b, Kerstem et al , 1988, Menon and Kerstein, 
1992), art1fic1ally thickened flame (Veynante and Poinsot, 1997) and probability dens1ty 
function (PDF) (Mbller et a! , 1996) are successfully adapted from classical RANS to 
LES. Recently, Christophe and Laszlo (2007) have numerically modelled turbulent 
prem1xed flames by usmg an S' marker field. They developed a new equatwn for marker 
field to capture the laminar or turbulent flame propagation via a reactive diffusive balance 
equation. 
Among currently available models for turbulent premixed flames, the FSD approach 
(Masn et al. 2006) is quite s1mple, yet efficient m accounting for the chemical reaction 
rate The FSD, defined as the local flame surface area per unit volume, is computed either 
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by an algebraic model (Boger et a! , 1998) or by solving a transport equatwn (Prasad and 
Gore, 1999, Hawkes and Cant, 2001) Computing sub-grid FSD by solving a transport 
equation m LES IS an attractive option However th1s approach results in several unclosed 
terms which need to be closed by appropnate models and lead to excess1ve computational 
cost. Algebra1c models are sim1lar to the Bray-Moss-L1bby (BML) approach (Bray, 1990) 
in the context of RANS and have been extended to LES context (Boger et al., 1998, 
Knikker et a! , 2002). These models are fundamentally based on the lammar flamelet 
concept, wh1ch view the reactwn zone as a collection of propagating reaction layers 
thmner than the smallest scales of turbulence and where the laminar flame structures 
propagate locally at laminar burning veloc1ty 
Mohvated by the s1mphcity of the FSD models, th1s approach is cons1dered in the present 
study to simulate turbulent premixed flames propagatmg over repeated sohd obstacles. A 
prehminary study has been conducted for several flow configurations to 1dentif)' the 
drawbacks of the simple algebraic model. A recent breakthrough in the FSD models IS the 
dynamic formulatiOn of the flame surface density following s1milanty ideas of Bardma et 
al. (1980). Dynam1c flame surface dens1ty (DFSD) model was originally developed by 
Kn1kker et al. (2004) and tested on experimentally extracted reaction progress variable 
information from OH 1mages of a prem1xed flame over triangular stab1hser In this work 
thts concept is developed further and numencally Implemented m an existing LES code 
PUFFIN (Kirkpatrick, 2002). Th1s novel DFSD model is evaluated for a laboratory scale 
prem1xed combustion chamber w1th a specific emphasis to pred1ct the deflagratmg 
premixed flame charactenstlcs and the1r mteractwns w1th repeated sohd obstacles 
1.3 Objectives of the Present Investigation 
The specific objective of this inveshgatwn is two-folded FJrStly, to conduct transient LES 
simulatwns of turbulent premixed flames, propagating over repeated solid obstacles m a 
recently developed novel combustion chamber (Kent et al., 2005). The simulations use an 
algebratc, simple FSD model for the chemical reaction rate. To confirm the maturity of the 
LES methodology, extensive grid mdependency tests were performed In order to uncover 
the drawbacks of the simple FSD model in predicting prem1xed flames, various flow 
configurations have been stud1ed using grid independent solution 
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The second objective of this study IS to develop a dynamic flame surface density model, 
which accounts for the unresolved SGS contributions of flame surface density to enhance 
prediction capabilities. The developed model has been incorporated m an m-house LES 
code in order to evaluate the aforementioned flow configurations and hence achieving a 
level of confidence. 
Fmally, a detmled analysis has been performed in order to identify the mfluence of the 
number and position of obstacles inside the chamber on overpressure, flame positiOn and 
speed, which will help to understand an accidental explosiOn scenario Subsequently the 
novel DFSD model is expected to contribute towards the advancement of the LES 
prediction capabilities of turbulent premixed combustiOn 
In additiOn to the above mentiOned objectives, the followmg supplementary objectives 
have been accomplished to gam good confidence in the developed model A dynamic 
model, capable of self-scalmg the model coefficient in simple FSD model, based on the 
local flame and flow charactenstics has been identified and evaluated. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
This chapter descnbes the motivatiOn and specific objectives defined to develop dynamic 
sub-grid scale (SGS) models for LES simulations of chemically reaction flows in turbulent 
premixed combustion systems. The avmlable numencal approaches and their capabilities 
in predictmg turbulent reactmg flows are briefly discussed The rest of the thesis is 
organised as follows. 
Chapter 2 outlines the breakthrough in premixed combustion research and various SGS 
models available to account for the chemical reaction rate A brief discussion is provided 
to review the charactenstics of combustion through various regimes 
Chapter 3 presents the assumptions considered and outlines governing equations for 
turbulent premixed combustion in their instantaneous and filtered form Favre filtering 
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techmque IS briefly explained with an overview of closure problem encountered while 
applying the filter 
Chapter 4 presents an overview on LES approach of modelling turbulent flows Various 
types of filtermg techniques and available filters are presented and discussed The LES 
methodology has been descnbed with details of closmg strategies employed for sub-grid 
scale stresses and scalar fluxes. 
Chapter 5 evaluates the combustion models reviewed in chapter 2. Development of the 
dynamic flame surface density model and its incorporation in the in-house LES code are 
discussed Detmls of the empirical and dynamic fractal models employed in calculating 
the fractal d1menswns are outhned. 
Chapter 6 descnbes the numencal implementatiOn of the filtered governing equations 
outlined in chapter 3. Implementation of the spatial discretization and time advancement 
schemes through fimte volume methodology are discussed A detailed descriptiOn of the 
boundary conditions and the working procedure are also presented. 
Chapter 7 descnbes the test case employed in this work for model validation. A detmled 
descnption of the influencing factors m designmg this test chamber and the novelty of the 
chamber are explained. A detailed overview of the expenmcntal ignitiOn system and 
utilised measurement techniques are explained. Classification of the vanous test case 
configuratiOns in terms of the number of obstacles and their position m the novel chamber 
are explained Typical expenmental sequence IS detailed to outline the procedure 
followed. 
Chapter 8 explains the numencal domam used and various gnd resolutions employed m 
LES simulatwns LES results using a simple algebraic flame surface density model for 
chemical reaction rate are presented and examined for grid independency, influence of 
filter width and the percentage of resolved turbulent kmet1c energy. Firstly, LES results 
using dynamic formulatiOn for the model controllmg parameters m case of the simple 
algebraic model are presented and validated 
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Secondly, LES results using dynamic flame surface density model are presented and 
analysed for various complex flow configuratiOns. A comprehensive model analysis IS 
provided for varwus aspects of the developed DFSD model. Flame charactens!Jcs from 
various flow configuratiOns are analysed and presented in a turbulent premixed 
combustion regime diagram. 
Chapter 9 summanses conclusions from the present research work With key contnbutwns 
towards the improved prediction capabilities and suggests directions for further 
Improvements 
11 
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Literature Review 
This chapter reviews some important breakthroughs m the experimental and numerical 
techniques for turbulent premixed combustion research associated in understandmg the 
turbulent flame mteractions and in developing new models A brief discussion is provided 
in this section to review the charactenstlcs of premixed flames through various turbulent 
combustiOn regime dmgrams. Section 2.2 describes various RANS and LES models 
available to account for the chemical reactwn rate in computational modelling. 
2.1 Background 
Prem1xed turbulent flames are often characterised by their ability to propagate towards the 
fresh gases Once the flame IS mitlated due to the igmtion source, the reaction advances 
through the gas with relatively thm-localised flame front until all the fuel is exhausted. 
Unlike laminar flames, in turbulent flames the flame propagation speed is not equal to the 
mcoming gas velocity The turbulent flame speed has been identified to depend on many 
parameters such as turbulence levels, mixture reactivity, surface area of the flame and 
flame stretch etc On the other hand, If the flame propagation is due to thermal conduction 
1 e transporting energy from hot burnt matter to cold fuel mixture, it is known as 
deflagration. If the flame propagates due to shock wave i.e. increasing the temperature by 
virtue of compressmg the fuel mixture, it is known as detonation. The deflagratwn may 
transform into detonation depending on boundary conditions, length and width of the 
chamber and the generated overpressure etc. Alternatively, the presence of sohd 
obstructions in combustion environment eventually leads to higher flame acceleration w1th 
h1gh overpressure, which has severe consequences m many engineering applications As 
described m chapter I, simulation of combustion scenarios using numerical modelling 
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would help m designing an efficient combustiOn system. However, success of any 
numerical combustion model depends mainly on the competence of the employed 
chemical reaction rate model m accountmg the chemical reaction rate. Hence, 
development and evaluation of combustion models are very Important With ever growmg 
mdustrial needs and demands for essentially, efficient combustion systems. 
The main focus of this thesis is to develop and evaluate the dynamic formulation of flame 
surface density model for turbulent premixed combustiOn. The developed model is 
evaluated and validated for a laboratory scale premixed combustiOn chamber established 
at The Umversity of Sydney by Prof. Masn's combustion group (Kent et al, 2005), where 
highly resolved expenmental data has been obtained This rectangular chamber has bmlt-
in solid obstacles to enhance the turbulence level and to increase the flame propagating 
speed, which eventually lead to stronger interactiOns between the flame and the solid 
obstacles. These interactiOns were found to create turbulence both by vortex shedding and 
local wake/recirculation. As the flame propagates past the solid obstacles, it wraps on 
itself, which eventually increases the flame surface area available for combustion. More 
details of the combustiOn chamber and the vanous flow configurations considered in the 
present study are outlined m Chapter 7. 
Several expenmental and numerical studies have been performed in the past, using 
laboratory scale chambers, to evaluate the effect of the chamber size, with or without 
obstacles on accelerating flames (Williams, 1985a, Aldredge et al., 1998, Bradley, 2002, 
Lee and Lee, 2003, Akkerman et al, 2006, Bauwens et al., 2007). A large number of these 
experimental studies were aimed at understanding the flame-turbulence interactiOns m 
vented explosion chambers With in-bmlt solid obstructiOns (Moen et al , 1980, Hjertager et 
al , 1988, Starke and Roth, 1989, Fmrweather et al., 1996, Masn et al., 2000, Bradley et 
al., 2001). The chambers used by Moen et al. (1980), Moen et a1 (1982), HJertager et al. 
(1988) and Bradley et al. (2001) to study the flame interaction issues, yielded limited data 
because they involved large-scale experiments that did not lend themselves easily to 
detailed measurements. Starke and Roth (1989), Phylaktou and Andrews (1991), 
Fairweather et al. (1996), Lindstedt and Sakthitharan (1998), Masn et a! (2000) and 
Ibrahim and Masri (200 1) have used laboratory scale chambers ut!lismg Simple 
geometrical configurations that were adaptable to complex diagnostics and the subsequent 
validation of nUlllerical models. All these studies have involved the use of a vanety of 
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obstacles (square/cJrcle/tnangular/wall baffles) in the path of propagating flames 
However, the exact mechanism that correlates flame structure, speed and resulting 
overpressure are not well understood yet Masri et al. (2000) reported the influence of the 
s1ze and shape of the solid obstacles and found that both the blockage ratio, as well as the 
shape of obstacles influences the flame structure and propagation rate. Lindstedt and 
Sakthitharan (1998) and Fairweather et al. (1999) reported the mteraction of flames w1th 
baffles and extracted h1gh quality flame structure, mean and fluctuatmg velocity data 
using expensive experimental setups. Numerical studies have been reported on a variety of 
confined and semi-confined chambers using RANS and LES approaches (Pate! et al., 
2002, P1tsch and Duchamp de Lageneste, 2002, Kirkpatrick et al., 2003, Fureby et al., 
2005, Masn et al., 2006). Masn et al. (2006) performed LES studies on a 20 htre volume 
and found it to be impractical due to the long LES computational times Hence, an 
alternative design that preserved the same physics and optical access, yet w1th a reduced 
volume of less than a htre was developed by Kent et al. (2005) and that geometry JS used 
m this study. 
Considerable progress has been made in the modelling of turbulent prem1xed flames usmg 
LES methodology withm the last 20 years Modelling of the chemical reactwn rate plays a 
major role and a vanety of modellmg approaches are available. However, drawbacks still 
exist due to the complex nature of turbulent prem1xed flames, insufficient expenmental 
data for validations and fmlure to predict flames over a range of turbulent premixed 
combustion regimes and flow configurations. The maJonty of models are derived from the 
popular and simple laminar flamelet concepts, where chemistry is separated from 
turbulence. Some of these models are bnefly discussed in followmg sections 
2.1.1 Characteristics of Turbulent Premixed Flames 
Turbulent premixed combustiOn is a very complex thermo-chemical-fluid flow 
phenomenon, which is usually associated with a range of turbulence, chemical, t1me and 
length scales. Fundamentally, these scales can be estimated from flame-flow 
charactenstics such as flame brush thickness, surface area, velocity fluctuations, turbulent 
and laminar flame speed. These time and length scales are used to form various non-
dimensiOnal numbers, which are useful in understandmg msight and physics of the 
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combustiOn phenomenon. Two of these non-dimensional numbers, namely, Damkohler 
(Da) and Karlov1tz (Ka) numbers are used to charactense the classical regime diagrams 
for turbulent premixed combustiOn based on expenmental observatwns and mtuitive 
arguments These diagrams indicate the nature of the flame and approximate the contents, 
as flamelets, pockets or distributed reaction zones, dependmg on turbulence charactenstics 
such as integral length scales, turbulent kinetic energy and lend themselves to develop 
combustiOn models based on the physical analysis 
Darnkohler number is one of the classiCal non-dimensional numbers, this corresponds to 
the large eddies in combustion and can be defined as a ratio of turbulent time scale, r, to 
chemical time scale, Tc as 
(2 I) 
where the chemical time scale, re may be estimated as the ratio between the flame 
thickness, 8L and the laminar flame speed, uL The turbulent time scale r1 corresponds to 
the integral length scale, !, and is estimated as r, =I, I u' where u' IS the RMS velocity 
Then the Darnkohler number becomes: 
(2 2) 
The Karlovitz number corresponds to the smallest eddies and IS defined as the ratio of the 
chemical time scale to the Kolmogorov time scales, rk as: 
(2.3) 
where TJk IS the Kolmogorov micro scale Figure 2 I shows a classiCal combustion regime 
diagram extracted from the works of Peters (1988) based on the velocity scale (u'fuL) and 
length scale { /,/8 L) . This diagram delineates four Important regimes as shown m Figure 
2.1. However, this classical diagram is known to fail for many combustiOn Situations 
(Poinsot and V eynante, 200 I) due to the assumption of homogeneous and isotropic 
turbulence by neglecting heat release affects. Later, Peters (2000a) has modified this 
classical combustion regime diagram by considering the heat release effects based on 
same velocity and length scales as shown in Figure 2 2. 
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Figure 2.2 identifies three mam combustion regimes; corrugated/wrinkled flamelets, thm 
reaction zones, and broken reaction zones. These regimes are also pictorially reproduced 
from the works ofBorghi and Destnau (1998) m Figure 2 3, 2.4 and 2 5 respectively. The 
corrugated/wrinkled flamelet regime is in which, the chemical time scales are shorter than 
any turbulent time scales I e. Ka < I. Also the flame thickness IS smaller than the smallest 
turbulent scale (smaller than Kolmogorov scales), which means that the flame front IS not 
affected by turbulent motiOns The flame front in this regime IS very thin and wnnkled due 
to turbulence motions smaller than Kolmogorov length scales, and similar to lammar 
flame structure 
Thm reaction zone regime, is identified where the Kolmogorov length scale becomes 
smaller than the flame thickness, which implies Ka > I. In this regime, the order of 
Kolmogorov, chemical and turbulence time scales are of m the fashion rk < r, < r, and 
Kolmogorov scales are smaller than the flame thickness and are able to modify the inner 
flame structure. Majority of the engineering combustion devices are operated in the tlnn 
reaction zones regime, because mixing is superior at higher Ka numbers, which leads to 
higher volnmetnc heat release and shorter combustiOn times (Pitsch, 2006) 
The "broken" reactiOn zone is defined when the chemical time scale is higher than 
turbulent time scale i e. Da << I. In this regime, turbulent motions becomes sufficiently 
strong to affect the whole flame structure, which means mixing is faster and the overall 
reaction rate IS limited by chemistry. This subsequently may lead to a local extmction and 
can cause noise and instabilities Amplification of mstabilities may even lead to global 
extinction in premixed combustion devices (Pitsch, 2006) This regime is also known as 
"well-stirred reactor" zone 
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Figure 2.1 Classical Turbulent combustiOn regime diagram (Peters, 1988). 
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2.1.2 Regimes of LES Turbulent Premixed Combustion 
The classical regime diagrams discussed m the previous section are helpful in IdentifYing 
the combustion phenomenon in various combustiOn systems, based on relevant velocity 
and time scales estimates. However in case of LES, the umque parameter which 
distmguishes other numencal modelling approaches, is the filter width ( 3: ), which plays a 
vital role in separating large eddies from small eddies in the flow field. This fact has 
mainly led to a recent development of LES regime diagrams for premixed flames (Pitsch 
and Duchamp, 2002). Pitsch and Duchamp (2002) exploited the fact that the Karlov1tz 
number, Ka IS mdependent of the filter width and mtroduced a new regime diagram With 
respect to Karlov1tz and Reynolds number. However, sub-grid velocity fluctuatiOns are 
dependent on filter width and a change in the filter width results m a change in the sub-
grid velocity fluctuations, which eventually may change the regime of combustion, 
provided that the solutiOn IS grid independent This identifies that the effect of the filter 
width, cannot be studied independently as it has significant effect on combustion (Pitsch, 
2006) 
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Figure 2.6 Regimes diagram for LES of premixed turbulent combustion (Pitsch and 
Duchamp, 2002) 
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Figure 2 6 reproduces the LES regtme diagram ofPitsch (2006) wtth length scale (15./oL) 
and Karlovitz number as co-ordinates. The Karlovitz number describes the physical 
interactions of flow and combustiOn at the smallest turbulent scales The sub-grid 
Reynolds, Damkohler numbers and the Karlovitz number are defined as: 
u'~ u ~ o2 (u'3o )y, Re = -' - Da = _L - and Ka = --.L = __!;__!,_ fj. <;:' ' fj. , 5:' ' 2 3-
ULUL U;UL 1Jk U/J. 
(2.4) 
where u~ is the sub-grid scale velocity fluctuations. In LES, the Karlovitz number IS a 
fluctuatmg quanttty, but for a given flow field and chemistry tt IS fixed. The effect of 
changes m filter size can therefore eastly be assessed at constant Ka number An 
addttional benefit of this regime diagram is that tt can be used equally well for DNS 
(Pitsch, 2006) if 3: is associated wtth the mesh size. 
It can, eastly, be noticed from Ftgures 2.2 and 2.6 that the combustion regimes shown in 
Figure 2.6 are the same and represented m terms of LES quantittes. Hence, the three 
regimes identified and dtscussed in the previous section are still vahd for LES. However, 
tt should be noticed that the effect of changing the LES filter Width can have an impact on 
the accuracy of the numencal solutions. For instance, by choosmg an appropriate ~I oL 
ratio, by decreasing the filter wtdth, eventually leads to a smaller sub-filter Reynolds 
number (Re11 ) less than one Therefore for a filter size smaller than the Kolmogorov micro 
scale, no sub-filter modelhng for the turbulence IS required, whtch eventually reaches 
DNS resolution. However, the entire flame including the reactiOn zone can only be 
resolved 1f ~ < OL 
2.2 Modelling the Reaction Rate 
Modelling the reaction rate m turbulent premixed flames is highly challenging due to its 
non-hnear relatton wtth chemical and thermodynamic states, and often characterized by 
propagatmg reaction layers thinner than the smallest turbulent scales. The major dtfficulty 
in modellmg the reaction rate is due to the vanation of thermo chemtcal vanables through 
the Jammar flame profile, which is typically very thin (V eynante and Poinsot, I 997). This 
issue is strongly affected by turbulence, which causes flame wrinklmg and thereby 
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forming the most complex three way thermo-chemical-turbulence mteractions. However, 
assuming a smgle step irreversible chemical reactiOn and neglecting the Zeldovich 
instability (thermal diffusiOn), i e. considering unit Lewis number will reduce the 
complexity of the whole system Various modelling approaches available can be found m 
literature (Poinsot and V eynante, 200 I). Some of these models are briefly discussed in the 
following sections 
2.2.1 Flamelet Modelling ofPremixed Turbulent Flames 
Flamelet modelling of turbulent deflagratmg premixed flames provides a means to 
introduce chemical and turbulence time scales by considering a thm laminar flame m a 
turbulent flow field. The key goal behmd laminar flamelet modelling IS to incorporate 
variOus flamelet stretchmg mechanisms to account for effective turbulence time scales by 
assuming that the heat release Will only occur within the thm reactiOn zone. Much of the 
flame let modelling literature focuses on denving effective turbulent burning velocity ( e g 
(Abdei-Gayed et al., 1987)) An alternative modelling strategy has been pursued for the 
flamelet regime smce the introduction of the Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) model (Bray et al., 
1985). This model has been extended from Its preliminary form since first introduction m 
premixed turbulent combustion by Bray and Moss (1977) and Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) 
model (Bray et al., 1981, Libby and Bray, 1981), and subJect of many mterestmg research 
works thereafter. BML models are denved based on a combination of statistical 
approaches usmg probability density functions (PDF) and physical analysis. This 
combmation has led to the development of both complex and simple models using 
probability functiOns. For instance, Bradley et al. (1992) used a classical presumed PDF 
model by assuming a weak flamelet, which considers reduced chemistry through the 
parameterisation of detmled chemistry. On the other hand, following BML analysis, mean 
chemical reaction rate can be simply modelled by analysing the flamelet and using 
modellmg tools as (Bray et al., 1985) 
(2 5) 
where w, is the chemical reaction rate, P. is unbumed gas density, / 0 is the mean stretch 
factor and L is the flame surface density (FSD), defined as flame surface to volume ratio 
Modelling the chemical reactiOn rate, using the above approach requires models for FSD 
and mean flame stretch factor Several models and empirical correlations for the 
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evaluation of flame stretch 10 can be found m the literature. For example, Bray (1990) 
Identified flame stretch as a functiOn ofKarlov1tz number Bradley et al. (1992) identified 
flame stretch as a function of Karlov1tz and Lew1s numbers and Bray and Cant (1991) 
deduced an analytical expressiOn from DNS data as a function of Markstem and Karlov1tz 
numbers 
The flame surface density, 2: m equation (2 5) represents the balance between turbulence, 
which wrinkles the flame and Iaminar flame propagation, which smoothes out the flame 
wrinkles (Bray and Peters, 1993). The flame surface density can be computed by either 
solving a transport equation (Pope, 1988, Candel and Poinsot, 1990, Cant et al., 1991) or 
VIa an algebraic model (Bray, 1990, Trouve and Pomsot, 1994). Various models available 
to compute FSD have been evaluated in the RANS frame work (Duclos et al., 1993, 
Prasad and Gore, 1999), which IS a central problem in establishing a good flamelet model. 
Duclos and Veynante (1993) reported that solving a transport equation for FSD in its exact 
form is highly difficult due to the excessive computational times involved However, 
solving a transport equation for the flame surface density has been the subject of many 
works m RANS and LES (Prasad and Gore, 1999, Hawkes and Cant, 2001, Pate! et a!, 
2003) and sub models have been developed through the phenomenological arguments 
(Darabiha et a! , 1986, Borghi, 1990). Although solvmg a transport equatiOn for the flame 
surface density IS an attractive option, this will result m several unclosed terms which need 
to be closed by appropriate sub-models and restncted to handle extreme cases, where 
coupling between the flow-field and flame front is intense 
The uncertainties involved in the extensive modelling of unclosed terms, in solving the 
transport equation for 2:, are instigating for an algebraic expression for 2:, which is the 
main focus of the present study Bray et al. (1985) proposed a Simple model to calculate 2: 
as, c(1 -c) I LY , where c IS the reaction progress variable and Ly is the length scale 
associated with wrinkled flame The length scale, Ly can be modelled by assummg It to be 
proportional to the integral length scale (Abu-Orf and Cant, 2000) or by an additional 
transport equation (Lmdstedt and V aos, 1999). Gouldin et a! (1989) and Well er et al. 
(1998) derived an expression for 2: based on fractal theory by v1ewmg the turbulent flame 
as a fractal surface within the lower and outer cut-off scales and found to be in good 
agreement (V eynante and Vervisch, 2002) With experimental data for l:/[c(1- c)]. 
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Var1ous other stud1es (Pope, 1988, Duclos et a!, 1993, Veynante et a!, 1996) can be 
found in the literature, modelling the flame surface density e1ther by balancing the 
production, transport and annihilation terms or developing a correlation from experimental 
data. On the other hand, ~ can be modelled usiDg turbulent flame speed (TFS) closure as a 
ratiO between the turbulent flame surface area per unit volume Ar to its projection on its 
average surface per un1t volume A. The ratio of A-lA can be modelled by following the 
promiDent observation of Damkohler (1940). Recently, this approach has been used by 
Muppala et a! (2005) ID RANS and by Alun et a! (2006) in LES to pred1ct various 
turbulent premixed flames 
Most of these flame! et models have been successfully transformed from the framework of 
RANS to LES and applied to a vanety of practical problems such as V-flames (Chan and 
Li, 2005), SI engiDes (Richard et a! , 2007), gas turbiDes and Ramjets (Menon and Jou, 
1991) etc. Boger et al. (1998) deduced a simple algebraic model suitable for LES of 
turbulent premixed flames This model has been used by Kukpatrick et al. (2003) and 
Masri et al. (2006) to predict the turbulent deflagrating flame m an obstructed explosion 
chamber and found to be predicting reasonably well However, their studies under-
predicted explosion overpressures, flame positwn and structures. Masri et a! (2006) 
reported that using a complex model for flame surface density would prov1de more 
accurate predictions for the flame characteristics 
Inspired by the works of Masn et al. (2006), the present study IDtends to develop a 
dynamic flame surface density model In this work, the simple algebrmc model of Boger 
et a! (1998) is used initially to pred1ct the turbulent deflagrating flames in vanous flow 
configurations and efforts are made to identify 1ts drawbacks. Subsequently, the present 
work concludes (see Chapter 8) that the model constant 1s not universal and depend on 
many physical parameters such as the LES filter w1dth, fueVmr mixture, turbulence etc. 
Hence, a model is developed based on wrinkiiDg flame theory and tests are performed to 
evaluate the self-scaling capabilities of th1s model. Further to this, the concept of the 
dynamic flame surface density model, winch was proposed by Hawkes (2000) and 
Knikker et a! (2002) is developed and evaluated This model follows the dynam1c 
procedure of Germano et al. (1991) and the similarity concept of Bardina et al. (1980) 
The dynam1c flame surface density model, presented ID chapter 5, has been linked With 
flame wrinkling theory m order to dynamically evaluate the model coefficient. This 
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procedure is followed to calculate the fractal dimension of the turbulent prem1xed flame, 
which has been the subject of many interesting research works (Mandelbrot, 1975, 
Gouldm, 1987, Kerstein, 1988, Gouldin et a!, 1989 and Gouldin, Hilton et a!, 1989) m 
past Recently, Fureby (2005) used an empirical model m LES, based on original 
developments of North and Santav1cca (1990). Th1s model is also tested, here, and 
evaluated agamst the fractal dimension model developed by Knikker et al. (2004) in 
calculatmg the dynamic model coefficient. 
2.2.2 Other Modelling Approaches 
As described earlier, modellmg of chemical reaction rate m turbulent prem1xed 
combustion is very complex and there are various modellmg approaches rangmg from 
s1mple to complex available in the literature Most of these approaches have been 1mtially 
developed for RANS modelling and then extended to LES 
2.2.2.1 Turbulent Flame Speed Closure 
Chem1cal reactwn rate can be s1mply modelled by the overall turbulent flame speed Sr as 
a functwn of the ratio of turbulent flame surface area to Iammar flame surface area. 
Dan!kohler (1940) hypothesised a relation given in equatwn (2 6) and Abdel-Gayed et al. 
(1987) extended (shown in equatwn 2.7) this by correlating various expenmental 
measurements of turbulent prem1xed flames. Since the turbulent flame speed 1s not a well 
defined quantity and known to be dependent on many physical and chemical parameters, 
use of TFS closure 1s quite questwnable. However, TFS closure has been successfully 
used in RANS (Zlffiont et al., 1997, Polifke et a! , 2000 and Zimont, 2000) for gas turbine 
combustor and in LES (Flohr and Pitsch, 2000) for mdustrial burners, w1th certain 
limitations. This s1mple closure has been widely used in flame tracking approach (G-
equatwn) With vanous modifications. Current models calculate Sr as a functwn of 
turbulence intens1ty alone show significant vanations (Bradley, 1992) reflecting the 
possible influence of other parameters, such as the scalar dissipation rates However, use 
of TFS closure 1s debatable in LES as 1t 1s not well suited to close Favre averaged 
transport equatwns. 
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Recently th1s closure has been used in conjunction w1th the flame surface dens1ty model to 
pred1ct turbulent prem1xed flames in RANS (Muppala et a! , 2005) and LES (Alun et a! , 
2006). 
2.2.2.2 Eddy-Break-Up Model 
The Eddy-Break-Up (EBU) model, origmally developed by Spalding (1971), v1ews the 
reactiOn zone as a collect1on of fresh and burnt gas pockets transported by turbulent eddies 
and can be modelled as: 
(2 8) 
where YJ is the fuel mass fractiOn in fresh gases, k and t: are respectively the turbulent 
kmetic energy and 1ts diSSipatiOn rate, CEsu is a model constant. EBU models have been 
extensively used in RANS (Fureby and Lofstrom 1994, Moller et a! , 1996) and LES 
(Fureby and Lbfstrom, 1994, Moll er et a! , I 996 and Porumbel and Menon, 2006) for 
industrial applications, despite over estimation of the reaction rate, due to 1ts Simplicity. In 
this approach, the reactiOn rate is assumed to be proportional to the intermittency between 
fresh and burnt gases and inversely proportional to the turbulence time scale. This model 
is attractive because the reaction rate is simply wntten as a function of known quantities 
w1thout any additiOnal transport equat10ns, simply by neglectmg the chemistry effects. 
This results m an overestimate the react10n rate, especially in highly stramed flow regions 
(Cant and Bray, 1989). 
In the context of LES, EBU models found to predict reasonably well for bluff body 
stabilised flames (Fureby and Moller, 1995), without any additional sub-gr1d scale models 
Porumbel and Menon (2006) studied bluff body stabilised flame using sub-grid scale EBU 
model and Linear Eddy Model (LEM) m LES. They concluded that, results using EBU 
found to under-predict turbulent flame wrinkling, turbulent mixing rate, temperature field, 
and to over-predict turbulent flame thickness. Kim et al. (2006) have reported results by 
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usmg EBU model for gas turbine flame holder stabilised flames for vanous equivalence 
ratios, with an additiOnal transport equatton for turbulent kinettc energy and an algebratc 
equation for dtsstpatwn rate Their studies found to predict stabtlised flame very well 
except few deviations from expenmental data at stoichiometnc condition. Hence, it can be 
concluded that the success of EBU models with or Without sub-models or addttional 
transport equations IS variable 
2.2.2.3 Probability Density Function Approach 
Probability density function methods have been used in turbulent reacting flows for over 
60 years (Kollmarm and Schrnitt, 1981) and are quite established, espectally in turbulent 
non-premixed combustion (Cook and Riley, 1994) In PDF methodology, the flame 
front/flow field ts descnbed based on stattsttcal properttes and probabtlity theones. These 
methods have close tie-ups in deriving sub-models m flame tracking and flame surface 
density approaches. There are several methods to descnbe flow/flame probability 
functiOns such as presumed PDF, where a shape is assumed by solving a PDF balance 
equation, JOmt PDF, where probability of a set of variables are etther solved usmg a 
transport equation or modelled and finally, condttiOnal PDF, where PDF IS used based on 
certain local condttions. 
Severaltmportant studies (Pope, 1985, Givi, 1989, Gao and O'Bnen, 1993, Madma and 
Givt, 1993, Moller et a! , 1996, Cook et a! , 1997 and Cook and Rtley, 1998) can be found 
reporting development and application of PDF methods for turbulent reactmg flames m 
RANS and LES. The fundamental Idea of the PDF method is based on descnbing the 
statistical property of thenno-chemtcal variables For mstance, tf rjJ represents an arbttrary 
thenno-chemtcal variable of interest and the PDF in LES can be defined as 
P,.(B,x,t) = ffJo(B-rjJ(x',t))G(x' -x)dx' (2 9) 
where Bis the statistical random variable associated with rjJ, and o(B-rjJ(x',t)) is the fine 
grained density of the vanable B. The value Psg (B, x, t)dB is the probability of the LES 
filter-wetghted fraction of fluid around x that has rjJ in the range [ (}, B+dB]. The advantage 
of the PDF approach ts that the reaction rate tenn can be closed exactly through the simple 
relation as: 
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m(x,t) = Jw(B)P,.(B,x,t)dB (2.1 0) 
Usmg PDF models have produced good results in comparison with DNS data for non-
premixed combustiOn (Moll er et al., 1996, Reveillon and Vervisch, 1997, Colucci et a! , 
1998 and Cook and Rrley, 1998) successfully predicted premixed combustion using 
presumed PDF approach, assummg a multidimensional normal distnbution for the scalar 
variables With this success, PDF of turbulent premixed flames has become an alternative 
method to predict flames m various combustion regimes. However, the shape of initial 
PDF may need to be obtamed either from experimental data or DNS data. 
2.2.2.4 Flame Tracking (G-equation) Approach 
The flame trackmg approach or G-equation, ongmally introduced by Wilhams ( 1985b) is 
based on the flamelet assumptiOn. In this approach the flame IS assumed to be a thin 
surface and can be represented or tracked by the level surface of a scalar field G, which 
has a constant value Go at flame surface and can be described as: 
8G 
-+u.V'G=wjV'Gj 
at 
(2.11) 
where w is the local relative propagation velocity of the flame The equation in (2 !I) can 
be used to represent a surface of chosen variable such as temperature, reaction progress 
variable or any other vanable of mterest Pitsch (2006) argued that this approach is not 
modelling the flame front, rather a numerical method, which can resolve the flame front 
Several studies reported, successful prediction of turbulent flames using G-equation m 
RANS and LES Y akhot (1988) was the first to suggest this equation to be used in LES 
combustion Following Yakhot (1988), several authors (Kim and Menon, 2000, Pitsch and 
Duchamp, 2002 and Huang et al., 2003) proposed LES formulation of the G-equatwns and 
applied to various combustion chambers such as ramjet (Menon and Jou, 1991), IC 
engines (Naitoh et al., 1992), Bunsen burner experiment (Pitsch and Duchamp, 2002) etc. 
Pitsch (2005) argued that the G-equation for the filtered flame front used m the above 
studies, did not consider the special character while filtering the G-equation, which has 
caused mconststency with generalised scalmg symmetry Pitsch (2005) derived a new 
filtering technique for G-equation and reported that the filtered G-equation (equation 2.12) 
is vahd in corrugated flamelet and the thin reaction zones. 
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(2.12) 
where n is the flame front normal vector, and ur and uk describe laminar flame 
propagation and flame advancement by curvature effects respectively, wluch requires sub-
models to close. Pitsch (2006) proposed models for ur and Uk based on production-
dissipation balance assumption and found to fit well in LES, with certain drawbacks near 
the flame holder, where the flame is not fully established. Also he described that G in the 
above equatiOn IS not the filtered G-field, but a level set representing the flame front 
position Tlus is clearing the concerns raised by Hawkes and Cant (2000) regardmg this 
approach in trackmg the level set of flame front. However, the G-equatwn employed in 
the above studies appears to still have some drawbacks. 
Modelling the flame structure is a major challenge in G-equation, as the flame surface can 
only be tracked and not resolved in numerical space This can be achieved by the sub-
models derived either from experiments or DNS data Filtered G-equatwn (2 12) does not 
include any diffusion terms, which may lead to numerical difficulties. Finally, there IS no 
theoretical lower limit for the radms of the flame front curvature. As the flame front 
propagates, cusps can form with zero radius of curvature (Pope, 1988), which cannot be 
resolved on the computational mesh Cusps are not expected for the filtered LES field 
smce these would be smeared out by the filtering process. This problem is usually 
overcome in an ad-hoc manner by the introductiOn of artificial diffusiOn (Piana et a! , 
1997) 
2.2.2.5 Artificially Thickened Modelling 
It can be noticed from the above modelling strategies, that the premixed flame is very thin 
i e. about 0.1 to !mm (Colin et al., 2000) and cannot be resolved on LES numerical grid 
This difficulty in resolvmg flame on numerical grid, associated with the stiffuess of the 
progress variable has lead to the development of an alternative approach of "thickened 
flame modelling" by Butler and O'Rourke (1977) originally for laminar flame 
calculations This method has been extended to LES by Veynante and Pomsot (1997) and 
Thibaut and Candel (1998) for turbulent premixed flames. 
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The basic idea ofth1s approach is thickening of the flame brush by a factor F and dividing 
the reaction rate by the same factor, while keepmg the laminar flame speed constant, so 
that Its structure is resolved by LES. The flame thickerung IS accomplished by a 
modification of the scalar transport equations, followmg the simple theories of laminar 
premixed flames (Kuo, 1986), such that the flame speed u L oc ~ ar(J) , and the flame 
thickness oL oc a r j u L • Where tiJ is the total reaction rate and ar IS the thermal diffusivity. 
This results in a flame of thickness F OL that propagates at a speed UL The advantages of 
the approach are that it is simple to implement and, due to the Arrhemus law, It can handle 
some effects associated with ignitiOn and flame-wall mteraction processes (Cohn et a! , 
2000). This approach models both the reaction rate and sub-grid transport terms 
Simultaneously. 
The flame thickening approach seems to be very attractive for flows in which the 
turbulence-flame interactiOns are governed mamly by very large scale flow structures. 
However, there are several drawbacks when applied to many common scenanos Firstly, 
this approach assumes Implicitly that the reaction rate is controlled by chemistry rather 
than diffusive processes and hence the use of detailed chemical kinetics is recommended 
for better accuracy (Poinsot et a!, 1991). This IS numerically unattractive compared to the 
laminar flamelet approach where fast chemistry IS considered and reaction is assumed to 
be controlled by transport processes. Secondly, the thickening of the flame decreases the 
sensitivity towards turbulent motions. Therefore the turbulent and chemical time scales are 
altered, which need to be accounted separately. The turbulent eddies smaller than the size 
of thickened flame are found to have no significant effect in stretchmg the flame (Poinsot 
et al., 1991 ). This effect was observed for the thickened flame model in comparison with 
DNS results by Veynante and Pomsot (1997). Thirdly, the sensitivity of the lammar flame 
velocity to stretch and curvature is increased by the transformation since the Markstein 
length is proportional to the flame thickness. The thickened flame will react to a stretch of 
kiF, as the actual flame would react to a stretch of k. This may influence flame quenchmg 
and may be prone to quench thickened flame much easily. 
To counteract the over-response of flame stretch, an efficiency function E relating the 
actual flame stretch to the stretch felt by the thickened flame has been proposed by 
Meneveau and Poinsot (1991) based on DNS results. Similarly, Charlette et al., (2002) 
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developed a dynamic model based on local flame conditions to overcome the over-
response of the flame stretch m thickened flame modelling. 
2.2.2.6 Marker Field Approach 
The S+ marker field (B!lger, 2004) model m LES is fatrly a new derivative of above 
discussed laminar flamelet models, which captures flame propagation by balancing 
reactive, diffusive fluxes in combustion space. Ongmally, the concept of the marker field 
S (a scalar) was mtroduced by Bilger (2004) in DNS and extended to RANS by Bilger et 
al., (2004) Recently, this model has been extended in the frame work of LES (Christophe 
and Laszlo, 2007) to predict stabilised turbulent premixed flame behmd a back-facmg 
step 
2.3 Summary 
This chapter has described some fundamentals and charactenstlcs of turbulent premixed 
flames. A survey of a wide range of expenmental and numerical studies, which employed 
similar forms of the combustiOn chamber employed in the present mvestigatwn, has been 
presented. V anous regimes of turbulent premixed combustion have been discussed in 
general and in LES context V anous reaction rate modelling approaches suitable for 
RANS and LES were presented and discussed. A brief history and evolutiOn of the 
flamelet models, employed in this study for mean chemical reactiOn rate was presented. 
Some of the interesting features and drawbacks of the existing models were also presented 
and discussed. 
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The Governing Equations 
This chapter presents the mstantaneous goverrung equations for the conservatiOn of mass, 
momentum, energy, reaction progress vanable, c and the equatiOn of state, which govern 
turbulent premixed flames. In numerical modelling, it is necessary to impose simplifymg 
assumptions to these governing equatiOns to avOid non-hneanty Issues, which are detailed 
in section 3 I Predicting turbulent reactmg flows is usually involved m some form of 
averagmg, which is briefly explained Also discussed is the applicatiOn of the ensemble 
averaging (Favre) to the instantaneous goverrung equations and the resulting unclosed 
terms. A summary of the filtered govemmg equatiOns are detailed in section 3 2 I 
3.1 Instantaneous Conservation Equations 
Govemmg equations of flmd flows can be denved by cons1denng an infinitesimal control 
volume fixed m space and applying the conservation laws of physics The derivatiOn of 
equatiOns can be found m many text books (Turns, 1996) and are not repeated here. The 
goverrung equations shown in the following sections are denved for Cartesian coordinate 
system by considering the following assumptiOns. 
• Low Mach number 
• Soret and Dufour effects are neglected 
• Umty Lewis number (neglecting Zeldov1ch instability) 
• Newtoman fluid 
• Negligible bulk viscosity from Stokes hypothesis 
• Ideal gases 
• Fully premixed reactants With one-step irreversible chemistry 
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3.1.1 Conservation of Mass 
ConservatiOn of mass physically imposes the conditiOn that, neither creation, nor 
destruction of the mass within the control volume is possible. Application of this 
conservatiOn law with convective transportation of mass across the control surface 
eventually leads to the well known contmuity equation· 
ap + a(pu) =O 
at ax1 
(3.1) 
where p is fluid density in kg/m3 and u1 is the velocity in x1 direction. The equation (3.1) IS 
for unsteady, compressible and three-dimensional mass conservatiOn, which can be 
simplified as per the problem specifications. 
3.1.2 Conservation of Momentum 
Conservation of momentum IS based on Newton's second Jaw, which states that the rate of 
change of momentum of a flmd particle equals the sum of the forces on the partiCle and 
can be expressed by the famous Navier-Stokes equatiOn: 
ap a ( [ 1 auk ]) 
--+- 2p S--o- +B 
ax ax "3"ax ' J } k 
(3 2) 
where P is the static pressure, p. is the dynamic viscosity, S9 is the stram rate, 159 IS the 
Kronecker delta and B, IS other body forces such as gravity, centrifugal and Con ohs forces 
actmg on the fluid. The strain rate can be express as. 
-'(au, ou1 ) s - -+-
lj 2 Ox Ox 
J I 
(3.3) 
It is worth noting at this stage that the momentum equation given in 3.2 IS balancing the 
various forces in the fluid flow. Even though equation 3 2 does not have any implicit or 
explicit reaction rate term, the flow generally behaves differently in reacting and non-
reacting cases. In case of turbulent reacting flows, combustion mfluences the flow 
dynamics, which has Immense influences on density, temperature and dynamic viscosity 
vanations, which are found to be approximately 10 limes higher than in non-reacting 
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flows. Subsequently, the local Reynolds number vanes much more than m non reacting 
situations Hence, the whole treatment of the governing equations is different and more 
details are provided in Chapter 6 
3.1.3 Conservation of Energy 
Conservation of energy can be derived from the fist law of thermodynamics and usually 
used to evaluate the temperature, T and enthalpy, h for a chemical reacting flow. Many 
forms of this equation exist, having static temperature, specific enthalpy, stagnatiOn 
enthalpy or internal enthalpy as the principal vartable However, in case of low-Mach 
number flows, it is typical to use the energy equation m terms of specific enthalpy as 
follows: 
(3.4) 
where Pr IS the mixture Prandtl number and q )s the chemical source term In the above 
equation, the first three terms on the nght hand side are contributions due to pressure 
work, viscous dissipatiOn and flow dilation Thermal dissipation IS wntten m terms of the 
fluid viscosity and Prandtl number. In order to simplifY the system of equations, Zeldovich 
instabtlity (thermal diffusion) is neglected by considering the unity Lewis number. The 
last term m the RHS of equation (3.4) IS the chemical source term, which represents the 
enthalpy added to or removed from the fluid as a result of chemical reaction and is given 
as: 
(3 5) 
where t;.h[ is the enthalpy of combustion taken as 2.22*106 kJ/kmol for stmchwmetric 
propane in air mixture (W ark, I 977), Y.fo is the fuel mass fractiOn in unbumed mixture and 
w, is the chemical reaction rate 
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3.1.4 The Reaction Progress Variable Equation 
In premixed flames, the chemical status of the m1xture can be typically addressed by 
assuming a single step irreversible reaction between reactants and products, and a progress 
variable c, defined such that it 1s zero where the mixture is unbumed and umty where it is 
fully burned Mathematically reaction progress variable IS defined as. 
Yfiu 
c=l--
Yf. (3 6) 
where Yfo 1s the local fuel mass fraction. The transportation equation for the reaction 
progress variable which balances production and destructiOn of the chem1cal reaction can 
be written as 
(3.7) 
where Se 1s the Schm1dt number considered to be equal to the Prandtl number to give a 
umty Lewis number and cb, 1s the mean chemical reaction rate, which is reqmred to be 
modelled Modellmg reaction rate m turbulent premixed flames 1s highly challengmg due 
to its non-linear relation with chem1cal and thermodynamic states. More details about the 
reaction rate modelling are detailed in Chapter 5. 
3.1.5 The Equation of State 
Classically, many thermodynamic problems assume a chemical and thermodynamic 
equilibrium state to denve the gas properties from the ideal gas state equation The state 
equatiOn used to close the system of equat10ns descnbed in previous sections and relate 
pressure, temperature, dens1ty as· 
Plp=MRT (3.8) 
where the gas constant R is defined as Ru_IM, Ru is umversal gas constant and M is the 
molar mass (Kg!Kgmol). 
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3.2 Favre Averaging 
In turbulent flows, the flow consists of random fluctuations of the various flow properties 
such as density, temperature, velocities etc. As explained in section 3 1.2, in case of 
reacting flows, the density is subjected to fluctuations due to thermal heat release. In order 
to account for these fluctuations some sort of statistical averaging 1s required, where all 
quantities are expressed as the sum of mean and fluctuating parts. Conventwnal Reynolds-
averaging or time averagmg w1ll only cons1der velocity and pressure fluctuatiOns in the 
fluid flow. Th1s is appropriate for steady turbulence 1 e. a turbulent flow that, on the 
average does not vary w1th time Usmg Reynolds averaging m an unsteady, reactmg 
problems leads to several complexities, which eventually involve the explicit modelhng of 
velocity-density correlation due to high fluctuations, wh1ch IS not recommended. 
Alternatively, Favre averagmg or mass weighted averagmg accounts for dens1ty and 
temperature fluctuations m addition to velocity and pressure fluctuations, when the 
medium is a compressible fluid In Favre averaging, all the mstantaneous values of 
velocity and scalars except for pressure and density are decomposed mto steady and 
fluctuating part as· 
(3 9) 
where ~ is generic flow property, ~ is mass-we1ghted mean, defined as j = p~ I j5 and 
r is superimposed fluctuations Favre mean is denoted by a tilde wh1le the fluctuation 
about the Favre mean is g1ven by double prime. Additionally, pu; = 0, and pr = 0 while 
"f" * 0 and u; * 0 InsertiOn of this decompositiOn into the contmuous form of the 
goverrung equations with subsequent ensemble averaging, results in Favre averaged 
equations for the mean flow quantities as shown in next section. 
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3.2.1 Favre Averaged Governing Equations 
ApplicatiOn ofFavre averaging to the instantaneous governmg equations shown in Eq. 3.1, 
3 2, 3 4, 3.7 and 3 8 leads to the followmg set of equations, wluch have unclosed terms 
and must be closed by modelling 
• Conservation of mass 
• Conservation of momentum 
• ConservatiOn of energy 
• Reaction progress vanable equation 
• The equatiOn of state 
PI p=MRT 
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(3.11) 
(3 12) 
(3 13) 
(3.14) 
(3 15) 
(3.16) 
(3 17) 
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By observing the above Favre averaged governing equations, it can be noticed that some 
of the transport terms such as Reynolds stress, heat flux can not closed m the solution 
space However these terms are very nnportant in order to close the equations and must be 
obtained by modelling. Some of these closing strategies are discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.3 Summary 
This chapter has outlmed the set of instantaneous governing equations for turbulent 
premixed flames and the assumptions considered in evaluating them The technique of 
Favre averaging has been described, which generally employed in turbulent flows. List of 
Favre averaged governing equations has been descnbed. 
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Large Eddy Simulations 
This chapter reviews the large eddy simulation technique and discusses the main issues 
that have to be accounted for before implementation Some fundamentals such as, spatial 
filtering technique, mathematical descriptiOn of filters and decomposition of velocity 
components are briefly explained. The governing equations detailed in the previous 
chapter are spatially filtered using the box filter and are presented with unclosed terms. 
V anous models and methodologies available to close the sub-gnd scale momentum fluxes 
and the choice of model considered in the present simulations are discussed Simple and 
widely used gradient transport model is used to account for the sub-grid scalar turbulent 
fluxes m filtered energy and reaction progress varmble equations. Sub-grid scale reactiOn 
rate can be modelled based on modellmg strategies discussed m chapter 2 However a 
short discussion IS provided in this chapter and detailed discussiOn can be found in chapter 
5, which is dedicated to the modelling of the SGS reactiOn rate. 
4.1 A Short Survey 
Large eddy simulations (LES) have been proved to be an extremely powerful and highly 
reliable modelling technique for the last couple of decades, followmg the pioneering 
works of Smagorinsky (1963) and the first successful application to turbulent charmel 
flows by Deardorff (1970). Since then, LES has been vividly used to develop underlined 
theories and to understand various flow problems rangmg from simple to complex flow 
configuratiOns such as flmd flow over bodies, turbulence-transition modellmg, forecasting 
weather conditions, understanding the aerodynamics ofvelucles and combustion dynamics 
etc. LES is basically a numerical tecluuque, which separates large eddies from small 
eddies by the application of a low-pass filtenng technique. In most turbulent flows, large 
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eddies above certain cut-off scale are expected to be responsible for most of the 
transportation of mass, momentum and energy. However, the smaller eddies formed due to 
the interactions of these large eddies are generally expected to be Isotropic m nature and 
eventually die out in due course, while dissipating energy fluctuations, which slightly 
affect the mean characteristics of the flow. This unique observation propounds to resolve 
separated large eddies explicitly and to model small eddies/scales that are smaller than a 
chosen filter width by using smtable sub-grid scale (SGS) model. 
Numerical modelling of turbulent flows, usually mvolves definmg the flow properties in 
terms of mean and fluctuations, correspondmg to the mstantaneous values associated with 
turbulence The way these quantities are predicted or calculated will in general calibrate 
the accuracy of numerical approaches LES lies between DNS, in which the whole of the 
turbulence spectrum is resolved, and RANS, where equations are solved in combination 
With a turbulence model to give a solution for the time-averaged flow-field. DNS is able to 
predict mstantaneous and statistical flow information by resolvmg all flow scales ranging 
from the mtegral to Kolmogorov and provides a high degree of accuracy. However, DNS 
requires high-end computational resources and IS restricted to simulate simple, low-
Reynolds number flows. The use of the DNS technique IS currently very limited to model 
development and Will remain challenging in the foreseeable future to simulate real 
complex flow situations 
On the other hand, RANS requires only modest resources, where all flow scales are 
modelled and has been applied to a wide range of flow configurations with varying 
degrees of success. The accuracy of a RANS simulatiOn depends on how well the model 
predicts the flow and generally model parameters must be 'tuned' m order to achieve 
acceptable accuracy. Modelling the whole spectrum of flow turbulence scales poses a 
great difficulty, which eventually piloted to develop the concept ofLES In LES, the large 
scales explicitly resolved are m fact equal to that of DNS large scales and gives both 
instantaneous and statistical mformation of the flow, while the effect of small scales are 
modelled. Since, only the sub-grid, dissipative scales, which are usually expected to be 
uruversal and homogeneous are modelled, the accuracy of the LES solution is less 
dependent on the accuracy of the model. Hence, LES demands greater computational 
resources than RANS, as mvolved m resolvmg the large eddies. 
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Despite the advancements in available computational resources, key challenges remained 
m LES are sub-grid scale turbulence modellmg and the scale separation SGS or 
unresolved turbulence modelling in LES has matured to a greater level and usually 
modelled by the classical eddy viscosity model of Smagonnsky (1963). Smagorinsky 
model has been widely used m many mteresting works in early stages ofLES (Lilly, 1967, 
Deardorff, 1970, Schumann, 1975, Moin et al , 1978 and Moin and K1m, 1982) and 
continumg to be used with much remarkable advancements (Kirkpatrick et al., 2003 and 
Malalasekera et al., 2007). Several other models are also available to account for SGS 
turbulence For example, Yakhot and Orszag (1986) and Yakhot and Orszag (1987) 
proposed a model based on a renonnalisation theory, detmls of which are not discussed 
here and can be found m the author's original work or in published reviews (Rogallo and 
Mom, 1984 and Lesieur and Metais, 1996) 
The classical Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model though widely used by turbulence 
modellers, however, it is found to fail for various reasons. The Smagorinsky model was 
failed to predict the energy backscatter to the resolved scales and found to have improper 
asymptotic behaviour of the Smagorinsky model coefficient. These failures have been 
rectified by the development of the dynamic procedure (Gennano et al., 1991) to calculate 
the Smagorinsky model coefficient usmg local mstantaneous flow conditiOns, which is 
detailed m the following sections of this chapter. The procedure typically involves the 
application of a test filter to the velocity field to extract information from the resolved 
scales based on scale s1milanty Ideas of Bardina et al (1980), which are then used to 
calculate the coefficient. Ghosal et al. (1992) and Pwmelli and Liu (1995) extended this 
using a localized dynamic procedure to calculate the model coefficient Moin et al ( 1991) 
extended the Germano dynamic procedure for compressible flows, which has been found 
to be successful m predicting model coefficient and energy backscatter, arid is used in the 
present study. 
The second challenge posed by LES, IS in separatmg the large scales from the small ones. 
This can be achieved by separating the scales in the exact solution by defimng a cut-off 
length based on Ferziger (1977) and Rogallo and Moin (1984) m spectral space or 
applymg a spatial filter of Leonard (1974) in physical space The scales that are of a 
characteristic size greater than the chosen cut-offlength are called large or resolved scales, 
and others are called small or sub-grid scales (SGS). But defining the cut-off length arid 
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the scale-separation mathematical operator are very difficult tasks in LES The difficulty 
comes from the fact that many parameters contnbute to the definition of the effective 
scale-separation operator. Recently, Debliquy et al. (2004) reported a novel sampling 
techruque, replacmg the traditional filtering in LES by samphng operators, winch is not 
yet very popular, but seems to be promising in avoidmg numerical errors 
4.2 Spatial Filtering 
Scales are filtered e1ther m phys1cal space or spectral space by applying a scale high-pass 
filter, 1 e. low-pass in frequency, to the exact solution. The sub-gnd scale fluctuations 
below chosen cut-off scale are modelled by assuming Isotropic The application of scale 
separatiOn or spatial filtering in LES can be mathematically represented by a convolution 
product, first due to the Leonard (1974), can be defined for any flow variable ~ (x,y,z,t) 
to separate large eddies from flow motions as: 
~ (x,y,z,t) = JG ( x- x',y- y',z- z')~( x',y',z',t) dx'dy'dz' (4.1) 
In the above equation G is a filter function, winch 1s associated with the cut-off length !i: 
m space, generally taken in between Kolmogorov and mtegrallength scales. Eddies of size 
larger than !i: are class1fied as large eddies, wh1le those smaller than !i: are classified as 
small eddies wh1ch need to be modelled. The integration IS carried out over the entire 
computational domain v. Selection of the correct spatial filter in equation ( 4.1) 1s very 
important m LES as it must commute with differentiation, once filtered Navier-Stokes 
equation are developed for the flow field The most commonly used filter functions are the 
sharp cut-off filter (Founer), the Gauss1an filter and the box filter. 
Sharp cut-off filter IS applied in spectral space and generally known as ideal low-pass 
filter, in which flow contributions greater than cut-off wave number (kc) are removed 
without affectmg the contributions of small wave numbers. This filter reduces the number 
of degrees of freedom and also known as "projective filter" (Carati and Wray, 2000), 
which is defined as: 
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G(x-x')= srn(kc(x-x')) 
kc(x-x') 
G(k) = {1 iflkl::; ~c = 7r Ill 
0 otherwise 
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(4 2) 
(4.3) 
Gauss1an filter, which IS generally applied in phys1cal space, IS widely used for 
homogeneous and inhomogeneous turbulence in the direction of homogeneity, often With 
separate cut-off scales m each direction. Th1s filter simply transforms turbulent field u, 
into a new field v, and reduces the noise Hence, called "smooth filter" and is defined as· 
( 6 )y, ( 6lx x'I'J G(x -x') = 1r!i' exp - ll~ (4.4) 
Box or top-hat filter is the other most commonly used implic1t spatial filter applied in 
physical space, with a characteristic cut-off scale of X, generally defined in terms of grid 
spacmg Since this filter wipes out the small scales by filtering operation, th1s 1s also 
considered as a smooth filter and typically defined as: 
G( ') ~~ iflx- x'l::; fi x-x = t, 2 
0 otherwise 
(4.5) 
In the present work, top-hat filter is employed as it naturally fits into the fimte volume 
discretization. The filtered governing equations in fimte volume format can be simply 
rewntten by the apphcat10n of equivalent box filter width of: 
(4 6) 
where llx , lly and t;z denotes the width of a computational cell in the three co-ordinates 
Accuracy of LES simulat10ns depends on many factors and yet, filter width IS one of the 
most important. Cho1ce of the filter width is critical to resolve the appropriate amount of 
energy in the computational domain. For instance, Figure 4.1 illustrates the use of two 
different filter widths in obtaining the filtered velocity It is clear that the use of larger 
filter width has resulted in a smoother curve compared to that of smaller filter width. 
Usmg a large filter width may save computational time; however, Figure 4.1 confirms the 
loss of information while using large filter width. In a conceptual study, Pope (2004) 
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hypothesises that the solution may reach an intermediate asymptote when the filter width 
lies within the inertial sub-range. However, using a box filter (4.6) simplifies the difficulty 
of choosing appropriate cut-off scales, yet associated with grid resolution employed. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 4.1 Application oftop-hat filter to velocity signal u(x) (a) arrow filter (b) Wide 
filter (reproduced from (Frohlich and Rodi, 2002)) 
In general , the above filters can be classified into two categories as ei ther implicit or 
exp licit fi lters. Both filtering approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages. 
However, most of the LES simulations reported so far have been carried out using implicit 
filtering technique (Schumann, 1989), due to its simplicity and ability to fi t naturally into 
discretization schemes employed. Another advantage is that the definition of discrete 
unknown amounts to an implicit filtering i.e. any scales smaller than the grid are 
automatically discarded. This faciJitates the implicit fi lter to fit naturally in the numerical 
discretization and the notations looks similar to that of RA S technique. 
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Contrary to the implicit filtering, one can change filter width and grid size independently 
whtle using explicit filtermg This exphc1t filtering has recently been advocated by several 
authors such as Moin (1997), Chow and Moin (2003) and Klem (2005), smce it 
considerably reduces numerical discrehzatwn errors and there is a possibility to achieve a 
grid independent LES solution. On the other hand, it increases the modellmg demands, 
since for the same number of grid points, more scales of turbulent motion have to be 
modelled and it is not yet completely clear, which approach IS more advantageous (Lund 
and Kaltenbach, 1995). 
4.2.1 Filtered Governing Equations 
As described in section 3.2, turbulent reacting flows are associated with large density 
variations, which must be properly accounted for. As Jones (1993) argued, considering 
these sub-grid density fluctuations in filtered conservation equatiOns seems to be possible 
by the applicatiOn of Favre-filtering. A Favre or mass-weighted spatial filter in LES is 
shown in equatiOn (4 7) and similar to equatiOn (4.1). Application of equatiOn (4.7) to the 
conservatiOn equations yields Favre-filtered conservation equations, which look very 
similar to that of Favre-averaged equations shown m equations (3 1 0) to (3 17) 
p~(x,t) = fpG(x-x')~(x',t)dx' (4.7) 
• Favre-filtered contmuity equatwn: 
(4.8) 
• Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equation 
o(iJu.) o(i5ii,u1 ) a? a ( -[- 1 - ]) - ar;g' 
--"--'..!..+ =--+- 2" S --8 S +B ---
ot Ox axaxr"3"kk 'ax } I } } 
(4.9) 
where the filtered strain rate tensor S" IS defined as 
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( 
- 8ii ) s =.!. au, +-1 
" 2 ax ax 1 ' 
(4.10) 
The filtered NS equatiOn y1elds an unclosed term, •:g' due to the decomposition of non-
linear convective terms, which must be closed usmg models avmlable from simple Imear 
eddy viscos1ty based to complex second moment closures, where transport equations are 
solved. In LES, the term •:"' IS generally referred to as residual stress and represents the 
impact of the unresolved velocity components on the resolved ones Mathematically these 
terms anses from the non-linearity of the convectiOn term wh1ch does not commute with 
the linear filtenng operatiOn. In the present work, th1s term is modelled by widely used, 
classical Smagorinsky turbulence model based on linear eddy viscos1ty 
(4 11) 
• Favre-filtered energy equation 
-+2f1- s --os :-1 +- --- +q a? [ - 1 - J au a ( J1 aiz ) -
ar " 3 " "" ax, CT.x1 Pr ax1 ' 
(4.12) 
The above equation 1s very sim1lar to the Favre averaged equation shown in (3 14) and 
needs to be closed for SGS scalar fluxes, pu;h" = p(u1h-u1h) and filtered energy source 
term Modelling the scalar fluxes is quite d1fficult as compared to the momentum fluxes, 
since they are of d!ss!pauve nature Also, the SGS residual stresses shown in equatiOn 
( 4 11) are assumed to be isotropic, however, SGS scalar fluxes are anisotropic in nature 
and mvolve sharp vanatwns due to large density variations. 
• Favre-filtered reaction progress variable equation: 
(4.13) 
The above Favre-filtered reaction progress variable equation yields two unclosed terms. 
The last term on the LHS of equatiOn ( 4.13) is due to the scalar fluxes, Similar to that of 
NS equation, wh1ch can be usually decomposed as u;c• = u1c- iiif. This is usually 
modelled based on the gradient diffusion and turbulent eddy v1scosity hypothesis. The 
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second term IS the filtered chemical reaction rate @c , which represents the SGS mean 
chemical reaction rate. Smce the turbulent flame thickness IS thinner than the LES grid, 
most of the turbulent combustion is sub-grid phenomenon, hence, must be accounted for 
appropriately. 
4.3 Modelling of SGS Residual Stresses 
Modelling of the SGS residual stress T~g' has gained great deal of attentiOn by turbulence 
modellers and a large collection of SGS models are available m literature The pnmary 
concern of any SGS model is to account for the local and instantaneous momentum 
transportation effects of small scales on large scales and vice versa (generally known as 
energy back-scatter in certain flows). However, It may not be always necessary for the 
SGS models to mimic the detarled interaction between resolved and small scales, yet 
essential to expect correct representation of energy at the correct location A few Important 
modelling strategies are bnefly outlmed m the followmg sections 
4.3.1 Residual Stress Decomposition 
It is clear from equation ( 4 9) that the sub-gnd stress, r;"' resulted due to the commutation 
of Favre filtering on convective term of NS equatiOn, which must be closed by modelling 
as a functiOn of known resolved values Ferziger (1982) identified that the models 
developed followmg Leonard decomposition of velocity field into mean and fluctuating 
quantities, are effective and efficient in accounting sub-grid scale effects Hence, velocity 
component in 1 direction can be decomposed as· 
- ' u, =u, +u, (4.14) 
where u; is the sub-grid scale component of u,. Following the above, decomposition of 
the u,u1 yields: 
(4 15) 
Rearranging the above equatiOn as 
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(4 16) 
where 
(4 17) 
Now we can rewrite equation (4.11) as 
(4.18) 
In the above equatiOn, Ly IS the Leonard stress, Cy is the cross stress and Ry IS the sub-grid 
scale Reynolds stress. The Leonard stress represents interactions between resolved scales 
that results m sub-grid scale contributions The cross terms represent interactiOns between 
resolved and unresolved scales, whereas the sub-gnd scale Reynolds stress represent 
interaction between the small unresolved scales. 
Vanous approaches (Smagorinsky, 1963, Lilly, 1967, Deardorff, 1970, Schumann, 1975 
and Bardma et al., 1980) have been delineated in literature to model the above stress 
terms, based on either explicit or Implicit filtered resolved values Among the available, 
representatiOn of these turbulent stresses through the use of simplified linear models based 
on the eddy viscosity approach are well known and widely used The classical model of 
this category mtroduced by Smagorinsky (1963) is, from a histoncal pomt of view, and 
subJect of many changes later on. The mtroduction of the dynamic modelling concept by 
Germano et a! (1991) has spurred significant progress in the sub-grid scale modelling m 
non-equilibnum flows (see section 4.5.4). In dynamic modellmg, model coefficients are 
determined as the calculation progresses, based on the energy contents of the smallest 
resolved scales rather than input a priori as standard Smagorinsky model. A detailed 
discussion of this method is given m the following section. 
4.3.2 The Smagorinsky Model 
Representation of the turbulent stresses using scalar eddy viscosity IS a well-known 
approach smce its introduction by Boussmesq (1877). Smagorinsky (1963) was the first to 
propose a similar model to Boussinesq for turbulent stresses in LES, which IS still widely 
employed m turbulence modelling. Smagonnsky model assumes that the anisotropic part 
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of the restdual stress tensor ts mime and proportwnal to the anisotroptc part of the 
resolved stram tensor, wlule the normal stresses are isotroptc. This model assumes that the 
scales in unresolved turbulence are approximately m eqmlibnum with energy cascaded 
down from the large scales. Accordingly, the SGS stress tensor, •:g' can be modelled as· 
(4.19) 
where flsGs ts the eddy viscosity, which can be expressed as a functton of the filter stze 
and the strain rate as: 
flsGs = pCJ..'isi (4.20) 
where I.SI = ~2S"S" and C is a dimensionless coefficient and often used to be specified in 
classical models as the Smagorinsky coefficient C, = JC. The isotropic part of the SGS 
stress tensor in equatton (4.19), Ttf ts modelled using the relation ofYoshizawa (1986) 
as 
(4 21) 
where the model coefficient C1 is very small and usually expected to be around 0 01. The 
classtcal Smagorinsky model is qmte stmple and wtdely used, despite certam drawbacks 
One of the major drawbacks ts a prior reqmrement to specify the model coefficient, 
though it ts dependent on local flow condttions For mstance, Lilly (1966) suggested a 
value of C,"' 0 23 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence, Deardorff (1970) used a value of 
0.1 in turbulent charmel flow stmulations, where as for the same flows Ptomelli et a! 
(1988) found 0 0065 as an optimal value. Rogallo and Moin (1984) and Germano et al. 
(1991) identified that C, value ranges between 0.1 and 0 25 and there ts no general 
agreement on how it influences/depends on the flow 
Secondly, the model does not predict correct asymptotic behaviour near a wall and 
requires ad-hoc treatment. Stmulations of transitional wall boundary flows show that the 
model over-damps the flow, leading to mcorrect predtctton of growth rates of mitial 
disturbance Due to the disstpative nature of the model, Piomelli et al. (1990) identified 
that the model over predicts disstpation by 3 5% in laminar charmel flows Also it has been 
identified (Piomelh et a! , 1990) that tt fails to predict the energy transfer from small to 
large scales, which is generally known as energy back-scatter and important in certain 
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flows. Finally, the model does not vanish in a fully resolved "lammar" flow even though 
u,u1 = UJi1 • 
In order to compensate these drawbacks, several researchers employed ad-hoc procedures 
(Ferziger, 1993, Fureby et a! , 1997 and Fureby, 1998) to calculate the appropriate model 
coefficient and found to achieve good confidence in using Smagorinsky model. Motivated 
by Its simplicity, Germano et al. (1991) developed a dynamic procedure to calculate the 
model coefficient using local instantaneous flow conditions The procedure mvolves the 
application of a test filter(") to the equations and to extract mformation from the smallest 
resolved scales, which is then used to calculate the coefficient. This procedure was found 
to be a great success in predicting the correct model coefficient and extended to 
compressible flows by Mom et a! (1991). 
4.3.3 The Dynamic SGS Flow Model 
The Iirrutations outlined in the above sectiOn, while using Smagorinsky model inspired 
Germano et al. ( 1991) to propose the dynamic procedure to calculate Cs based on local 
flow conditions and similarity Ideas of Bardina et al. (1980) Later, Moin et al. (1991) 
extended this procedure for compressible flows, which is used m the present simulations 
to calculate the model coefficient. The central idea of the dynamic procedure is in using 
information from the smallest resolved scales to model the sub-grid scales effects. In order 
to obtam mformation from the smallest resolved scales, a test filter, is generally 
represented by ~ , which is larger than the gnd filter, ;:<;:, and is applied to velocity field 
ApplicatiOn of the test filter to the filtered Navier-Stokes equations results in sub-test-
scale stress tensor analogous to sub-grid-scale stress tensor. 
(4 22) 
Applymg the test filter to the equation (4 14) and rearrangmg will result in the resolved 
turbulent stress as: 
(4 23) 
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The resolved turbulent stresses also known as Leonard stress, represent the contnbution of 
the Reynolds stresses by scales whose length is intermediate between the test and grid 
filter wtdth Identtfymg the relation between equatwns ( 4. I 8), ( 4.22) & ( 4 23) and 
rearranging will result m what is called Germano identity. 
(4 24) 
The Germano identity in the above equation (4.24) can be used to compute, explicitly, the 
sub-grid scale stresses at the test and gnd levels, Ty and r;". 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
where the traceless tensors ay and [Jy are: 
(4.27) 
(4 28) 
Substttutmg equations ( 4 25) & (4.26) in the anisotropic part of equation ( 4.24) gives: 
(4.29) 
To obtain a scalar equation for the model coefficient C, the above equation is contracted 
with s" tensor as: 
(4 30) 
From the above equation one can obtam C, however, observmg the fact that the terms 
within parentheses m equation ( 4 30), can become zero, which may create ill-posed 
problem. To improve this, C was considered to vary in only they-direction, normal to the 
wall. Since, equatwn ( 4.30) is a tensor, it can only be satisfied m some average sense, 
whtch can be carried in the y-direction where the test filter is not applied. This results m 
an expression for Cas· 
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( 4.31) 
Smce, equation (4.29) is a set of five independent equatwns, a single value of C is seldom 
to be obtained simultaneously. To alleviate this situation, Lilly (1992) proposed a tensor 
M, instead S, in equation ( 4 29), which locally minimizes the sum of the square of 
residuals as· 
(4.32) 
where Mlj = cXJt;)' .5lslslj- .olslslj, which is obtained by explicitly evaluatmg the 
stresses at test scale and comparing locally by subtracting the test-scale average of 
equation (4.26) from equation (4 25) Re-arrangmg equation (4.32) for Cyields: 
C= (4.33) 
Accordmgly, the Smagonnsky model coefficient can be calculated using the dynamic 
procedure at every spatial grid point and time by considering the localised flow 
conditions, which has the correct behaviOur near to solid wall and in lammar flow and also 
allows for energy back-scatter However, the model coefficient found to fluctuate in space 
and time, and some form of averagmg is usually required to avmd stability problems. 
Typically, L, and My are averaged m spatially homogeneous directions in space However, 
this requires the flow to have at least one homogeneous direction. However, If there IS no 
d1rectwn to perform averaging, alternative approaches may be used such as localised 
models of Ghosal et al. (1992) and Piomelh and Liu (1995), dynamic mixed models of 
Zang et al. (1993) and relaxation procedure of Breuer and Rodi (1994) i.e. co-efficient 
from previous time step are used. 
4.3.4 Scale Similarity Models 
The concept of the scale similarity was first proposed by Bardina et a! (1980) and 
expected to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of eddy viscosity models. The key 
idea of scale similarity IS to identify and correlate the smallest resolved scales to the sub-
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grid scales of the flow Filtering the decomposed velocity component in equation ( 4 14) 
yields 
(4.34) 
This can be reasonably estimated equal to the largest contributions of u; and the smallest 
contnbutwns of ii, Furthermore, this equality will facilitate velocity decompositions as. 
---= -= (4 35) 
Which in turn facilitates to model the residual stress given in equation (4.18) as: 
where the model coefficients Kc and KR m the above equation should be carefully chosen 
such that, the expression observes Gahlean invanance (Zang et al., I 993, Salvetti and 
Banerjee, I 995 and Horiuti, 1997). The scale similanty models (SSM) allows back-scatter, 
i e transfer of energy from small to large scales and does not impose alignment between 
the SGS stress tensor and the strain rate Pwmelli et a! (I 996) identified that the scale 
similarity models in conjunction With dynamic procedure perform quite well for low-order 
fimte-difference or fimte-volume methods. 
4.4 Modelling of SGS Scalar Fluxes 
Modellmg sub-grid scalar fluxes m turbulent reacting flames is highly challengmg due to 
their non-linear relation with chemical and thermodynamic states. The maJor difficulty in 
modellmg is due to the anisotropic behaviour of scalar fluxes. This is strongly affected by 
the turbulent velocity fields, through the large increase m specific volume and viscosity, 
wluch causes large temperature nse m reacting flows. Modelling could be further 
complicated due to the large pressure gradients and density variations associated with heat 
release, which may cause non-gradient transport (NGT) or counter gradient diffusiOn 
Several models are available in literature to account for SGS scalar fluxes, such as simple 
gradient transportation assumptiOn, scale similarity model (Fureby and Moller, I 995), 
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hnear eddy model (LEM) (Kerstein, 1991) etc In a recent LES analysis by Boger and 
Veynante (1999) of DNS database, Boughanem and Trouve (1998), revealed that the 
gradient or counter grad1ent diffusion of scalar fluxes are observed similar to RANS. 
However, unresolved scalar fluxes are idenhfied to be less in LES, wh1ch supports that the 
use of simple model will have fewer consequences on the end solution. To support this 
observation, Boger and Veynante (2000) performed LES of turbulent prem1xed flames on 
a V -shaped flame holder using simple grad1ent transport assumptiOn and able to recover 
counter gradient transport at resolved scales without any extra effort, wh1ch 1s not the 
Situation in RANS. Hence, in the present Slmulatwns the simple gradient transport model 
in equations (4.12) & (4 13) for scalar fluxes is adopted. 
- 'h' JlsGs 8h pu =----
J Pr, 8x
1 
- ' ' JlsGs 8c puc =----) Se 8x 
I ) 
(4.37) 
(4 38) 
where Pr1 is the turbulent flow Prandtl number, Sc1 1s the turbulent flow Schimdt number 
and JlsGs is the SGS eddy VIscosity. 
4.5 Modelling of Mean Chemical Reaction Rate 
Modelling the chemical reaction rate is another crucial task m LES of premixed turbulent 
combustion, as It is generally involved in complex thermo-chem1cal-turbulence 
interactwns. One maJor difficulty 1s to predict the random, non-linear behaviour of 
chemical reaction rate as a function of available scalar variables. Another difficulty 
especially in LES is the laminar flame thickness, which is typically thinner than the 
characteristic flow turbulence length scale much smaller than a typical LES filter width, 
ii: . Hence It IS a prerequisite of any SGS combustiOn model in LES, to address the above 
issue with an accurate, yet computationally efficient model. One way of modelling the 
filtered mean chemical reaction rate term is by solving transport equations of the detailed 
or reduced chem1cal kinehc mechanism of the fuel. This generally includes tens of species 
and several hundreds of elementary reactions Solving these transport equations directly in 
RANS itself are qmte complex and solving them in LES is unthmkable. However, several 
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alternative strategies are available to Implement detailed chemistry effects. These include 
techniques such as, the "skeletal mechamsm" obtamed due to the elimination of 
mconsequential species from detailed chemical mechamsm, "dimension reductiOn 
techniques" due to low-dimensional mamfold systems such as QSSA (quasi-steady state 
assumption), RCCE (rate-controlled constrained equilibrium) and FPI (flame propagation 
of intrinsic low-dimensional manifold), "storage and retrieval systems" such as look-up 
table, repro-modeiiing, artificial neural network (ANN), in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) 
and piecewise reusable ImplementatiOn of solutiOn mapping (PRISM) and finally, 
adaptive chemistry technique. All of the above techniques reqmred extraordinary 
computatiOnal resources 
On the other hand, mean chemical reaction rate term can be simply modelled by 
considermg a single step, irreversible chemistry, wluch is widely used due to the long 
turbulent time scales compared to chemical time scale (Bray, 1980) in turbulent premixed 
combustion applications and greatly reduces the complexity of the whole system of 
equatiOns. Several modelling strategies are available and briefly delineated in section 2 2 
For example the laminar flamelet based models gamed wide attention due to their 
flexibility m decoupling chemistry from turbulence. There has been some recent interest 
on FSD models as they are fundamentally based on the laminar flamelet concepts, which 
view the reaction zone as a collectiOn of propagatmg reaction layers thinner than the 
smallest scales of turbulence and where the lammar flame structures propagate locally at 
the lammar burning velocity. The FSD, defined as the local flame surface area per umt 
volume and may be computed using either an algebraic model or by solving a transport 
equation for the FSD. Algebraic models are simple, yet well established and are similar to 
the Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) approach in the context of RANS. These models are 
considered in the present study to account for the filtered mean chemical reactwn rate term 
with a dynamic formulation for the flame surface density More details of this model are 
described m Chapter 5. 
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4.6 Summary 
This chapter summarises use of LES concept for turbulent prem1xed flames. A bnef 
history of the LES and the pwneenng developments since its first use by Deardorff (1970) 
has been detmled. The spatial filtering techn1que, wh1ch d1stmguishes LES from other 
modelling techn1ques, has been discussed with a vanety of spatial filters AdvaiJtages of 
implicit filtenng over exphcit filtering was bnefly d1scussed and applied to the flow 
governing equations described in the previous chapter. Various modelhng strategies to 
close the resulted unclosed terms from Favre-filtered governing equations were discussed. 
Especmlly for momentum fluxes, vanous class1cal and dynamic modelling 
techn1ques/strategies were d1scussed. Suitability of the s1mple non-grad1ent transportation 
(NGT) strategy for SGS scalar fluxes in scalar equations has been discussed m LES. 
Various approaches ava!lable to close the mean chemical reactwn rate term in the filtered 
reaction progress variable equation were briefly discussed More detmls of chem1cal 
reaction rate model development will be d1scussed in the next chapter. 
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Flame Surface Density Modelling 
F ollowmg recent efforts of Knikker et al. (2004) in developing a dynamic formulation for 
the FSD of premixed turbulent flames, the present work is carried out by implementing 
and validating a novel dynamic flame surface density (DFSD) model m an existmg LES 
code PUFFIN (Kirkpatrick, 2002) The FSD models are well established m the context of 
LES and are the subject of many interestmg developments. In this chapter, brief 
mtroduction of the flamelet and flame surface density concepts are outlmed. A short 
survey of available algebraic models and the exact transport equation of FSD in LES are 
detmled in section 5.1. Details of a simple algebraic FSD model denved based on DNS 
data and Its use with a novel self-scaling model coefficient are explained m section 5 2. 
Sectmn 5 3 presents the concept and development of the dynamic FSD (DFSD) model, 
together with the dynamic evaluation of the fractal dimension and the flame wrinkling 
theory of Weller et al. (1998). Fmally, section 5.4 provides brief details of the fractal 
concept and the empirical and dynamic fractal models used in the present simulations to 
calculate the fractal dimensions of turbulent premixed flames Available outer and mner 
cut-off scale models and their chmce in the present work are also presented and discussed 
5.1 Introduction 
The concept of FSD m RANS is very well established but relatively new m LES 
framework The FSD models proposed m LES are very similar to that of RANS and can 
be denved from the laminar flamelet fundamentals. Based on the lammar flamelet 
assumptions for many turbulent premixed applicatiOns, the reaction zone/flame front is 
viewed as a collection of asymptotically thin wrinkled, propagating layers between fresh 
and burnt gases. Within the limit of high Darnkohler number, these layers can be assumed 
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to propagate at local laminar flame speed. Therefore, these layers can be considered as 
laminar flame lets. The concept of the lammar flamelets in turbulent premixed combustion 
greatly reduces the complexity of the problem by decouplmg turbulence from chemistry. 
Followmg the laminar flamelet concept, the wrinklmg of the flame front surface by 
turbulence can be descnbed by the mean flame-surface area per unit volume i e. flame 
surface density,~. Therefore, the filtered mean chemical reactiOn rate m equation (4.13) 
can be expressed as a function of the FSD, ~as follows: 
(5 1) 
In the above equatiOn, R is expressed as (p.Sd),, which is the surface averaged-Favre 
filtered displacement speed of the propagatmg flame mto the fresh gases. Assummg that 
the individual flamelet is propagating with the laminar flame speed U£, into the fresh gases 
having density Pu, the mean reaction rate can be modelled as PuU£. 
The filtered FSD, f in the above equatiOn is accounted for via either solvmg a transport 
equation, known as ~-equatiOn or by usmg an empincal algebraic expressiOn The ~­
transport equation was first formulated by Marble and Broadwell (1977) and further 
developed by Pope (1988). The transport equation developed by Pope (1988) IS based on 
filtenng the basic equatiOn with a filter Width sufficiently larger than the grid spacmg such 
that the thin turbulent dynamic premixed flame is smeared out sufficiently to be resolved 
on aLES grid Recently, Hawkes and Cant (2001) provided a transport equatiOn for FSD, 
similar to the typical RANS equation, which includes resolved contributions neglected by 
the typical RANS equations However, this equation has resulted m several unclosed 
terms, leading to excessive computational requirements (reaching DNS limit for fully 
resolved flows (Pitsch, 2005)) dunng computation The exact, unclosed equatiOn proposed 
by Hawkes and Cant (2001) is presented below and its details are avmlable m the onginal 
publication. 
a I 8( u, I) ---'8('-'-'( (_,_u, '-'-), _-_,_u,::...:) I='-) 
-+ +-
ot ax, ax, 
-a- (aN) (ar),I--((wN,),I)+ w-' I 
Oxl Bx, s 
(5.2) 
Alternatively, FSD can be modelled by an empmcal algebraic model, by considering the 
balance between production and destruction of flame surface density in the transport 
equation. Boger et a! (1999) were the first to develop a simple algebraic model for FSD m 
LES, based on extensive DNS database of infinitely thin planar flame usmg a Gaussian 
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filter Th1s model is given m equation (53), which 1s simple and very similar to the BML 
model in the context of RANS. This model has been used by several researchers to model 
turbulent premixed flames (see for example; Kirkpatrick et a! (2003), Masri et a! (2006) 
and Richard et al. (2007)) 
(53) 
Here c is the filtered reaction progress vanable and 4. refers to the flame wrinkling scale 
formulated as (S. I /3). The model coefficient, f3 in the above equation can be either 
considered as a constant or modelled based on a flame wrinkling factor 
Charlette et a! (1999) proposed a model similar to BML and EBU expresswn, includmg a 
term to account for the resolved flame surface density as 
(5.4) 
where [' k IS the efficiency function of Intermittent Turbulence Net Flame Stretch (ITNFS) 
model ofMeneveau and Poinsot (1991), k is the sub-grid kinetic energy and a is a model 
constant. 
Angelberger et al., (1998) proposed another model based on sub-grid RMS fluctuations 
and expressed as· 
(55) 
Weller et al. (1998) and Tabor and Weller (2004) used an additional equation to solve for 
flame surface wrinkling factor, 3 in their work as· 
(56) 
where I Vb I is the area of gnd scale surface and the flame surface density is derived using 
conditional filtering method. 
Recently, Knikker et a! (2004) proposed a dynamic flame surface density model 
following their a pnori work (Kn1kker et al., 2002) in denving a mathematical formulation 
for LES. Although this model was never implemented numerically, 1t was tested on the 
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data extracted from experimental OH images and found to work well with LES. The work 
presented in this thesis is carried out by employing two different models for E , the first IS 
a s1mple algebraic FSD (AFSD) model (i e equation 53) and the second is a dynamic 
FSD (DFSD) model described in the following sections. Detmls of the numencal 
implementation of the novel DFSD model are provided in Chapter 6 
5.2 The Algebraic Flame Surface Density (AFSD) Model 
As mentioned earlier, Boger et al. (1999) were first to deduce an algebraic expression for 
FSD for use m LES codes. A 3-D DNS database developed by Boughanem and Trouve, 
(1998) has been used for decaying Isotropic, homogeneous turbulence, with an assumption 
of evolving thin flame front into the fresh gases. The key idea behind their expression is in 
identifying the sub-grid surface density, E (i e, the sub-gnd flame surface per urut 
volume) of the flame surface defined by c = c* and the conditwnally averaged 
displacement speed of the propagating flame of the surface c* into the fresh gases, (R), 
as: 
E= [ivcf'"(c-c*)G(x-x')dx' 
(R), = (p.Sd) 
(5.7) 
(5 8) 
A generalised sub-gnd flame surface density and displacement speed, which do not 
depended on spec1fic c * isosurface are defined as: 
(5 9) 
(R), =-1-£ (R),dc* =RI Vc I 
Lgen Lgen 
(5 10) 
Followmg the lammar flamelet concepts, assuming the reaction zone to be very thin, the 
sub-grid flame surface density E of c=c* isosurface is no more dependent on isosurface 
chosen and becomes equal to generalised flame surface density L., •. The displacement 
speed (R), can be approximated as p.uL cons1dering, that the laminar flamelets are 
steadily propagating Boger et al. (1999) have validated this approximation for turbulent 
premixed combustion by filtenng the DNS data. The Ianunar flame speed m the above 
equation is calculated by the following expression of Metghalchi and Keck (1980) and 
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Metghalch1 and Keck (1982), which accounts the effects oflocal pressure and temperature 
and is given as: 
(5 11) 
where uf is the reference or un-stramed laminar burning velocity taken as 0 45 m/s for 
stoichiometric propane/air mixture, To and P o are reference temperature and pressure 
298 15 K and 1.01 bar respectively, TR IS the reactant temperature, and a1 , fl. are constants 
calculated from the followmg expressions ofMetghalchi and Keck (1980) and Metghalchi 
and Keck (1982) 
a, =2.18-0.8(~-1 0} and P, =-0 16+022(~-1 0) (512) 
where ~ IS the rruxture equivalence ratiO. However, Poinsot et al. (1995) identified that 
the process of filtering will average the effects of variation in flame stram and curvature 
on the flame speed. 
Boger et a! (1999) chose c* = 0.8 to define the flame surface and introduced a reduced 
progress vanable, c,.d as 0 If c :s; c * otherwise 1. Accordingly, they extracted a simple 
expressiOn for f from DNS as 
(5.13) 
where a2 is the model coefficient, analytically denved by assuming infinitely thm flame 
front (i e. I Vc I= b'(c-c*)) as: 
(5.14) 
In the above expression, 02 becomes 1.4 for a unity sub-gnd scale flame wrinkimg factor, 
B. Alternatively, Boger et a] (1999) proposed another expression similar to equation 
(5.13) by replacing Cred with c, which IS the instantaneous value of the reaction progress 
variable as: 
(5.15) 
where p is a model coefficient whiCh has a value equal to 02 in equation (5.13) for 
sufficiently large values of 3: I L1 1 e infimtely thm flames compared to gnd width. The 
above expression has a similar format as the Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) expressiOn for 
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flame surface density in RANS (Bray et a! , 1989) and only accounts for the so called 
resolved contributions. The ratio !114/J represents the wrmkhng length scale of the sub-grid 
flame surface. 
In general, the model coefficient fJ is not universal and known to be dependent on many 
physical parameters such as grid resolutiOn, turbulence levels and chemistry. A range of 
values for the model coefficient fJ, in RANS and LES rangmg from I 0 to 2.6 can be found 
in literature However, choosing a constant value for fJ resembles the Eddy-Break-Up 
(EBU) model m RANS, winch is inappropriate and alters the solutiOn based on model 
coefficient To avmd the problems associated with selecting value for fJ, one of the 
following two optiOns may be followed. 
a) Choosing a constant value either by doing parametric studies based on appropnate 
filter width and chemistry or Iterating/tuning m order to get the qualitative 
agreement with experimental values. 
b) Deriving a dynamic or self-scalable model for the model coefficient fJ usmg local 
flame characteristics. 
As a first approximation, one can use a constant value for fJ followmg first option. 
However, fine tuning to achieve desired results m LES IS inappropnate Hence, the present 
study has been carried irutially using a constant value for fJ from the parametric studies of 
Kukpatrick (2002) and Masn et a! (2006) and later derived a simple expression capable to 
self-scale model coefficient based on local flow conditions as shown in next section 
5.2.1 Dynamic Evaluation of the Model Coefficient p 
The basic idea here is to denve the model coefficient fJ from filtered reaction progress 
variable at test filter by applying Germano identity (4.24) to equation (5.15) However, 
following the work of Charlette et a! (2002), it has been Identified that the model 
coefficient in equation (5.15) IS multiplicative in nature and fails for the application of 
Germano Identity (Germano et a!, 1991). Considering equations (5.1) and (5.15) for mean 
SGS chemical reaction rate and definmg r as a ratio of test filter to gnd filter (i e. 3: I 3:) 
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such that the test filter ;;;; IS greater than gnd filter ;;;; Applying test filter to flame surface 
density (equation 5 15) using the Germano Identity (Germano et al, 1991) and averaging 
over the volume leads to 
(5.16) 
Assuming that fJ is a model coefficient in the volume over which averagmg has been 
performed and solving for fJ reduces to. 
(5.17) 
From the above equation, it IS apparent that fJ cancels out from each side of the equatiOn 
(5 17) and the Germano identity becomes meffective to determine fJ 
5.2.2 Modelling p using a Flame Wrinkling Factor 
The model coefficient fJ can be modelled using a wnnkling flame factor as observed in 
equatiOn (5.14) rather choosing umty The sub-grid flame wrinkling factor S in equatiOn 
(5 14) is defined as the ratio between the flame surface density and Its projection m the 
normal direction of the flame propagatiOn (Knikker et a! , 2004). Identifying the flame 
surface as a fractal surface between the inner and outer cut-off scales leads to: 
(5 18) 
In the above equation, i\; is the filter Width considered as the outer cut -off scale, Oc IS the 
inner cut-off scale and D IS the fractal dimension. In deriving the fractal dimensiOn in 
equation (5.18), we have used an empirical relatiOn (see section 5 4.1) based on sub-gnd 
velocity fluctuations, which is based on fractal properties of the sub-gnd flame surface 
area (Kronenburg and Bilger, 2001) However, it is not yet been experimentally 
determined, whether sub-grid flame surface area is fractal or not, since the flame 
wnnklmg process may not be scale-mdependent. However, this approach has been 
implemented successfully m the thickened flame modelling (Charlette et a! , 2002). The 
critical assumption involved in choosmg such an expression for wrinkling flame factor is 
that vortices of all sizes between outer and Inner cut-off scales contribute to the wnnklmg 
of flame surfaces. In general, outer cut-off length represents the largest eddies of integral 
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length scales and the inner cut-off length represents eddies of the size Kolmogorov length 
scales. In LES, filter wtdth i<; IS generally considered as outer cut-off scale and for inner 
cut-off scale there are several expressions avatlable in the literature related to Gtbson scale 
or Kolmogorov scale or laminar flame thickness as dtscussed in section 5.4.3. In the 
present study, the inner cut-off scale is assumed to be equal to three times the Iaminar 
flame thickness followmg the work by Knikker et al. (2004). Hence, fJ is calculated as. 
(5.19) 
5.3 The Dynamic Flame Surface Density (DFSD) Model 
The hmttatlon of the AFSD model as outlined in the above section IS that, 1t can only 
account for the resolved contributiOns, usmg a model constant which IS not universal To 
overcome thts limitation, Hawkes (2000) proposed a dynamic model for the flame surface 
density and Krukker et a! (2002) developed a conceptual similarity FSD model, involving 
a combination of test filter application and the similarity ideas (Bardma et al. 1980) to 
account for the SGS reaction rate Thts approach has been coupled wtth the fractal theory 
to identify the flame surface as a fractal surface and to determine the model constant Cs, 
whtch is gtven m equation (5.27) below. However, thts model has failed to determine the 
fractal dtmenswn, D The similarity FSD model has been tested agamst experimental data 
published by Nottm et a! (2000) The data were extracted from OH images obtamed from 
planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) measurements of propane/air turbulent premixed 
flames The FSD model was successful, in predictmg specific regions where the sub-grid 
scale contnbution to the flame surface density is high. However, this model fatled to 
calculate fractal dtmension dynamically, which resembles the fatlure of the AFSD model 
in using constant model coefficient. 
To overcome this hmttation, a DFSD model has been developed by Knikker et al. (2004) 
The baste tdea is based on modelling the unresolved FSD by applying Germano tdenttty 
(4.24) to the flame surface density and to model the fractal dimension dynamically. In this 
approach, a flame wrinkling factor 3 is mtroduced as a ratio of flame surface dens1ty to 
its projection in the normal directiOn of the flame propagation as 
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~= 
fiVcJG(x-x')dx' JVcl f 
=--=--
1 lv-c I JV-c I N · I Vc I nG(x-x')dx' (5 20) 
where n and N are the normal vectors to the instantaneous c and to the filtered c iso-
surface pomting towards the unbumt gases Knikker et a! (2004) identified that gradient 
of filtered progress variable I Vc I becomes zero due to high wrinkled nature of the flame 
front To avoid this problem, they assumed flame to be locally planar and infinitely thin 
surface They defined a sharp progress variable Ct using Heaviside function and expressed 
JVcJas I VC, I=I1(C,,3:), which becomes zero only far away from the flame front This 
facilitates to redefine the flame wnnkling factor 3 as 
f 
.::.=-~~ 
IT(c,ll) (5.21) 
Knikker et al (2004) coupled the above equation with the fractal theory to identify the 
flame surface as a fractal surface between the mner and outer cut -off scales In the present 
analysis, 3: and oc are considered as outer and inner cut-off scale respectively Several 
models are available m the literature corresponding to the smallest scales such as 
Kolmogorov and Bachelor scales Hence, the wnnkling factor at outer cut-off scales can 
be present as 
(5 22) 
In this approach, the term, mean filtered flame surface density f =I Vc I (in equatiOn 
5 20), can be split mto two terms as resolved and unresolved 
(5.23) 
The resolved term m the above equation is evaluated using the expressiOn given by 
Knikker et al. (2002) and the unresolved term IS calculated as: 
(5.24) 
Defimng r as a ratio of the test filter to grid filter, i e. ~I 3:, such that the test filter ~ is 
greater than the grid filter 3:. Applying the test filter to flame surface density (5.23) leads 
to 
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(5 25) 
Unrcsolved@testfilter 
From the above equation, unresolved flame surface density contributions at the test filter 
level can be written as. 
(5 26) 
Following the similarity ideas (Bardina et al., 1980), assuming the sub-grid scale 
contribution of unresolved flame surface density at test filter IS the same as that at grid 
filter and relating A, and A by usmg the Germano Identity (Germano et al., 1991): 
A -A= uVc-1- IT(fr,~)]-[1 Vc 1- IT(c,t;)] (5.27) 
(5 28) 
The sub-grid scale flame surface density contnbutions from the above equatiOn can be 
added to the resolved flame surface density (5.25) with a model coefficient Cs in order to 
obtain total flame surface density Hence the flame surface density can be expressed as: 
(5 29) 
Usmg equation (5 21) & (5 22), the two terms in the unresolved equatiOn (5 28) may be 
expressed as: 
(5.30) 
The above terms can be combined with the similarity concept in order to derive the model 
coefficient Cs as: 
IT(c, t;)- TI(fr, ~) Cs=--- ~~ __ 
IT(fr,~)- IT(fr,~)- TI(c,t;) + IT(c,A) (5 31) 
The above equation can be simplified by using equatiOn (5.30) by identifying the sub-grid 
scale flame surface as a fractal surface (Knikker et al., 2004) as: 
Cs = 1 [( t; )D-2 -1] 
1-r'-o o, (5.32) 
In the above equation, Oc IS the lower cut-off scale, taken equal to three times of the 
lammar flame thickness following Knikker et al. (2004) The fractal dimension D can be 
calculated usmg either an empirical relation (North and Santav1cca, 1990 and Fureby et 
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al., 2005) described in 5 4 I or calculated dynamically by combmmg Germano identity 
with the fractal theory for wnnkled flames as descnbed m section 5 4 2. 
The above model for Cs With the fractal model described m sectwn 5 4.2 have been tested 
by Kmkker et al. (2004) for experimentally extracted data of PLIF-OH Images (Nottin et 
al., 2000). Good predictions were obtamed for the global mean flame surface density 
together With realistic values for the fractal dimension. However, this model has never 
been tested numerically In the present mvestigation, this dynamic flame surface density 
model IS Implemented in an m-house LES code PUFFIN (K1rkpatrick, 2002) and the 
numerical predictions are validated against experimental data from a laboratory scale 
premixed combustion chamber as descnbed in chapter 7. 
5.4 Modelling the Fractal Dimension 
In this section, two models, based on the classical fractal theory, are presented and 
discussed to examme the fractal nature of turbulent prem1xed flames Smce the successful 
mtroduction of the fractal theory by Mandelbrot (1975) m homogeneous, Isotropic 
turbulence, fractal concepts have been widely used for varwus diverse applicatwns (Batty, 
I 985) Application of the fractal concept to turbulent premixed flames has been a subject 
of interest, while understanding the flame structure by many researchers such as Gouldin 
(1987) and Kerstein (1988). Gouldm (1987) charactensed turbulent flame surface as a 
passive scalar surface dommated by the fractal nature of turbulent flow field. Kerstein 
(1988) represented turbulent flame structure as a fractal surface based on dynamic 
sim1lanty of the flame front. However, both studies have concluded a value of2.37 for the 
fractal dimension, D for turbulent premixed flames. Later, North and Santav1cca (1990) 
earned out an extensive experimental study of a freely propagatmg turbulent premixed 
flame over a wide range of turbulent Reynolds and Darnk6hler numbers. From their 
expenmental observations, they devised a heuristic, empirical relation as a functiOn of 
turbulence intensity and lammar flame speed. 
The basic principle of the fractal theory is to identifY and characterise the flame front 
structure as a fractal surface, which cannot be descnbed by conventional methods. Since 
turbulent flames come under the category of naturally occurring fractals as shown in 
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Figure 5 I, there exist a wide range of self-similar shapes and forms of different scales 
between outer and Inner cut-off scales as shown m Figure 52 The similarity between 
different size scales implies that the dynamic processes operating at each scale of similar 
size IS the same and facilitates to calculate the fractal dimensiOn of the fractal surface. As 
mentiOned earlier, Mandelbrot (1975) was the first to suggest a value of2.5 to 2 67 forD 
m case of Isotropic, homogeneous turbulence, but subsequent experiments (Lovejoy, 
1982, Sreenivasan and Meneveau, 1986) and mathematical analysis (Hentschel and 
Procaccia, 1984) suggested a value of2 35 to 2 41 However, Gouldin (1987) considered 
an mtermed1ate value of 2.37 based on experimental studies of clouds and Jet boundaries 
m free shear flows in his turbulent premixed modellmg studies. Kerstem (1988) also 
suggested the same value for D, while deriving it using dynamic similarity approach 
Hence, it is evident that there exist various values for fractal dimensions based on mtmtive 
argUinents, experimental analysis or mathematical derivatiOn in literature 
NUinencal modellmg of turbulent premixed flames, based on fractal theory generally 
reqmres a value for fractal dimension of the fractal surface, which can be either modelled, 
based on local flow conditiOns or a prior value can be taken as an mput. Nevertheless, 
most of current research studies found to follow the later approach due to either loss of 
information in numerical s1mulations or to avoid the complexity of the whole problem. 
However, in the present work, fractal dimension of the turbulent premixed flame front IS 
modelled usmg two different models, namely, the empirical fractal model (EFM) due to 
North and Santavicca (1990) and the dynamic fractal model (DFM) of Kmkker et al. 
(2004) The first is based on an empirical relation, parametensed based on the local flow 
conditions, while the second IS based on the outcome of recent mathematical derivatiOn of 
the dynamic evaluation and Germano identity of the resolved filtered flame surface 
density at test and grid filter. These two models are presented and discussed in following 
two sectwns. 
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Figure 5.1 Instantaneous Scblieren images of typical lean premixed flame at different 
pressures showing the fractal nature of the flame (Kobayashi et aJ. 1996). 
Figure 5.2 Fractal nature of flame front showing various length scales (Gouldin, 1987). 
5.4.1 Empirical Fractal Model (EFM) 
North and antavicca (1990) considered various turbulent premixed flame configurations 
over a wide range of Reynolds and DamkohJer numbers, such as rod-stabili sed V-flame 
(Dandekar and Gouldin, 1981), rim stabilized conical flames (Murayama and Takeno, 
1989), edge stabilised oblique flam e (Gulati and Driscoll, 1986) and wall stab ili zed 
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stagnation flames (Cho et a!, 1988). They also developed a pulsed-flame flow reactor, 
which is able to generate freely propagatmg turbulent premixed flame over a wide range 
of conditions. After careful exammation of images taken from the experimental flame, 1t 
was observed that the fractal dimension mcreases with increasmg turbulence mtens1ty and 
decreasmg laminar flame speed. This phenomenon is explained as "the turbulent velocity 
fluctuations act to convectively distort the flame front at a rate proportional to the 
characteristic velocity scale, u' and the laminar burning process acts to smooth the flame 
surface at a rate proportwnal to the lammar burning speed, UL" [See (North and 
Santavicca, 1990)] They quantified th1s eqmhbrium Situation as, the wrinkling of flame 
within turbulent fractallimit 1 e Dr, due to the convective process by u', as a measure of 
d1stortwn of the flame sheet by turbulent motions and smoothing of the flame Wlthm 
laminar fractal hm1t 1 e DL, due to the control of burning process by uL, to ehmmate the 
flame wrinkles. Based on the combined, equilibrium effects of the turbulent intensity and 
laminar burning speed, they parametensed a model to evaluate fractal dimension as: 
D= DL + Dr 
(~>r) (~;+I) (5 33) 
It IS evident from the above equation that the fractal d1menswn, D is automatically clipped 
between chosen lower and upper fractal lim1ts for a particular flame. However, these 
values are not definite and depend on the flow configuration. In the present mvestigation, 
the laminar fractal lim1t, DL and the turbulent fractallimit, Dr are considered as 2 19 and 
2 35 respectively, following the recent analysis of wrinkling length scales of propane/air 
flames of Pate! and Ibrahim (1999). Recently, Fureby (2005) has successfully 
implemented this empirical model in LES modellmg of propane/air turbulent flames in a 
dump combustor by replacing u' with the SGS velocity fluctuations, u~ as: 
DL Dr (~: +lr (~~+I) D (5.34) 
It is evident from the above equation that the use of SGS velocity fluctuation mstead of 
turbulence mtens1ty is quite straight forward and do not required any further explanatwn 
in the case of LES. Usmg the equation (5 34), one can calculate the fractal d1menswn at 
every grid point for each time step 
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5.4.2 Dynamic Fractal Model (DFM) 
The dynamic fractal model (DFM) can be considered as continuation to the DFSD model 
descnbed in sectwn 5 3, which identify the fractal dimension of the turbulent premixed 
flame Considering the flame kernel as a fractal surface, the fractal dimenswn, D is 
extracted by coupling the wrinkling flame factor (equatwn 5.21) with Germano identity 
(Germano et a!, 1991), while conservmg the averaged filtered flame surface at test and 
grid filter as: 
(5 35) 
Using equatwns (5.22) and (5.30) the above expression can be rewritten as: 
(5 36) 
The above expression can be solved for fractal dimension, D for each lime step at every 
grid point m the computatiOnal domam. However, some form of averagmg is usually 
required to av01d numerical stability issues, similar to that used to dynamically evaluate 
the Smagonnsky constant. Hence, volume average of equation (5 36) is carried out for 
every !Jme step as 
(5 37) 
Rearrangmg the above equation results in: 
( ~JD-2 = (~) 
"' (IT(c,~)) 
(5.38) 
Applymg logarithm on both s1des of the above equation and rearranging w1lllead to: 
(5 39) 
The above equation can be solved at each grid point in the computational domain at every 
time step. To alleviate the ill-posed problems due to strong local variatwns or to avoid 
melevant values, the maximum value of the fractal dimensiOn IS clipped to 2.5 in 
simulatwns It is worth mentioning at this stage that, the DFM can only be applied m 
conJunction with dynamic flame surface density procedure descnbed m section 5.3, where 
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the values of IT(c, 3:) at grid and test filter, at every gnd pomt in time are avatlable. 
Where as, the empmcal model descnbed m section 5.4.1 can be applied to any turbulent 
premixed flame situation, as the turbulent intensity and laminar burning veloctty 
mformation can eastly be extracted. 
5.4.3 Outer and Inner Cut-off Scales 
It is evident from the above fractal models that there ts a necessity to define correct outer 
and inner cut -off scales, which facthtates to evaluate correct fractal dtmension of the 
flame. In case of EFM, outer cut-off scale is important smce 1t is reqmred to determine the 
SGS veloctty fluctuations based on filter Width used in LES studies. Similarly m case of 
DFM, it IS evident, that the wrinkling flame factor and flame surface denstty m equatwn 
(5.35) are derived based on filter width, which is constdered as outer cut-off scale. In case 
of LES studies, it is appropnate to consider filter wtdth !:J. as outer cut-off scale. Hence, in 
the present simulations, filter width has been considered as outer cut-off scale. 
Inner cut-off scale, commonly represents the smallest scale of wrin.khng flame is 
predominant in evaluating overall reactwn rate apart from fractal dimenswn There are 
several hypotheses avatlable in choosing appropnate Inner cut-off scales based on physical 
and mtuitive arguments. However, interactions between the smaller turbulent eddies and 
local flame front are not well established in definmg inner cut -off scale through 
experiments (North and Santavicca, 1990) Among the available, predominantly used cut-
off scales are the Kolmogorov length scale (Gouldin, 1987), the Gibson scale (Peters, 
1988) and the laminar flame thickness (Murayama and Takeno, 1989, Krukker et al., 2002 
and Krukker et al., 2004 ). 
Kolmogorov scale is the smallest physical length scale in any turbulent flow and It has 
been widely exploited by Gouldin (1987), who identified that smoothing action in 
numerical stmulations will generally wtpe out the information regarding smallest scales 
and increases the inner cut-off scale. Also, at high values of u'/uL, the Kolmogorov scale 
can become smaller than the laminar flame thickness (North and Santavicca, 1990). Where 
as, Peters (1988) identified the Gtbson scale as the smallest scale, which remains in the 
reaction region long enough to alter the flatne structure and is appropriate to constder as 
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inner cut-off scale However, Murayama and Takeno (1988) argued that It is impossible 
for an object to have wnnkles smaller than its tluckness, which eventually imphes laminar 
flame thickness should be appropnate to consider as the Inner cut-off scale wh!le using 
laminar flamelet concepts. Expenmental studies of Guider and Smallwood (1995) 
supports this concept by relating inner cut-off scale as, 8c oc 8L Guider and Small wood 
(1995) proposed a relatiOn based on DNS data by considering the chemistry effects as· 
(5 40) 
In the above equation Ka is Karlovitz number, a3 and fh are model constants Equation 
(5 40) can be applicable for u'! uL values in between 0 5 to 6 2 However, we identified 
that u 'I u L values are reaching a maximum of 13 4 (as discussed in results) in the 
combustion chamber discussed in Chapter 7 and hence, the above relation may not be 
useful m definmg the appropriate inner cut-off scale Similar opinion has been expressed 
by Fureby (2005) and they used a model based on sub-grid scale wnnklmg length scale as 
the mverse of surface averaged curvature of the flame as, 8c = I<V' · n)l-' . However, 
recently Kmkker et al. (2002 and 2004) used inner cut-off scale equal to three times of 
laminar flame thickness, which they Identified to predict good results from expenmental 
extractions Accordmgly, a lower cut-off scale equal to three times of lammar flame 
thickness is used in the present work. 
5.5 Summary 
T1us chapter man!ly descnbed variOus models considered and developed for the present 
mvestigation, are summarized in Table 5 I. The existing challenges in accountmg for the 
mean chemical reaction rate, in turbulent premixed flames usmg flame surface density 
model were discussed. One of such a main challenge in LES descnbed was, accountmg 
the unresolved flame surface density, which can be either obtained by solving the exact 
FSD equatiOn or modelling by dynamic procedure It was Identified that solving exact 
equation in RANS Itself used to be complex and solving it in LES w!ll lead to many 
unclosed terms. Alternatively, a dynamic flame surface density (DFSD) model based on 
Germano identity and the Similarity concept by Knikker et a! (2004), has been developed 
and implemented in the current work. 
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Model-1 (Ml) Model-2 (l\12) Model-3 (M.3) Model-4 (M4) 
Chemical AFSD AFSD DFSD DFSD 
--· _ ReactiQ!L ~- ------ ~~ --- ~-"-- -----~~ ~·~ --~~~-~ ~'---=-~-----'""-
Fractal -n/a- EFM EFM DFM 
Dtmenswn 
·-Model Constant Self-scaling Dynamic Dynamic 
Coefficient 
AFSD Algebraic flame surface dens1ty, DFSD Dynam1c flame surface dens1ty 
EFM Empmcal fractal model, DFM Dynam1c fractal model 
Table 5 1 Different sub-grid scale models used in the present study 
Prior to DFSD model, it was concluded that dynamic evaluation of the model coefficient 
in algebratc FSD model may be the best choice. However, tt was tdentified that the 
apphcation of Germano identity in deriving model coefficient fails and altemabvely, a 
model based on flame wnnklmg factor was tdentified Prelimmary studies using this 
model revealed ( detatls are explained m chapter 8) that the flame wnnkling model is 
capable to self scale the model coefficient, based on local flow conditwns and is a much 
better option rather than using a constant value. However, this study also identifies that 
algebratc FSD can be further Improved by calculating the unresolved flame surface 
density by additional formulation Consequently, DFSD model based on simple FSD has 
been identified as a best avat!able option and a detatled derivatwn was provided 
DFSD derivation provides certain challenges m calculating the fractal dtmension and a 
model for lower cut-off scale Two models were used to calculate fractal dimension based 
on experimental studies and dynamic Similarity ideas respectively with a choice of lower 
cut-off scale. However, followmg the simple experimental thought, it ts concluded that 
lower cut-off scale correspondmg to laminar flame thickness would result in best 
predtctions and hence is used in the present study 
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Numerical Implementation 
The dynamic flame surface density model and other sub models developed in this work 
are numerically Implemented in an available in-house LES code PUFFIN, originally 
developed by Ktrkpatrick (2002) and thereafter extended for compressible flows 
(Kirkpatnck et al., 2003). PUFFIN was developed using sophisticated, state of the art 
programmmg techniques in FORTRAN 90, which is capable of handling 2-D and 3-D, 
non-reactmg and reacting (specifically prenuxed), LES numerical simulations of various 
mdustrial flow problems. Recently, PUFFIN has been extended to compute, non-premixed 
(Ranga-Dmesh, 2007) and partially prem1xed (Ravikanti, 2008) mdustrial problems as 
well. However, the work presented in this thesis is, mainly in relatiOn to premixed flames 
and aims to gain confidence, in usmg simple and dynamic FSD models for unsteady 
turbulent flames, especially for stagnant propane/air mixture of equivalence ratio of 1.0, 
igmted and allowed to propagate over multiple solid obstacles LES findings are validated 
against available experimental measurements. This chapter bnefly describes various 
numerical aspects and solutiOn methodologies implemented in LES code PUFFIN. 
In any numencal simulation tool, the pnmary concern is to outline the partial differential 
equations, governmg the fluid flow, as described in Chapter 3 and 4. The governing 
equatwns are then carefully discretized, to achieve error free/most accurate numerical 
results Fmally, spatially d1scretized equations are solved in computational space and time, 
which is very Important to achieve results of desired and decent accuracy, withm the 
available computational resources. 
PUFFIN uses finite volume spatial discretization methodology, on a forward staggered, 
non-uniform, Cartesian grid, which IS detailed in section 6.1. Spatial discretization of 
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mdividual terms m a genenc governing equatiOn, using finite volume methodology is 
discussed in sectiOn 6 2. Section 6 3 descnbes various aspects of the code such as, time 
advancement scheme, pressure correctiOn scheme, solver and typical solution Iteration 
procedure for models descnbed in Table 5.1 employed in the present work Section 6 4 
presents the detmls of outflow and solid boundary conditions employed in the present 
investigation. Finally, a brief summary of the chapter is given in section 6 5 
6.1 Finite Volume Method 
In the finite volume method, the computational domam is divided mto fimte number of 
control volumes (CVs) Conservation equations described in chapter 3 and 4 for turbulent 
premixed flmnes are numencally integrated in each of these CVs, which eventually leads 
to a set of simultaneous algebraic equatiOns, whose solutiOn IS an approximation to the 
solution of the contmuous equations at a set of discrete points or nodes Centroid of the 
individual control volume is generally considered as a node and the solution at this node 
represents the solutiOn withm the control volume. One mam advantage of the finite 
volume methodology IS that It can accommodate any type of grid, which is quite smtable 
for complex geometries Also, as discussed m chapter 4, application of box filter in LES, 
naturally fits mto the fimte volume formulatiOn 
Hence, the work presented here uses finite volume methodology, based on a forward, 
staggered Cartesian grid and defines the boundaries of the rectangular finite volumes as 
shown m Figure 6 1 Scalars such as pressure and reaction progress variable are calculated 
at the scalar nodes as shown in Figure 6 1 However, the velocity components are 
calculated at the velocity nodes i.e. centrmd of scalar cell faces, formmg a staggered grid, 
which means that the velocity cells are staggered With respect to the scalar cells. 
Staggering of the velocity avoids physically non-realistic predictiOns for oscillatmg 
pressure fields. Also, smce the velocities are generated at scalar cell faces, it has the added 
advantage of avoidmg interpolation of velocities for scalar transport computatiOns. 
Extension of the gnd shown m Figure 6 1 in 3-D uses the smne structure in the z direction, 
with an addition of velocity component m z-direction i.e. w. 
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Figure 6.1 Two dimensional forward staggered grid Circles are scalar nodes, honzontal 
arrows are nodes of the u velocity component and vertical arrows the nodes of the v 
veloc1ty component. Examples of a u, v and scalar cells are highlighted. 
6.2 Discretization of the Conservation Equations 
The conservatwn equatwns of mass, momentum, energy and reaction progress variable 
detailed in chapter 3 and 4 are m similar format and therefore, can be expressed usmg a 
generic varmble ljJ as: 
(6 I) 
For instance, in the above equation, ljJ equals to one represents contmuity, u represents 
momentum m x-duection, h represents specific enthalpy (energy) and c represents reactwn 
progress vanable equatwn. The equatwn ( 6.1) can be rearranged as: 
o(pi/J) 
8t 
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In the above equation, 1 is the diffusion coefficient and s, is the source term The 
equation (6 2) IS mtegrated over a control volume V bounded by an arbitrary shape as: 
(6 3) 
The convectiOn and diffusion terms m the above equatiOn can be transformed mto surface 
mtegrals by usmg Gauss divergence theorem, which yields the integral form of the 
equatiOn as 
:t 1 (p~)dV =-L puj~dSJ + L 1:: dSJ + J s,dV 
J 
(6 4) 
The differential surface area vector dS has a magnitude equal to the area of the segment of 
surface and direction correspondmg to the direction of the outward normal to the segment 
The terms m the equatiOn (6 4) represents, unsteady term on LHS and advection, diffusion 
and the source terms on RHS respectively Spatml discretizatwn of the equation (6 4) 
involves approximating the volume and surface integrals within the fimte volume to 
obtain a set of Simultaneous lmear algebraic equatiOns in ~. 
A schematic representation of 2-D forward staggered gnd shown in Figure 6 I elucidates 
the detmls of a scalar cell P for which the integrals are to be calculated and surrounded by 
its northern (N), eastern (E), southern (S), western (W) neighbours and one level away 
from It as north of northern (NN), east of eastern (EE), south of southern (SS), west of 
western (WW) Figure 6 2 extends this structure in 3-D for the same scalar and shown 
neighbounng cells m z-directwn as up (U) and down (D), which can be extended 
thereafter as upper of up (VU) and down of down (DD). The surfaces separatmg two cells 
are denoted as An, A., As, Aw, Au and Ad, the associated fluxes are Fn, Fe, Fs. Fw, Fu and Fd. 
Small letters e, n etc refer to the points at the centrmd of the respective cell faces In the 
following sectiOn, nb is used as a generic subscript for neighbour cell and f is a generic 
subscript for a quantity evaluated at a cell face. To reduce the complexity of the notation, 
the fluxes are given for a partiCular face such as the east or north face All results can be 
applied in a similar marmer to other faces. 
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Figure 6 2 Three dimensional v1ew of a fimte volume cell and its neighbours . 
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Figure 6.3 A finite volume cell and its neighbours in the xy-plane. 
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6.2.1 The Unsteady Term 
The unsteady term on the left hand side of the conservatiOn equatiOn (6 4) can be 
discretized by considering the value of ~ at the central node, which is considered to be 
representing the value throughout the control volume Usmg the central difference 
approximatiOn for the time derivative at n+ 1/2 it can be derived as: 
(6.5) 
where n is the time level. The value n indicates that the values are taken at the start of the 
current time step, where as n + 1 indicates the end of the time step 
6.2.2 The Convection Term 
The convective fluxes are very important in any turbulent reacting flows and hence, their 
description is essential in numencal simulations In order to achieve appropriate numerical 
stability and accuracy, a special treatment for the convective fluxes is required Numencal 
d1scretization employed for convective fluxes IS explamed as follows· 
Considenng a control volume and representing convective fluxes as: 
i PU1~dS1 = L ~on• 
n.e 
The convectiOn flux across a cell face is given by. 
~on• = (puno~a/M~) 1 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
where UnormatiS the velocity component normal to the surface A and M is the area of the 
face. The convectiOn for the east face can be written as: 
~on• = (puM), ~' (6 8) 
The application of weighted, linear interpolation of the ne1ghbounng cells at the centre of 
the face leads to: 
Here the weightmg factor for the mterpolation IS 
e = Ax, 
/';xE 
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fixe and fix£ are the distances from the node P to the face of the centrmd e and the east 
neighbour node E, as shown in Figure 6 3 
In the staggered grid it is required to find the convective velocity Ue at the face and the 
density Pe at the face dependmg on whether the variable ljJ is a scalar or velocity 
component. When ljJ IS a scalar, the convective velocity is available, as u is established at 
the cell face. However, density must be interpolated using an equation similar to (6 9) 
such as: 
(6.11) 
Contrary to that, when ljJ is a velocity component, lmear interpolation IS required to find 
the convective velocity, however, p IS dtrectly available. Finally the resultmg formulation 
for the convectiOn fluxes can be described usmg a second order central difference scheme 
as: 
(6 12) 
This linear interpolatiOn based numencal scheme used to calculate the vanables at cell 
faces of the finite volumes is eqmvalent to a second order central difference scheme in 
fimte difference method. This scheme is second order accurate, computationally efficient 
and simple to implement This accuracy is desirable for LES since numencal damping acts 
as an extra un-quantified contribution to the eddy viscosity and contaminates the effects of 
the sub-grid scale model. However this scheme tends to give solutions containing non-
physical oscillatiOns or 'wiggles' in areas of the field containing high gradients. The 
convection terms in the scalar equatiOns are particularly problematic due to the large 
gradients which often occur m the scalar fields Because scalars are often coupled WJth the 
velocity field through density, wiggles which result from use of the central difference for 
the scalar convectiOn terms cause problems with the numencal stability of the overall 
solutton. Hence this scheme is hardly smted for scalar transport, especially when they 
have to remain bounded For example, reaction progress variable is hmited to a range 
from 0 to 1 From this scheme, wiggles may lead to unphysical results such as predictions 
of reactiOn progress variable outside the range 0 and I, which do not yield any sensible 
meaning. For this reason, the convection term for the scalar equation is discretized usmg 
non-centred schemes such as QUICK of Leonard (1979) or SHARP of Leonard (1987) 
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QUICK is a third order upwind scheme and can reduce numencal oscillations by 
introducing fourth order dissipation. Quadratic interpolation is used to find the value rjJ at 
the centre of the cell faces The formula for the east face can be wntten as 
(6 13) 
Here the upwmd biased curvature term define as 
CRV u<O (6.14) 
u>O (6.15) 
The double subscript such as EE refers to the cell east of the eastern neighbour as 
described in section 6.2 The weightmg factor(} can be calculated from equatiOn (6 10) 
The first term in equation (6 13) IS the value of rjJ at the cell face calculated usmg linear 
interpolation The second term is an upwind biased curvature term which makes the 
overall mterpolation quadratic. 
The linear. interpolatiOn term accounts for the non-uniform grid through the weighting 
factor (}, while the curvature terms have no gnd weighting mcluded. Castro and Jones 
(1987) have shown that the umform gnd formula for QUICK gives negligible errors for 
grid expansion ratios (rx = b,+l/b,) between 0 8 and I 25 Substitutmg equatiOn (6 13) 
into equation (6.5) gives the convective flux of rjJ across the east face as 
(6.16) 
where SQUICK = -1/8 CRV 11xi. The source term SQUICK mdiCates the curvature of the 
field In PUFFIN, the term SQUICK is included as part of the source termS,. 
However, QUICK scheme can reduce the wiggles but does not remove them completely. 
In this case another scheme called SHARP (Leonard, 1987), wluch IS a modification to 
QUICK is used. SHARP introduces second order diffusion where local conditions are 
such that oscillations will not occur, thereby ensuring that the solution remains monotonic 
An outline of this scheme can be found in (Leonard, 1987). Finally, summation of the 
convective fluxes across all faces can be added and described as· 
(6 17) 
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6.2.3 The Diffusion Term 
The diffusive flux IS proportwnal to the gradient oft) across a cell facefand is given as: 
(6 18) 
where n is the direction normal to the face, r is the kinematic diffusion coefficient and M 
the area of the face. The flux at the centre of the east cell face is then computed from the 
values at the two neighbouring points and their distance from central difference 
approximatiOn as 
(6 19) 
The d1ffusion coefficient at the centre of the face r, is calculated by linear interpolatiOns 
same as density calculatwn in the preceding section of the convection term. Summation of 
the diffusive fl~es across all faces can be described as a discrete diffusion operator as: 
rr~ds "'""{rM),("' -"') Js Ox J L..- 6x 'l'nb 'l'p 
J E 
(6.20) 
It is worth notmg at th1s stage, that the discrete diffusion operator does not suffer from 
numencal instability as observed in the case of convective fluxes. Therefore, no special 
treatment IS required for diffusion terms in conservation equation. 
6.2.4 The Source Term 
Source terms are different for each variable in individual conservatiOn equations and 
dependent of the vanable bemg transported. For instance, in case of momentum equation, 
source term represents the effect of the pressure gradient and the gravitational force. 
Where as, in case of energy equatiOn, source term include contributions due to pressure 
work, viscous dissipation and flow dilatatiOn as well as a chemical source term. Chemical 
source term is also presented in the reaction progress vanable equation. 
Spatial discretJZation of the source term m all the transport equations is m the same 
manner. They are calculated by evaluating the function representmg the source term S; at 
the node and multiplying by the volume of the cell as 
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(6 21) 
Gradients are evaluated using second order central differences, while interpolatiOns utilize 
a hnear profile similar to that used in evaluatmg convection and diffusion terms. In 
general, source terms can be expressed as a combination of implicit and explicit 
components as. 
(6 22) 
The imphctt component of the above equatiOn is integrated usmg implicit time 
advancement scheme, whereas the explicit component is mtegrated using explicit time 
advancement scheme. The time advancement schemes employed m the present work are 
descnbed in section 6.3. 
6.2.5 The Complete Discretized Conservation Equation 
It IS evident from the above sections, that the complete discretized conservation equation 
for a generic varmble r) can simply wntten by summmg the individual discretized terms 
as 
(6 23) 
Here the curly brackets {} with superscripts (n-2, n-1, n, n+ I) represent a weighted 
average of the term evaluated at the listed time intervals, which gives an estimate of the 
term at the (n+ 1/2) time level, which will be discussed m next section. Collecting the 
coefficients and rearrangmg the above equation results m the final form equation as: 
A"+I,.n+l = "( .<~"+'""+') + S ""+' + s•+I P "?p L...J .t-'nb "?nb 1mp'I'P exp 
nb 
+ [ ~ ( ~b,p;b)- A;,p; + S,mprP; + s;xp] 
+ [" ( ,~n-1 ,(•-1)- An-I ,(n-1 + s _.n-1 + s•-1] L.... .t~b Y'nb P 'f'p 1mp'f'P exp 
nb 
(6 24) 
+ [ ~ ( A;;2 ,p;b-2) _ A;-2 ,p;-2 + s;:e2 J 
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where the coefficients corresponding to the node Ap and its neighbours Anb are formed due 
to the contnbutions from convectiOn and d1ffus10n terms. More deta1ls of spattal 
discretization methods can be found m Kirkpatrick (2002) and Kukpatrick et al. (2003). 
6.3 Time Advancement Scheme 
The discrel!zed transport equation descnbed m the above section must be solved m space 
and l!me in order to s1mulate reacting flows. To obtam time-accurate and unsteady 
s1mulations, time integration schemes are developed using second and th1rd order 
numerical accuracy. The time integration schemes for scalar equation uses the Crank-
Nicolson scheme and the momentum equatiOns are advanced using either Crank-Nicolson 
or the second- and third- order hybrid Adams-Bashforth scheme 
6.3.1 Time Integration of Scalar Equation 
In the present work, Crank-Nicolson scheme IS employed to achieve time mtegratlon of 
the scalar equation. The time dependent conservation equation, integrated m tlme usmg 
Crank-Nicolson scheme can be written as 
(pt/J)"·~~ (pt/J)" "'v = -H w•l ( rl) + w ( t/J")] 
+~[ L"•l (rl)+ L" (t/J")] 
+.!. [s••l ,. •• ~ + s· ,.. J 
2 1mp'Y" tmp'Y' 
+.!.[s••I,.n+I +S" AI"] 
2 exp 'f' exp'f' 
where H 1s the d1screte convection term, expressed as: 
L is the discrete d1ffusion term, expressed as: 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
S,mpt/J and Sexp are discrete imphcit and explicit source terms respectively. It is to be noted 
that S,mp is a coefficient of tjJ rather a function of tjJ • 
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In the above equation (6 25), each term is evaluated at the n and n+ I time levels, and 
employs lmear mterpolatwn to estimate their value at n+ 1/2. Therefore, this scheme is 
second order accurate. At least two Iterations of scalar equation per time step are required 
due to the contnbutions of terms containing rjJ n+I to the explicit source term which result 
from the use of the QUICK and SHARP spatial discretization schetnes It should be noted 
at this stage that m turbulent premixed combustion, density and diffusivity vary 
sigmficantly in time Hence to maintain the stability of the solution, a number of outer 
iterations of the entire time advancement scheme per time step are required to ensure that 
the values of p"+1 and r•+' are second order accurate. This non-oscillatory cnterion for 
Crank-Nicolson scheme can be aclueved by enforcmg a condition on time as: 
(6.28) 
While the above cntenon poses a rather stnngent limitation on the improvement that could 
be achieved on spatial accuracy, it results from an error term in the Taylor series 
expansion which contains the second derivative m space 82r/J/Bx,2 • However this term is 
relatively small in most flow problems and the scheme remains stable for considerably 
large time steps 
6.3.2 Time Integration of Momentum Equations 
Time integration of the momentum equations uses either Crank-Nicolson or the second 
and third order hybrid Adams schemes In the hybrid schemes, Adams-Bashforth methods 
are used for the advection terms and Adams-Moulton methods for the diffusive terms The 
momentum equations are mtegrated by using Crank-Nicolson scheme can be expressed as: 
p"+'u * -p"u" .<lV = _.!.[w+' ( u *) + H" ( u" )] 
M 2 
+H r•+' ( u')+ L" ( u")] 
+.!.[s•+'u' +S" u"] 
2 tmp tmp 
(6.29) 
I [s•+' • S" "] G •-t + 2 exp U + expU - P 
It IS evident from the above equation, that it has similar form of the scalar equation 
employing Crank-Nicolson scheme (equation 6 25) However, an additional term can be 
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noticed, added as a pressure gradient term Gp"-I12, which considers n-1/2 tlme level 
concerning the pressure correction scheme, which Wlll be discussed in next sectwn Here 
the approximate velocity obtamed before pressure correction step at n+ I time level is 
specified with superscript u*. 
The advection terms in the momentum equations are integrated using exphcit time 
advancement scheme, as Crank-Nicolson requires several iterations to retain second order 
accuracy In PUFFIN, second and third order hybnd schemes are used such that advect10n 
terms are treated explicitly usmg an Adam-Bashforth scheme while diffusiOn term is 
treated implicitly usmg Adams-Moulton. The additional terms such as gravitatiOnal terms 
are treated explicitly using Adams-Bashforth 
The second order Adams-Bashforth/ Adams-Moulton scheme for the momentum equations 
can be written as: 
p"+'u * -p"u" LiV = _..!_[3W ( u")- w-• ( u•-• )] 
M 2 
+·H Ln+l ( u') + L" ( u" )] 
+.!.[s•+'u' +S" u"] 
2 1mp 1mp 
(6 30) 
+ .!.[3s" n _ s"-' •-• J _ G n-t 
2 expU expU P 
and the third order Adams-Bashforth/Adams-Moulton scheme can be written as: 
n+l * n n } 
P u Li~P u LiV = - 12[ 23H" ( u")-!6H"_, ( u·-• )+SH"-2 ( u"-2 )] 
+ 
1
1
2
[5L"+1 (u')+8L" (u")-L"-1 (u"-I)J 
+-1 [ss•+'u' +8S" u" -s•-'u"-'] 
12 1mp 1mp 1mp 
(6 31) 
+_I [23S" n -16S"-' •-I + ss•-2 n-2 J- G n-t 12 expu expu expu p 
The non-linear advection terms and exphcit source terms in this case are calculated at 
previous time steps where all necessary mformation is known Hence these schemes do 
not require any Iteration procedure, as in Crank-Nicolson scheme to maintain the 
accuracy. However, when the density and viscosity vary significantly, for instance such as 
"turbulent prem1xed propagating flame", Iteration of the overall solutwn procedure IS 
reqmred to mclude the correct value of density in the unsteady term and viscosity in the 
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diffusiOn term at the n+ 1 time step The advection term w1thin one lime step has to be 
hm1ted to at least satisfY the Courant number, C = u,l'>.tl&,< 1 0. Simply, th1s criterion 
requires that, w1thm a time step, information may only travel to the neighbouring cell but 
no further. For advection terms, the mruomum time step is proportional to the 
characteristic convectiOn time &/u, , which IS usually descnbed in terms of the Courant 
number. For diffusion term the max1mum usable time step JS proportional to the 
characteristic diffusiOn time &,2/v. However, Adams methods reqmre some treatment for 
the 1mtial steps where no mformation about prev1ous time step is available. Therefore, the 
Crank-Nicolson is used for the imtial time steps to enable the calculation of the n-1 and n-
2 source terms for the Adams schemes. 
6.3.3 The Pressure Correction Equation 
In the present study, pressure correction of unsteady compressible flow s1mulations have 
been carried out usmg the fractional step method based, mcompressible flow pressure 
correction of V ankan (1986) and Bell and Colella (1989), which has been recently 
extended by Kukpatnck (2002) for compressible flows It is well known that in case of 
compressible reactmg flows, pressure and density remain coupled through the state 
equatiOn and large density variations ex1st. Hence, it IS essential to correct veloc1ty, 
density and pressure simultaneously by enforcmg the mass conservation of the fluid flow. 
Smce dens1ty depends on both pressure and temperature, an 1terative method is required to 
correct 1t Accordmgly, considering the m'h iteration of the time step from t = n tot= n+ 1, 
the transport equations of energy and reaction progress variable are solved for temperat!Jre 
field T". An approximate dens1ty field p' for the m'h 1terat10n is then found usmg the 
equatiOn of the state with the temperature T" and the pressure from the previous iteratiOn 
r-l as 
, RTm 
P = pm-1 (6.32) 
The momentum equatiOns for three velocity components are then integrated usmg p' and 
r-1 to find an approximate solution for the velocity field u; as: 
(6.33) 
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where Y IS an operator representing the remaming terms in the momentum equatiOn In 
order to correct u,', r-1 and p' mass conservatiOn is thus enforced through the obtained 
velocity field as: 
(6.34) 
which eventually satisfies conservation of mass as· 
m- " o(pmum)P" 
p p + ' =0 
/',.t ox, 
(6 35) 
Subtracting equation (6 33) from (6.34) gives: 
mm •• /',.top' 
p u, -p u, =-z- ox, (6.36) 
where the pressure correctiOn IS defined as p' =pm - pm-l _ Taking the divergence of 
equatiOn (6 36) yields: 
o(pmu,m) o(p'u,') 
ox, ox, 
/',.t o'p' 
2 (ox,)' 
Substitutmg equation (6 35) in the above results in: 
M o'p' 
2 (ox,)' 
(6.37) 
0 (6.38) 
Fmally, writing the density correction m terms of the pressure correction using the state 
equatiOn as: 
' m ' p 
P -p = Rrm 
Substitutmg equation (6 39) in (6.38) results in pressure correction equation as: 
M o' P, 
2 (ox,)' 
-[p'- p" + o(p'u,')] 
/',.{ ox, 
(6.39) 
(6 40) 
Once the pressure correction is evaluated, it is used to correct pressure, velocity and 
density as. 
pm= pm-l + p' (6 41) 
(6 42) 
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• 1 [ m m Llf 8 p '] u =- p u +--/ * I 2 8 p x, (6 43) 
Hence, the pressure correctiOn equatiOn is spatially discretized in the similar manner to the 
discreuzatwn of the genenc transport equatiOn described m the earher sectiOns. Integrating 
the equatiOn (6.40) over a control volume and applying the Divergence theorem gives: 
p' LlV-Llti(M 8P') =-[p'-p" LlV+"( 'u'M)] 
MRr 2 ox Llt L. P ' 1 
' f 
(6.44) 
where summatiOn is performed over each of the faces of area M, and LlVis the volume of 
the cell Second order central differences are used to calculate the gradients lip 1/ix, It is 
Important to use same discretlzatwn for the pressure gradient m momentum equation and 
the pressure correction in pressure correction equation (6 40) Tlus minimizes the 
projectiOn error and ensures convergence If an Iterative scheme is used. 
The boundary condition for pressure correction equatiOn at solid boundaries uses zero-
normal gradient condition, smce the mass flux across these boundaries is constant. 
However for outflow boundaries, a special treatment is reqmred to reduce the pressure 
reflectiOns as discussed m later sections of this chapter. 
6.3.4 Solution of the Algebraic Equations 
The system of algebratc equations, obtamed through numerical discretlzatwn, IS generally 
solved using lmear equation solvers. The flow simulation code, PUFFIN has two solvers, 
namely Altematmg-Direction-Imphcit (ADI) solver and Hi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilized 
(BICGStab) solver with a Modified Strongly Implicit (MSI) pre-conditioner. Current work 
has been camed out using BICGStab to solve the momentum, scalar and pressure 
correction equatiOns, which is more efficient and requires ten times less number of 
iteratiOns to achieve same level of convergence by ADI (Klrkpatrick, 2002). 
Convergence of the solvers is measured usmg the L2 norm of the residual (L2 norm is a 
vector norm that is commonly encountered m vector algebra and vector operatiOns such as 
dot product). The residual was set to be less than 10-Io for the solution of the momentum 
and scalar equations, which typically required one or two sweeps of the solver to obtain 
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convergence At each time step, a number of iterations of the pressure/velocity correction 
steps are generally required to ensure adequate mass conservation. 
Pressure correctiOn equation is solved for all IteratiOns with a condition, either to reduce 
the residual to I 0% of its onginal value or the BiCGStab solver has performed 7 sweeps. 
Each sweep of the solver includes 2 sweeps of the pre-conditioner. The solution IS then 
used to correct the pressure and velocity field and the divergence of the corrected velocity 
field IS calculated. The process is repeated until the L2 norm of the divergence error is less 
than pre-set value. Typically, 6 to 8 projections are reqmred to attain the m1mmum 
divergence error. 
6.3.5 Typical Iteration Procedure 
In case of unsteady, compressible reactmg flows, where density and pressure vanations 
are predommant, it must be ensured that the pressure, density and velocity are corrected 
simultaneously by enforcing mass conservation The overall solution procedure for each 
time step follows similar to that of Kirkpatrick (2002) for compressible flows and 
however, combustion modelling capabilities in LES has been enhanced using dynamic 
modelling of flame surface density (FSD) A typical Iteration procedure reqmres 
information at current and previOus time steps represented by superscripts n and n-1 
respectively. In the following, superscnpt k refers to the Iteration cycle w1thm the time 
step and the superscript 0 indicates the initial guess for the first iteration with a time step 
ie k=O 
Step 1: Predict or choose appropriate imtml values for the variables at time = 0. In the 
present work, a straightforward choice is adopted by choosmg the solution values at the 
current time level as: 
Step 2: Solve scalar transport equatiOns to obtain provisional values, which will facilitates 
better estimate of the density early in the iteration process. 
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Step 3: Calculate the flmd properties such as temperature, density, molecular viscosity 
according to the combustion model implemented. 
Step 4: Update the scalar field mformation, based on the new density available from 
precedmg step and solve for momentum equation 
Step 6: Solve the pressure correction equatiOn. 
Step 7: Correct pressure, velocity and density fields 
Step 8: Check mass conservation error and repeat steps 6 and 7 as required 
Step 9: Calculate eddy viscosity 
Step 10: Calculate dp/ dt, S,k, etc 
Typically 8-10 outer Iterations of this procedure are reqmred to obtain satisfactory 
convergence at each time step. The time step IS hm1ted to ensure that the Courant number 
(CFL number), C remams less than 0 5 by enforcing a limit on time advancement, & as 
C= otu, 
ox, 
However, to avoid un-realistic times an extra condition has been Imposed such that the 
upper limit for ot is 0 3 ms The solution for each time step requires around 8 Iterations 
to converge, with residuals for the momentum equatiOns less than 2 5e-5 and scalar 
equations less than 2.0e-3. The mass conservation error is less than 5.0e-8. 
6.3.5.1 Numerical implementation ofFSDffiFSD models 
The flame surface density models detailed in Table 5.1 are implemented in the LES code, 
PUFFIN to calculate the sub-grid scale reactiOn rate and other numerical parameters such 
as model coefficients and fractal dimensions The SGS reaction rate calculated by these 
models will be added to the source term of reaction progress variable equation at every 
grid pomt and at each time step All the models are programmed in a separate subroutine 
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and invoked dunng step 1 and 4, while calculating and updating scalar field iteration. It 
should be noted that for every time step, 8-10 outer iterations and several inner Iterations 
are required to achieve desired accuracy At each of these inner and outer Iterations, the 
reaction rate IS calculated from the reactiOn progress variable informatiOn stored. 
From the equatiOns (5.15), (5.18), (5 23), (5 32), (5.34) and (5 39), it is evident that the 
informatiOn required is filtered reaction progress variable, filter width, test filter width, 
laminar flame Width and SGS velocity fluctuations It is worth mentioning here that most 
of the information except SGS velocity fluctuations is available at step 2 at time = 0, and 
can be calculated Without any difficulty However, calculatmg fractal dimension at mitial 
step usmg equation (5 34) may be slightly difficult due to unavailability of the SGS 
velocity at that time However, due to the upper and lower fractal limitatiOns m equation 
(5.34), irutial values will be within these limits and will be used as Irutial guess. Since the 
solutiOn reqmres a minimum number of outer iteratiOns, the fractal dimension in case of 
(5 34) will be reasonable at the imtial time step 
6.4 Boundary Conditions 
It is well recognized that besides the mathematical model and the numencal scheme, 
appropriate boundary conditiOns are important for successful LES predictiOns. From a 
mathematical pomt of view the imposition of exact boundary and initial values are 
prerequisite for unique solutiOn of the set of partml differential equatiOns to be solved. 
However, the later is not discussed in this section and will be dealt separately in chapter 7. 
In the present investigation, the problem considered is a propagation of turbulent premixed 
flame, evolved from stagnant conditiOn in a rectangular chamber having multiple solid 
obstacles. Solving premixed flames reqmres the boundary conditiOns for all the dependent 
variables such as density, velocity, pressure, temperature and reactiOn progress variable 
Since density is dependent on the pressure and temperature, the boundary condition for 
density can be specified from pressure and temperature. Continmty requires that mass 
conservatiOn be satisfied over the complete domain at all times, and the boundary 
conditions for the velocity field must therefore ensure that: 
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f ap dV + f pu,n,S = 0 Jn at Js (6 45) 
For the combustiOn configuration under investigation, we Imposed outflow boundary 
conditwns at outlet (top) of the chamber and solid wall boundary conditions at rest of the 
walls (four vertical and one bottom) and solid obstacles The detmls of these boundary 
conditions are descnbed in the following sections. 
6.4.1 Outflow Boundary Conditions 
The outflow boundary conditions generally use a zero normal gradtent (ZNG) condttwn or 
a convective outlet boundary condition The use of a zero gradient condttwn at an outflow 
boundary IS generally given by: 
a~ =O 
an 
(6 46) 
where a/an denotes the gradient taken normal to the outflow boundary Alternal!vely, the 
convecl!ve boundary condition is also given by: 
a~ +U a~ =O 
at ban (6.47) 
where Ub is the bulk veloctty across the boundary It is very important m case of 
compressible flow that the pressure wave generated wtthm the chamber must be allowed 
to leave smoothly without reflection Since the pressure field IS dependent on the velocity 
field, the boundary conditions applied for velocity Will determine the pressure wave 
behaviour. The outflow boundary conditions descnbed m equation ( 6.46) & ( 6 4 7) work 
well when the dommant force on the fluid flow ts due to advection and diffusion. 
However, in the present case (see chapter 7 for descriptwn of test case) due to the 
compressible nature of the propagating flame, the dommant force is the pressure gradient 
resulting from pressure waves radiating from the chamber. Consequently, both the above 
boundary conditwns would result m significant pressure reflections. Hence, to overcome 
this problem, Kirkpatrick (2002) developed a new non-reflecting boundary condition for 
velocity, analogous to commonly used convective boundary conditwn in incompressible 
LESas 
u = (u _ !!u, au,_1 ) R,~, 
' ,_, c at R' 
' 
(6 48) 
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where u, is the velocity on the boundary, u,_1 ts the veloc1ty in the adjacent cell within the 
domain, &, is the d1stance between the two nodes, R, and R,_1 are the d1stance from the 
two nodes to the centre of the open end of the chamber and C is the speed of sound, which 
IS convective velocity To ensure that this boundary condition 1s accurate, the numencal 
domam has to be extended WJth far- field boundary conditions from outlet of the chamber. 
6.4.2 Solid Boundary Conditions 
The natural boundary condition for velocity at sohd wall boundaries is to set the normal 
and tangential velocity components to zero at the wall. These conditwns correspond to the 
impermeable and the no-slip conditions ideally. At the domain boundaries coinciding w1th 
a statwnary impermeable wall, the no-slip cond1tion can be applied as: 
u,(x,t)=O (6.49) 
It is very important in case of turbulent reactmg flows, that the near wall treatment should 
be accurate enough to account the boundary layer effects. In general, the flow near wall 
exhib1ts substantmlly d1fferent than away from it due to shear forces withm the vicinity of 
wall. The predominant structures capable to determine the flow properties w1thm this 
region are of the order of boundary layer thickness. Hence, in high Reynolds flows, 1t is 
very important to employ fine grid in the domain near wall, wluch eventually reaches 
DNS hm1t in order to resolve energy carrymg scales Refining grid near wall in LES is not 
possible due to the computational limitations and alternative methods, such as wall 
functions are required to model the overall dynamics of the near wall effects Hence, m the 
present mvestigation, wall shear is calculated by the l!7'h power-law wall function of 
Wemer and Wengle (1991) as: 
(6 50) 
where <w is the wall shear stress, W is a functional dependence, y is the distance of the grid 
point form the wall and u IS the tangenttal velocity at y. Sohd boundary conditions with 
th1s wall function are applied at the bottom, vertical walls, and for sohd obstacles in the 
chamber. 
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6.5 Summary 
This chapter described vanous numencal aspects of the simulatiOn code PUFFIN m LES. 
PUFFIN uses fimte volume methodology, which generally allows complex geometries to 
form grids and solve successfully. Spatial discretizatwn and numencal implementatiOn of 
a generic transport equatiOn of variable rjJ has been detmled Several challenges were 
discussed while dealmg the md1vidual terms of the generic equatiOn Since the fluid flow 
numerically marches into time, time advancement of the spatially d1scretized equations are 
very Important for accurate predictions Mainly, Crank-Nicholson time advancement 
scheme was discussed as It was used for momentum and other scalar equations Pressure 
correctiOn is cntical as the fluid flow involved mainly is unsteady, compressible, which 
generally mvolved in large density vanations and directly coupled With pressure vm state 
equation. Hence, a new methodology developed by Kirkpatnck (2002) IS used to correct 
the pressure, velocity and density fields simultaneously by enforcing the mass 
conservation. 
Various linear solvers available m the present numencal code PUFFIN were briefly 
outlined and the choice of BiCGStab to solve system of lmear equations has been 
explained. TypiCal iteratiOn procedure used by PUFFIN was outlined With possible 
modifications carried out while accounting the chemical reactiOn rate of the propagating 
flame Various boundary conditions such as solid and outflow used m the present study 
were also presented and discussed 
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This chapter presents descriptiOn of the experimental test cases used for model validation 
m the present mvestigation. Section 7.1 descnbes the importance of the expenmental 
turbulent flames and the mfluencing factors in design of any expenmental combustion 
configuratiOn. SectiOn 7.2 descnbes the novel chamber established at The Umversity of 
Sydney, which IS a revised version and third inline to test turbulent premixed propagating 
flames. This chamber has reconfigurable capability, which facilitates to generate 9 
configuratiOns. A brief mtroductwn and some technical details of the vanous measuring 
techniques and Laser ignitiOn system are provided. Typical experimental procedure and 
sequence of operations are detailed in sectwn 7.3. Fmally, a numerical domain with initial 
conditwns and igmtion details are discussed in section 7.4 along with various grids 
employed in the numencal s1mulations 
7.1 Influencing Factors in Designing the Combustion Chamber 
Turbulence being an unsolved problem for several decades with available analytical and 
expenmental techniques, turbulence-flame interactions complicated premixed turbulent 
flames as one of the very mterestmg and most challengmg area of research. In this senes, 
with the advancement of the numencal prediction tools and computational power, 
numerical techniques became an alternative method of solving turbulent fluid flow and 
combustwn problems. In order to capture the correct physics and chemical properties of 
fluid flow problems, it is compulsory to validate the numerical model, method and the 
technique Implemented agamst a valid experimental test case. Since the introduction of 
laser technology for the flow measurements into combustion studies, such as Laser 
Induced Florescence (LIF), Laser Doppler V eloc1meter (LDV), Laser Doppler 
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Anemometry (LDA) and PartiCle Image Velocimetry (PIV), extractmg the more accurate 
information regarding turbulence intensity and vanous other flow parameters made 
possible. However, the major challenge is to quantify these measurements of turbulence 
and its interactions with flame m a transient process of approximately, I 0 to 20 ms 
duratiOn 
As descnbed m Chapter I, turbulent premixed flames have Sigmficant practical 
importance in real engineering applications. Expenmental studies of turbulent premixed 
flames have been earned by several researchers with a variety of chambers and turbulence 
generating devices as detmled in chapter 2. The work presented here, mainly aims to 
simulate a real explosion situatiOn, where multiple solid obstacles are presented in the path 
of a propagatmg flame, which is expected to facilitate to understand some of the 
remammg key challenges such as complex feedback system formed due to flame-flow 
mterachons, local quenching due to abnormal flame stretch, flame dynamics With respect 
to position and number of obstacles etc However, one of the main objectives of this work 
is validating the novel DFSD model against experimental studies, which is expected to 
improve the predictions of combustion charactenstics. 
Since, one main objective of the current work is expenmental validatiOn of the developed 
model, It is ideal to choose a combustion chamber, which could provide sufficient optical 
access for measurements and affordable for computational modellmg. It is worth 
mentioning here, that the origmal expenmental chamber used by combustion groups at 
both Loughborough and the UnivefSlty of Sydney (Masri et a! , 2000, Ibrahim and Masri, 
2001 and Masri et al., 2006) was a big chamber of 20 litres m volume and, found to be 
impractical for LES modelling studies due to the long computational times Hence, an 
alternative design (Kent, Masn et a! , 2005), that preserved the same physics and optical 
access, yet with a reduced volume of less than one litre is adopted m this study. 
Essentially the present experimental combustiOn chamber is designed to represent many of 
the most realistic Situations of the propagating turbulent premixed flames in a confined 
chamber, such as m a SI engme, accidental explosiOn Situation, bluff body combustion etc. 
Understandmg the turbulence generation, flame propagation speed and the flame 
interactions Will help to design a better combustion device. This allows analysis of the 
relationship between turbulence levels and flame surface density, and the associated 
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influence/dependence of flame front structure on turbulent burning rates to be related to 
other real world applications, such as prevention of loss and damage in case of accidental 
explosions in bmlt-up areas. One Important factor mfluencing the design of any 
experimental chamber IS that, it should be easily applicable for model validations and 
numerical simulatwns. This requires well defined initial and boundary conditions and also 
the physical size must be affordable for numerical simulatwns in order to resolve the 
length scales (Masri et a! , 2006) Additionally, good optical access IS reqmred to allow 
the 1maging experiments to be easily performed Considering the factors stated above, the 
experimental chamber designed in this investigation has a simple rectangular chamber 
with a provisiOn to hold a maximum of three baffle plates and a solid obstacle in the path 
ofpropagatmg flame. 
7.2 Experimental Setup 
As descnbed m the preceding section, the expenmental setup adopted in this mvestigahon 
is onginally developed by (Kent, Masri et a! , 2005) at The University of Sydney. This 
vessel is the latest and third Iteration (Masri and Ibrah1m, 2007) of the combustion 
chambers used m similar expenmental mvestigations Figure 7.1 & 7 2 Illustrates the 
schematic representation of the vessel used in this study The combustion chamber is a 
Perspex square prism, with mternal dimensions of 50 x 50 mm, and an overall length of 
250 mm givmg an experimental volume of0.625L. The external pnsm is constructed from 
20 mm thick Perspex walls, IS used to enclose the thinner 5 mm Perspex combustion 
chamber. External prism encapsulates the inner chamber ng1dly and adds additional 
strength to withstand the shock waves encountered dunng the explosiOn. The external and 
internal prisms are placed in between a Perspex base plate and an open vented aluminium 
top plate, the entire rig IS then held firmly together using draw bolts. 
Horizontal grooves (statwns) are cut mto the s1dewalls at locations of20 mm (SI), 50 mm 
(S2) and 80 mm (S3) downstream of the ignition pomt m which turbulence inducmg baffle 
plates can be housed For this investigation, baffle plates are situated at various 
combmations of these locations in order to alter the turbulence generating characteristics 
of the flame and the flow properties The plates are constructed from 3 mm thick 
alumimum sheet placed perpendicular to the propagating flame front, and consist of five 4 
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Figure 7.1 chematic diagram of the premixed combu tion chamber. All dimensions are in 
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Figure 7.2 olid diagram showing bafne , internal and external structure of setup. 
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mm wide stnps evenly separated by s1x 5 mm wide spaces, rendering a blockage ratio of 
40% as shown m Figure 7 2. A sohd square obstacle of 12 mm in cross sectwn with a 
blockage ratiO of 24% is centrally located at 96 mm from the igrntwn point runmng 
through out the chamber, causing significant disruptwn to the flow. The influence of the 
mdividual obstacle in generatmg turbulence and flame propagatiOn is detailed in the 
following section Several configuratwns were extracted by Kent, Masn et al. (2005), Hall 
(2006 & 2008) based on the number and positiOn of baffie plates, are illustrated in Figure 
7.3. Imtially, LES simulations are carried using Model-1 (M1) for chem1cal reaction rate 
to establish the modelling capabilities for five configurations Later, LES simulations are 
earned usmg other models detailed in Table 5 1 for chemical reaction rate for possible 
flow configurations Table 7.1 presents the deta1ls of the LES simulations carried for 
vanous configurations using various models Table 7 2 presents a check list of avarlable 
experimental data used in this investigatiOn to compare LES simulations. 
All experiments conducted by Kent et al. (2005) and Kent, Masri et al. (2005) are usmg 
liquefied petroleum gas (88% C3Hs, 10% C3H6 and 2% C4Hw by vol.), which enters 
through a non-return valve m the base plate at a flow rate of -20 g/min and equivalence 
ratio of 1 0 To ensure all the products from prevwus combustion runs are cleared from the 
vessel, it IS flushed w1th air before each test. The fuel air mixture then flows mto the test 
ng for long enough lime such that more than three limes the volume of the vessel is 
supplied to purge the flame chamber and to ensure the mixture is homogenous A hinged 
flap closes the top of the vessel during fillmg. This flap, actuated v1a a pneumatic valve, is 
opened prior to ignition to allow the exhaust gases to escape, and remains open until the 
completwn of the combustwn process. The entire expenmental sequence from imtial 
filling ofthe vessel to opening of the flap, ignitwn of the mixture and operation of the LIF 
components is automated using computer software. 
Recently, Hall (2006 & 2008) studied flow field measurements using LDV for propane/air 
flames of various eqmvalence ratios using the experimental rig shown in Figure 7.1, for 
number of configuratwns with two different (s1ze) solid square obstacles These stud1es 
were very successful m measuring the transverses and longitudmal velocity components of 
the flow field. From these experiments, turbulence intensity was deduced by calculatmg 
the root mean square of the transverses and longitudinal veloc1ty components Data from 
these experiments are also used here to validate LES s1mulations 
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Figure 7 3 IllustratiOn of various combustion configurations employed in tbe present 
simulat!ons. The dmgrams are not to scale. 
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7.2.1 Arrangement of Baffles and Solid Obstacle 
IntroductiOn of baffle plates and obstacles into the flow inside the combustiOn chamber 
serve to mcrease the turbulence level and flame propagation speed The position and 
number of the baffle plates employed with respect to the square obstacle significantly 
alters the generated peak pressure, flame speed and structure (Kent, Masri et a! , 2005 and 
Masri et al., 2006) From these experimental investigatiOns, it IS found that the addition of 
baffle plates increases the overpressure, speeds up the flame and causes significant level of 
stretching in the flame front as it jets through the baffles. Higher turbulence levels increase 
the burnmg rates and hence the overpressures at an even faster rate than the flame speed. 
Hence large increase m overpressure can be gained through only a small mcrease in flame 
speed. In the present work, the influence of mdividual baffle plates and square obstacle on 
the flow IS discussed With particular relevance on how the solid obstructiOns placed inside 
the chamber change the turbulence level and the regime of combustion. 
Baffle Plate One (Sl) This plate is located at 20mm downstream from the ignitiOn closed 
end Due to the close proximity to the igmtion point the flame speed is still relatively low, 
thus th1s obstacle only has a small affect on turbulence generatiOn Hence re-
Iammansation of the flame front shortly after this obstruction can be observed The main 
purpose of tJus baffle plate IS to increase the initial propagation speed of the flame front, 
hence leading to a faster time to peak pressure 
Baffle Plate Two (S2) This plate is located at 50mm downstream from the 1gmtion closed 
end. TJus serves both to mcrease the pressure and increase the propagation speed of the 
flame In particular 1t affects the positioning of the flame front at peak overpressure. 
Baffle Plate Three (S3) This plate IS located at 80mm downstream from the ignition 
closed end. This is most effective at mcreasing the amount of turbulence generated within 
the combustiOn chamber. Flame accelerates at 1ts greatest after hittmg this baffle, thus 
increasing the amount of turbulence and flame propagation speed. 
Square Obstacle (Sq. Ob.) The sohd square obstacle is located at 96 mm downstream 
from the igmtion close end. This is not a turbulence-inducmg device as such but does 
serve to increase the blockage ratio and hence alter the development of the flame front. 
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Rapid acceleration of the flame is recorded past this obstruction followed by the wrapping 
of the flame in the recirculatwn regiOn, which enhances the m1xing and distortiOn at the 
flame front 
Configuration 
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Table 7.1 Details ofLES simulations earned out for the poss1ble configuration shown in 
F1gure 7.3 Y indicates presence of baffle or sohd obstacles 
Configuration Overpressure Flame Velocity OH 
Position Measurements ima~es 
0 ,/ ,/ ,/ --
----~--~- .-- ----··- -~- --~ 
1 ,/ ,/ -- --
2 v' v' v' 
. ~.,r-
~~~~ ~-~~- . .. ~•-"''•··~•-•·•·•• -~· ----~~---•---~-·-·-··-- --
3 ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
4 7 :; . ' m~""' ·:; v' 
1---- --- ------·- -- - --~-:t ----~~~~-~-~~-~- -~fl~-~ > 5 -- --
6 -- -- -- --
!--------~--- ~~=-=- ......__ ·~~~~ ·- ~--~"' 7 -- -- -- --
Table7.2 A check list of experimental data available to validate LES s1mulations. 
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7.2.2 Ignition System 
The fuel/air mixture in experimental chamber is ignited by using a focused laser pul e to 
ionize atoms in the chamber in order to create a spark . The laser system used in the 
present experiment allowed for a precise and repeatable ignition point with an easi ly 
definable reference time (Hall , 2006). To avoid the surface interference and to attain a 
higher level of consistency, laser beam are supposed to be focused just above the bottom 
of the combustion chamber. Two prisms are u ed to direct the laser beam to the focu ing 
lens fitted into the Perspex wall a hown in Figure 7.4. 
A eodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet d:Y3Al501 2) laser is used to ignite the 
fuel/ai r mixture by focusing the infrared output onto the centre surface or the ba e plate. 
The Nd:YAG laser produces two simultaneous beams of varying wa elength, the fir t is 
the infrared spectrum and the second is a green beam (532nm). The primary role of green 
beam is to track the path taken by the pul e for aligning purposes as the inf rared spectrum 
is not visible to the naked eye. An external control console is used to adjust the intensity 
and the frequency of the laser pulse. 
Co mbustion 
Chamber 
~ 
Ignition 
Point 
Nd:YAG 
Laser 
Focusing 
Lens 
Red & Green 
Laser 
Absorptive 
Filter Prism 
Prism 
Figure 7.4 Arrangement of the Laser assisted ignition system. (Hal l, 2006) 
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7.2.3 High Speed Imaging System 
A Redlake high-speed digital camera is used to obtam Images of the propagatmg flame. 
The full resolution of the camera (480x420 pixels) may be obtamed at frammg rates of up 
to 250 frames per second (fps) Due to the quick nature of the explosiOn event the camera 
was operated at 2000 fps with a shutter speed of 112000 seconds and an image resolution 
of 304x72 pixels. This resolutiOn is convenient for the elongated chamber used in the 
present study, with each pixel IS having about O.Smrn by 0. 7mrn respectively along the 
length and width of the chamber. After its origmatron the flame takes approximately 13 
ms to come out of the chamber (typically m case of Configuration 1) MID AS software is 
employed to records the flame images simultaneously wrth the pressure data, which is 
logged at a rate of 10 kHz. This ensures that, for the matching configuratiOns, the same 
reference point With respect to timing from the igmtion point is used m both experiments. 
7.2.4 Pressure Transducers 
The pressure is measured usmg piezo-resistive pressure transducers with a range of 0-1 bar 
and a response time of 0 lms These devices utihze quartz crystals that develop a charge 
relative to the pressure applied. The piezo-resistive sensor IS particularly sensitive to rapid 
changes in pressure and hence makes it an ideal chmce for this experiment. Two pressure 
transducers are employed to measure the pressure, one IS positroned at the igmtion end of 
the vessel and other one is positioned after the square obstructiOn from Igmtron point The 
pressure signals measured from both the transducers confirms to follow the same trend 
with slight variations However, overpressure details used in this work to compare LES 
simulations used the base pressure transducer, unless otherwise stated. 
7.2.5 Laser Doppler Velocimeter 
Recently, Hall (2006) employed Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) technique to extract 
the flow field measurements. LDV allows a direct qualitative analysis of particles m a 
flow as they enter the focal area Each realisatiOn of the LDV measures the instantaneous 
transverse and longitudmal components of velocity Root mean square (RMS) velocity can 
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be calculated from these instantaneous velocity components, which indicates the 
turbulence intensity present in the flow. 
LDV system consists of an Argon Ion Laser, whtch produces the beams wtll be dtrected 
into a separate box to turn the wavelength and focus the laser. After the laser has been 
filtered, a fibre optic cable is used to transfer the laser to the combustiOn chamber. The 
LDV system reqmres two beams to focus instde the combustion chamber at the location of 
interest perpendicular to the directiOn of propagation. Both wavelengths, 488nm (blue 
hght) and 514.5nm (green light) are then scattered by the seeding particles, whtch is 
Talcum Powder (Hydrous Magnesmm Stlicate - Mg3 [S4010](0H)2) m thts case and 
received by the photo detector which is mounted at 180° to the emitter 
7.2.6 Laser Induced Fluorescence of OH 
Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence from the hydroxyl radtcal, OH (LIF-OH) is performed 
using a typical arrangement wtth a Pulsed YAG laser (Spectra-Physics DCR-2A) used to 
pump a Pulsed Dye Laser (Spectra-Phystcs PDL-2). The beam ts then passed through 
cylindncal optics to form a thin sheet of approximately 200!!m thick whtch tllmmnates the 
viewing region. The laser is positioned 11 Omm downstream pointmg through a I -inch 
diameter quartz-vtewmg window with the CCD camera placed at a right angle with the 
lens pointing through a second quartz-viewing window The experimental test rig with 
CCD camera and viewing wmdows can be seen in Ftgure 7.5 & 7 6 
The exciting wavelength is 282.93nm wtth the LIF bemg collected at 310nm on a CCD 
camera usmg 648x595 pixels imaging an area of 28x23mm (Kent, Masri et a! , 2005). The 
timing is such that the LIF measurement IS made JUSt when the flame front is crossing the 
imagmg wmdow. Since the OH is formed in the reaction zone of the flame and is rapidly 
quenched by cold un-reacted gases, it ts a good indicator of the flame front position in 
flames where the reaction zone IS thin (Kaminskt et al., 200 I). Hence thts technique is 
suitable for use wtth a premixed turbulent flame front, giving negligible perturbatiOn of 
the flow wlnlst attaining htgh temporal and spatial resolution (Kammski et al., 2000). 
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n End 
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Quartz-
viewing 
Figure 7.5 Experimental ctup ofLIF-OH (Kent et al. (2005)). 
Figure 7.6 Plate showing the experimental rig of turbulent premixed combustion chamber 
( flail , 2008). 
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7.3 Experimental Procedure 
The entire experimental sequence is controlled by a computer, operating all equipment and 
solenmd valves m a predetermined sequence. The fueVair mixture is directed to the 
combustion chamber either directly or bypassing v1a the seedmg vessel and finally stra1ght 
out to the exhaust The technical 1ssue mvolved m d1rectmg the fuel/air mixture through 
the various way points as the expenment progresses, arises due to the seeding of the fuel 
before it enters the chamber. This may conupt the outcome of the experiment. However to 
avoid the risk of conuption of the results, two sets of two-way valve are used in series as 
shown in F1gure 7.7, whiCh are also operated by the computer. Both the 1gmtion laser and 
the LDV system are also controlled by a computer to enable a base timeframe for the 
collection of the data. 
7.3.1 Typical Experimental Sequence 
As a typical experimental procedure 1s mvolved m co-ordinatmg several systems, such as 
fuel direction system, high speed imaging system, pressure transducers, Laser system for 
ignitwn and for tlow measurements, entire sequence is controlled and the data is collected 
by three computers. 
Step 1: Before startmg the experiment, the LDV system needs to be prepared by warming 
up, and will remain on indefinitely as long as the cold cooling water 1s continually 
supplied. Power output of the LDV can be controlled by an external console by setting the 
current to 25 amps to maintam a power of 4.5 W. 
Step 2: Cooling of the igmtion system should be imtiated before firing the laser mto the 
combustion chamber. Laser must be fired at the centre of the chamber approximately 2 
mm above the lower surface to avoid the mterference and damage to the base Perspex 
plate The frequency of the Laser should be adjusted by an external control box, to ensure 
a spark is produced every pulse 
Step 3: To ensure the fuel/air mixture supply into the combustion chamber, turn on the 
fuel at the gas bottle and the compressed air. 
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Step 4: Turn on the mass flow meter and confirm the pipes and valves are not leaking A 
digital flow controller controls the quantity of the fuel/air mixture entering the combustion 
chamber Sufficient time is allowed to settle the fuel/air mixture in order to achieve 
qmescent conditiOns before Ignitwn 
The entire system works from three independent computers, a Mac and two PC's, which 
are not networked and must be operated Simultaneously to collect the data for each run. 
The Mac is responsible for running the experiment from the programmed macro, while the 
first PC was connected to the LDV system and the second connected to the pressure 
sensor and high speed imagmg system Both PC's are responsible for correlatmg all the 
results. 
Air 
Pressure 
Gauge 
Flow 
Valve 
Digt!al Flow 
Controller 
DD 
00 00 
To Exhaust 
Two-way 
Valve 
To Combustion 
Chamber . __-,. 
Pressure 
Gauge 
Figure 7. 7 Two-way valve fuel/air direction system (Hall, 2006). 
7.4 Numerical Domain 
In order to simulate the turbulent premixed flame of stoichwmetric propane/air flame, in 
the combustion chamber shown in Figure 7.1, a computatiOnal domain with initial and 
boundary conditiOns is reqmred. As descnbed in preceding chapter that in case of 
compressible flows, the domain must extended in the direction normal to outflow 
boundary to avoid the pressure reflections. However, to avoid certam nmnerical 
mstabihtJes, in general, the domain IS extended in the other two dtrecttons as well A 
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typical computatiOnal domain, superimposed with numerical combustion chamber and 
obstacles IS shown for clarity in Figure 7.8. The combustion chamber has dimensions of 
50 x 50 x 250 mm where the flame propagates over the baffies and solid obstacle 
surrounded by sohd wall boundary conditions To ensure that the pressure wave leaves the 
chamber smoothly, without reflections, the open end of the domain IS extended to 250 mm 
in z-direction With far-field boundary conditions. Similarly, the domain is extended to 325 
mm in x, y directions With large expansion ratios, approximately equal to 1.25 outside the 
combustion chamber. 
The SimulatiOns are carried out for 3-D, non-umform, Cartesian co-ordmate system for a 
compressible flow, having low Mach number In order to examine the solutiOn 
dependence on grid resolutiOn, simulat10ns are performed with four different grid 
resolutions as detailed in Table 7.3 All calculations are performed on a Viglen Geme 
computer having a Xeon® processor, with 3 GB RAM Typical running times are also 
provided in Table 7 3 for clarity 
7.4.1 Initial Conditions 
Initially i e. at the time of startmg new simulations, the energy and reaction progress 
vanable are set to zero everywhere m the computational domain. The initml velocity field 
IS quiescent, with random perturbatiOn field to allow for development of turbulence. In 
order to achieve the 1mtml quas1-laminar flame phase corresponding to expenments, 
ignition is modelled by setting the reaction progress vanable to 0.5 within the radius of 4 
mm (Bradley and Lung, 1987) at the bottom centre of the chamber. 
7.5 Summary 
This chapter summanzes mfluencmg factors m designing an experimental combustion 
chamber and the challenges faced in the past due to large scales experimental test rigs. A 
novel chamber that has recently been developed by The University of Sydney Combustion 
group that can retain the combustion physics with good optical access has been discussed. 
Details of the individual obstacles used and their mfluence in generating turbulence and 
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overpressure of the propagating premixed flame were di cussed. Brief details of various 
measurement devices such as LDV. LIF-OH and techniques such as ignition control, 
image capturing were presented and discussed. A typical experimental sequence 
controlled by computer has been illu trated through a flo, diagram. Finall . the numerical 
domain, initial condi tion and various grid resolutions employed in the present simulation 
were described and justified for u e in the current" ork. 
0.25 -
o-
..0.1875 0 
Ignition Centre 
0.1875 
Figure 7.8 [!Justration of computational domain. Combustion chamber and other obstacles 
are superimposed over grid resolution C in Table 7.3. 
Grid Nl Ny Nz Grid Cost in days of 
Resolution (in computational 
millions) time 
A 40 40 156 0.25 " .) 
B 54 54 190 0.55 6 
c 90 90 336 2.70 32 
D 90 90 448 3.62 68 
Table 7.3 Gr.id resolutions employed in the present study. Nx, Ny and N: are the number of 
nodes in the x,y and z direction respecti vely. 
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Chapter 8 
Results and Discussions 
This chapter presents results from the LES simulatwns of stoichiometnc propane/air 
turbulent prem1xed flame, propagating over various sohd obstacles m a confined chamber 
As discussed m the previous chapter, model validation IS made agamst experimental data 
obtamed from Kent et a! (2005) and Hall (2006 & 2008) This chapter IS structured as 
follows: 
First, LES simulatwns have been carried out usmg FSD model (Eq. 5 15) for 
configuration 1 to Identify the influence of solid obstacles on turbulence generation and 
flame characteristics. Further numerical ophmisatwn studies are also considered usmg 
configuration I. 
Secondly, gnd independency tests have been carried out usmg the FSD model for 
configuratiOn I. Furthermore, other numerical aspects such as influence of filter width and 
the energy resolved m LES are studied and discussed. 
The grid independent solutwn IS then used to analyse the flow and flame structure dunng 
different phases of flame propagahon from Ignition to completion of combustwn Various 
velocity and length scales have been extracted from the LES simulatwns in order to 
identify the turbulent premixed combustiOn regime m the current combustion chamber 
More model validation has been carried out for a wide range of experimental 
configurations. Advancement to the simple FSD model has been implemented by adoptmg 
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a self-scaling model based on fractal theory Detailed analysis of the turbulent flame usmg 
self-scalmg of the model coefficient has been discussed 
The newly developed dynamic FSD model (DFSD), which IS the main motive of this 
research has been validated against varwus flow configuratiOns shown in Figure 7 3 
Finally, parametric studies have been carried to examine the influence of the position and 
number of the solid baffles on the flame structure and the generated overpressure. 
8.2 Results from the Algebraic FSD Model 
In this sectiOn, results from LES s1mulations of turbulent premixed flames, propagating 
past solid obstructions bmlt inside m an open end rectangular combustion chamber, shown 
m Figure 7.1 are presented Here, the model used IS the algebraiC FSD model (Model-!) 
Various parametric studies have been carried out to establish confidence in usmg the LES 
methodology to simulate turbulent premixed flames From experimental studies of Kent et 
al (2005), It has been identified that the overpressure and turbulence levels are very low in 
configuration 0 and not much msight was extractable, when compared to a more complex 
configuration such as configuration I shown in Figure 7 3. Hence, this analysis has been 
carried out using the complex configuration I havmg three baffles and a square solid 
obstacle shown m Figure 7.1. Kent et al (2005) Identified that configuration 1 has yielded 
maximum overpressure With a highly stretched turbulent flame. This was due to the 
presence of multiple solid obstacles. For this reason, configuration 1 has been chosen to 
simulate and optimise vanous parameters such as grid resolutiOns, filter width etc Further 
to this, studies have been extended to simulate other flow configurations to understand 
flame flow interactions. 
8.2.1 Grid Independency Tests 
The gnd mdependency, m numerical Simulations is a much debatable and controversial 
topic (Klein, 2005) as it depends on many numerical and physical aspects, especially m 
LES. However, in numencal modelling, It is desirable to achieve substantial uniqueness of 
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results, independent of the gnd resolution employed. Hence, m the present investigatiOn, 
LES simulations of turbulent propagating premixed flames have been earned out by 
refining the grid employed for configuratiOn 1, as detailed in Table 7.3. Case A consists of 
0 25 milhon, case B has 0 55 million, case C has 2. 7 milhon and case D has 3 6 milhon 
gnd points in the computational domain shown in Figure 7 8. All these simulations are 
earned out usmg the simple algebraic flame surface density model (Model-!) with the 
model coefficient, p = 1.2. The pressure-time hi stones of the overpressure near the closed 
ignition end of the chamber are considered here as bench mark to assess the grid 
dependence of the LES results. Pressure-time histories for cases A, B, C and D are 
presented together With the experimental data (Kent et a! , 2005) m Figure 8 I. 
From Figure 8.1, it is evident that grids A and B show an Imtial increase in overpressure at 
5 and 6ms after 1gmtion, respectively, while this mstant correspond to 8 ms for grid C and 
D, which is m reasonable agreement with experimental measurements. This initial 
increase m overpressure m cases of grid C and D correspond to the time where the flame 
IS due to interact with the third baffle plate (see Figure 7.1) It can also be noticed, that the 
slope of the peak overpressure using gnds C and D IS well calculated Evidently, these 
calculatiOns are confirming the peak overpressures of 110 and 102 m bar, occurring at the 
same time I.e 11 1 ms for gnds C and D, respectively. Based on the peak overpressure 
and its time of incidence, LES results can be considered grid independent, beyond the grid 
resolution C However, LES calculations with grids C and D found to under-predict the 
expenmental peak pressure of 138 mbar occurring at 10 3 ms after ignitiOn It is Identified 
that this may be mamly due to two reasons; firstly due to the usage of a constant for the 
model coefficient p and secondly due to the use of the algebraic flame surface density 
model, which IS further discussed in later sections of this chapter However, grids C and D 
are m reasonable agreement with the experimental data in terms of the rate of pressure nse 
and overpressure trend. Further to this, mfluence of the filter width on the grid 
independency IS studied and discussed in the following sectiOn. 
8.2.2 Influence of the Filter Width 
The accuracy of the solution in LES is associated with several numerical and modelling 
parameters such as grid spacing h, filter width 2i:, discretization schemes, solver, initial 
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and the boundary conditions employed. For a given discretization scheme, sol er, initial 
and boundary conditions, the remaining cri ti ca l numerical parameters that affect the LE 
solution are the grid spacing and the filter width . Filtering the flow fie ld for large eddies 
by choosing an appropriate and opti mal filter width doe re ol e the maximum amount of 
turbulence kinetic energy, which is a unique concept and distinguishes LE from other 
modelling techniques such as RA N and D . In the pre ent investigati on, a box filter 
presented in equation (4.6) is used. 
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Figure 8. 1 LE predictions of overpressure-time histori es using various grid re olution 
detailed in Table 7.3 are compared with experimental measurements. 
[n a conceptuaJ study, Pope (2004) hypothes izes that LES solution may reach an 
intermediate asymptote when the filter width li es within the inertial ub-range. The 
relationship between grid spacing and fi lter width has been studied as a ratio of h/E by 
Vreman et al. ( 1996) and Chow and Moin (2003) fo r non-reacting cases. Their studies 
concluded that small values of h/E correspond to excellent numerical accuracy and the 
higher values correspond to resolving a greater range of turbulence motions with less 
numerical accuracy. Vreman et al. ( 1996) and Chow and Moin (2003) identified that, with 
a specified G model fo r turbulence. h/E ~ 0.25 with second order spatial accuracy or 
h/E ~ 0.5 with sixth order spatial accuracy has given numerically accurate solutions. 
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Parameters A B c D 
0.294 0 294 0 294 0294 
10.8-13.6 8~78-= 10.6 5.10-5.61 -440=5 10 djLf~~--~~~--~ 
Peak pressure (mbar) -~------~--~--~--- -~-----~- ---~ --~~~~ ~-85 6 96.7 110 0 102 0 
--Time(ms) 85 102 11.1 11.1 
--------~~~---~ ~--- --~~ --- --·--~-- .--~-~-~--~--- ~ 
Flame speed (m/s) 62.3 88 3 81.8 81 0 
Flame position (cm) 12.0 17.8 17 9 18 2 
Table 8.1 Detmls oftbe nurnencal parameters employed and results deduced from LES 
simulatwns with vanous gnd resolutions for tbe configuratiOn shown m Figure 8.1. 
Exammation of tlus fact in case of reacting flows is computationally very expensive and 
requires an extensive expenmentally validated DNS solution. 
In the present work, nurnencal mvestigatwn has been made to examine the dependency of 
the nurnencal accuracy on the filter width. Two Important ratios associated with the filter 
width, 3: have been selected. Firstly, the grid spacing to tbe filter width as discussed 
earlier and second is tbe filter width to the lammar flame thickness Grid spacmg, h in the 
present study is not uniform and generally vanes in the direction of flame propagatiOn i e. 
z-axis. Therefore all the relevant estimates used here are calculated using the gnd spacmg 
m flame propagating direction and are presented m Table 8.1. 
For grids A, B, C and D, the h/3: ratiO is plotted against filter width as shown in Figure 
8.2. Correlatmg Figures 8 I and 8.2, elucidates the fact that the accuracy of the solution IS 
improved in terms of overpressure inside the chamber, as h/3: ratio tends to zero with 
respect to filter width. Referring the time traces of the overpressure shown in Figure 8.1 
for all the four grids, the dependency of the numerical accuracy on grid spacmg IS very 
clear Considenng the h/3: ratio from the Table 8.1 for grids A, B and D, it can be noticed 
that, they are identical in range and the accuracy of the solution D is m close agreement 
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with the experimental measurements. From the time history of overpressure for case C and 
D shown m Figure 8.1, it IS evident that the solution IS gnd mdependent in terms of 
occurrence of peak overpressure. However, the hj/j. ratio for grid C IS 0.5 to 0.6 and is 
different from the values from grid D, which vary from 0 37 to 0.5 This analysis clearly 
shows the dependency of the numerical accuracy on the filter width It is evident from 
Table 8.1, that even a small change in hj/j. is affecting the accuracy of the solution. 
Clearly the hj/j. ratiO IS demonstrating the fact of improvement in the accuracy of the 
solutiOn as the value of hj/j. starts dimimshing. 
Considering the second ratio from Table 8.1, i e the filter width to laminar flame 
thickness, fj.j L1 for gnd A, it ranges from I 0 8 to 13 6, and for grid B it ranges from 8 78 
to 10.6 compared to 5.10 to 5 16 for grid C and 4.40 to 5 10 for gnd D. Here L1 is the 
calculated stramed laminar flame thickness and this is different from the unstramed 
laminar flame thickness, LJO which is a specified input parameter (LJO = 0.3mrn). Figure 8.3 
shows fj.j L1 ratio with filter width for four grids employed in th1s simulations By 
correlating Figure 8.3 w1th Figure 8.1, it should be noted, that the accuracy of the solution 
improved as the fj.j L1 ratiO diminishes Further analysis can be carried by halving the 
mesh size (<lx2, <ly2, "=2, !12) such that fj.j L1 is also halved but remams larger than about 3.0. 
At fj.j L1 - 3, it is expected that the DNS limit is reached and this is not practical when 
dealmg with real combustors It should be pomted at this stage that, as fj.j L1 changes 
from 5 I 0-5.16 in grid C to 4 40-5.10 m grid D, the total cost of solutions (CPU time in 
days) has doubled (Table 7.3) So It is essential to ensure that the filter width remains 
sufficiently larger than the strained laminar flame thickness It can be seen from the 
estimates presented in Table 8 I that LJ is more or less constant for propane/mr flame and 
the filter width is one of the critical parameter, which can control the numerical accuracy. 
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8.2.2.1 Influence of Filter Coefficient, a.4 
Given an optimal and affordable grid resolution, one can obtain better numerical accuracy 
by reducing the filter width. However it should be noted here that the LES simulations 
under investigation are involved in " implicit fi ltering'' (Schumann, 1989) and is difficult 
to achieve in practice without the refinement of grid as it is directly associated with grid 
resolution as given in equation 4.6. An alternative and more feasible approach is explicit 
fi ltering (Chow and Moin, 2003) which involves decoupling the filter width from the grid 
resolution. For turbulent prernixed combustion, the explicit fi lter width may be expressed 
in terms of the sub-grid scale flame and flow structures such as laminar flame thickness, 
flame speed and characteristic sub-grid scale velocity fluctuations. 
Just to verify the above fact, we introduced a filter coefficient a4 in the filter width 
form ulation as: 
(8. 1) 
The filter coefficient a4 can be any value 2:1 such that it satisfies the ratio "E/ L1 2: 3 in 
order to avoid the DNS limit. Nevertheless, four additional sirnulations have been carried 
out using grid C to verify the influence of filter width coefficient on numerical accuracy 
by varying the value of a4 from 1.0 to 2.0 with an interval of 0.25. Figure 8.4 shows the 
pressure-time histories from LES simulations using various fi lter coefficient values. 
Figure 8.4 clearly indicates that, there is no significant improvement in the pressure-time 
history, by changing the value of the fi lter width coefficient. It can be seen that, the 
pressure-time hi stories from the sirnulations using a4 fro m 1.0 to 1. 75 are overlapping 
when a4 is equal to 2.0. As explained earlier, this phenomenon is due to the implicit 
filtering approach used in the present sirnulations. 
From the above analysis, the ratios h/E. and "E./ L1 have identified the fi lter width, as a 
key factor in assessing the numerical accuracy of LES. It is also identified that, in 
goverrung the numerical accuracy, filter width has a restricted role due to the type of 
filtering approach employed, which is d irectly linked to the grid resolution. However fi lt-
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Figure 8.4 Pressure-time histories from LE simulations using grid C, wi th various filter 
coefficient values as shown in legend. 
er ' idth determines the portion of turbulence kinetic energy resolved, irrespective of the 
type of £iltering approach, which is another key ingredient for good LES. In the present 
investigation. calculations have been made to estimate the resolved turbulence kinetic 
energy as described in the next ection. 
8.2.3 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Resolved in LES 
Based on the definition of LE , the quality of any LE simulation is dependent on the 
percentage of the resolved turbulence ki netic energy. Recently, Pope (2004) hypothesised 
the importance of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy and identified that a qual itative. 
va lid LE solution must resolve above 80% of all the flow scales. Encouragingly Kempf 
et al. (2006) tested this fact for LE of non-premixed flames over bluff bodies. However, 
there is no evidence to substantiate and correlate the percentage of resolved kinetic energy 
with grid independency. ln the present work. the quality of LE simulation is rested and 
correlated "'ith grid independency by calculating the resolved and modelled kinetic energy 
for grids C and D at various rea lizations. At any realization the --percentage of resolved 
turbulent kinetic energy, r!" can be calculated as: 
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(8.2) 
where kres is resolved turbulent kineti c energy, ksgs is GS or modelled IGnetic energy and 
k,0 , is total kinetic energy, which is summation of resolved and modelled kinetic energy. 
As the GS kinetic energy is not directl y accessible, it can be extracted from the GS 
eddy viscosity given in equation (4.22) (Kempf et al., 2006) as: 
k = I v2 
<g.f ( c, -r . gt (8.3) 
It is worth noting at this stage that. Cs is the dimensionJess Smagorinsky coefficient and is 
dynamically calculated from the instantaneous Oow conditions. The e values are stored 
and post-processed to evaluate modelled kinetic energy. 
The percentage of the resolved turbu lence kinetic energy from grids C and 0 at fi ve 
instants between 8.0 to I 0.0 ms as shown in Figure 8.5 is considered. The overpressure 
and rate of pressure rise during this period is overlapping for both the grids as shown in 
Figure 8.1, so this time-phase might have influenced the development of different pressure 
peak at later stages of flame propagation. Evidently it is observed that, both grids have 
captured more than 75% energy during these instants and the pattern of the resolved 
energy is more or less similar with very few differences. This is again confirming the grid 
independency of the LES solution beyond grid resolution C. However the difference in the 
peak overpressures might be due to the use of the simple algebraic FSD model. 
8.2.4 Flame Characteristics: Configuration 1 
From the grid independency tests it is identified that results of grid C with 90x90x336 grid 
points in the x y, z computational domain , is in reasonable agreement with experimental 
measurements and beyond this grid resolution, the solution is considered as grid 
independent. Hence, LES calculations using grid C are considered in the present section 
for further analysis of flan1e structure. location and speed. ln order to facilitate a detailed 
analysis of the flame structure and iden6fy the regimes of combustion the combustion 
chamber has been divided into five regions of interest as shown in Figure 8.6. Wi thin 
these regions, data from the LES simulations has been extracted as provided in Table 8.2 
to verify the applicability of the larninar flame let concept for the present study. 
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Figure 8.5 Instantaneous resolved part of the turbulent kinetic energy of turbulent 
premixed propagating flame at 8.0. 8.5, 9.0, 9.5 and I 0.0 ms respectively (a) Grid C (b) 
Grid D. It should be noted that, in both cases. more than 75% of total kinetic energy is 
resolved by the LE grid . 
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8.2.4.1 Flame Characteristics and Generated Overpressure 
Results from LES simulations together with experimental measurements are shown in 
Figures 8.1, 8.7, 8 8 and 8 9. The time histories of the overpressure for various grids are 
shown in Figure 8 1 As shown, grids C and D provide reasonably accurate values for the 
overpressure and its trend with time. As discussed earlier, since there is no significant 
Improvement beyond gnd resolution C, further analys1s is carried out using grid C only. 
In order to validate the LES predictwns, flame charactenstics such as flame location, 
speed and structure are extracted from expenmental v1deo images Figures 8 7, 8 8 and 8 9 
show LES and experimental data for the flame pos1tlon, speed with time, and flame speed 
with position respectively. From LES calculatwns, the flame pos1tion is obtamed by 
locating the farthest point of the leadmg edge of the flame front, from the 1gnition bottom 
end (defined here as the most down stream location of the flame from the ignition point, 
where c = 0 5) The flame speed IS derived from the rate of change over successive 
images of the flame location at the leading edge of the flame furthest from the 1gnitwn 
point It should be noted here that the expenmental measurements are analyzed from high 
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speed video recorded (2000 fps) images, where there 1s a time limitation of 0 5 ms 
between two consecutive frames, which is considered here as the bin size for relevant LES 
estimates 
From Figure 8. 7 it can be seen, that the flame position at various stages of the flame 
propagation is well predicted. S1m1larly from Figure 8.8 & 8.9, 1t can be identified that the 
flame speed e1ther with respect to time or flame pos1tion is well reproduced by grid C and 
IS in very good agreement w1th experimental measurements The calculated and measured 
data confirm that the peak overpressure occurs during the reconnection of the flame (see 
F1gures 8 I 0 & 8.11 ), downstream of the square obstacle in the blow down region. The 
higher pressure is induced by consuming the trapped mixture around the square obstacle 
as discussed later m th1s sectwn. It should be noted, however, that the peak overpressure is 
slightly under predicted and there 1s a slight difference in the time of its occurrence 
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Figures 8.10 and 8 11 prov1de snap-shot sequence of turbulent propagating flame at 
particular times from LES and experiments. It is worth mentioning at this stage, that 
experimental snap-shots are taken from the front end of the combustiOn chamber 
However, numerical snap-shots are extracted from the central plane of the chamber m x-
dlrection shown in Figure 7.1 It can be observed from these snap-shots, that the flame 
goes through different phases (or regimes) of turbulent premixed combustion, wh1le 
interactmg and propagating With solid obstacles ins1de the chamber. To identify these 
phases or regimes, the combustion chamber is divided into five regwns of interest as 
shown m Figure 8 6 to examme the progress of flame charactenstics from igmtwn at the 
closed end until the flame exits the chamber at other end. Three poss1ble realizations in 
every region are considered from LES predictions to demonstrate the flame structure, 
wrinkled nature, turbulence levels and other flame characteristics as tabulated in Table 
8 2. Due to the limitatwn of frame speed m case of experimental video images, it IS not 
possible to compare LES snap-shots exactly at the same time reference. However, 
minimum of one experimental video 1mage is considered from each regwn as shown in 
F1gure 8.11. 
Regionl (Rl): Th1s regwn is extended to 20 mm from the ignition end of the chamber. In 
th1s region, the flame is thin and quasi laminar and propagates at almost the lammar 
burning velocity -0.45m/s until it start to approach the first baffle plate. This is confirmed 
from both numerical and expenmental snap-shots shown in F1gure 8.10(Rl) & 8.ll(a) 
respectively. 
Region 2 (R2): This region extends from 20 to 80 mm as shown in F1gure 8 6, 
downstream of the ignitwn point. Within this region the flame propagates through three 
baffle plates and traps a small amount of unbumt fuel/a1r mixture as it evolves from the 
baffle plates. The flame is then stretched further as 1t moves from one baffle plate after the 
other. The entrapment of the flame around the baffles and its evolution through jetting can 
be noticed from numerical and expenmental images shown in Figure 8.10(R2) & 8 ll(b) 
respectively. From Table 8 2, a progressive increase from 1.0 to 4 m/s of calculated 
turbulent burning velocities can be noticed. 
Region 3 (R3): Th1s region extends from 80 to 112 mm downstream from the ignition 
closed end. Tlus region has the square obstacle running through chamber having 12 mm 
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side. As shown in numerical and experimental images m Figure 8.10(R3) & 8 ll(c), the 
turbulent flame encounters square obstruction and propagates at a speed of 7.5 m!s from 
the thrrd baffle plate. Thrs has led to have a highly stretched and distorted flame as it 
interacts with the solid square obstacle and achreves a maximum of 9 m/s of turbulent 
burning velocrty. A rapid rise of overpressure from 40 to 70 mbar with a steep pressure 
gradrent and a sharp increase in flame propagation speed from 15 to 50 m/s is observed 
during thrs interaction 
Region 4 (R4): Region 4 extends from 112 to !50 mm downstream ofigmtron pomt. Tlus 
regwn may be viewed as start of the blow-down region, where flame starts exrting from 
the chamber. Due to the presence of square obstacle in regron 3, a significant amount of 
unbumt fuel/air mixture rs trapped around the obstacle as shown in Figure 8 !O(R4) & 
8 ll(d). The flame is stretched further and reconnected within the recrrculatron zone. The 
reconnected flame has an mcrease m the surface area, which eventually consumes more 
unbumt mrxture. As a result, the pressure and flame propagatiOn speed are found to 
increase further to I 03 m bar and 80 m/s respectively as the turbulent burning velocity 
increases to I 0 m! s 
Region 5 (RS): This region covers the remainder of the chamber, where the blow-down 
phase contmues and the flame propagates further to outside of the chamber. In this regwn 
flame gets reconnected completely as shown m Figure 8 IO(R5) & 8.ll(e) The 
overpressure is found to increase and achreves rts maximum of !I 0 m bar further in this 
region due to the bummg of the remaining fuel/arr mrxture trapped inside the chamber 
Expenmentally It IS observed that the maximum overpressure is reached to 138 mbar by 
consuming the trapped mixture around the solid obstacles. It IS also found that flame 
propagates at rts maximum speed of around 140 m/s dnvmg towards the chambers exit. 
The generated pressure oscrllates while the remaining trapped mixture is burning in the 
chamber. 
Relevant estrmates from LES predictions at various instants of flame propagation within 
the above regwns are calculated and presented m Table 8.2. It is very interestmg to note, 
that the level of agreement m case of flame position, propagating speed and the flame 
structure as shown in Figures 8.7, 8 8, 8.9,8 10 and 8.11 at different mstants are very 
convmcmg and confirm the vahdity of the LES predictrons. Further to this, various 
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regime of combustion are calculated ba ed on non-dimensional group and identified 
them on mo ·tandard combu tion regime diagram · as di cu ed in the foliO\\ ing ection. 
R1 • • • R2 • • • 
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Figure 8. 10 Flame structure derived from reaction rate contours from grid C, sho' ing the 
name propagation at different times after ign ition wi th in the five region . The time 
mentioned at the bottom of each chamber is in ms. 
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Figure 8.11 equence of experimental images to show flame structure at d ifferent times 
after ignition (a) 4.5. (b) 6. (c) 10. (d) 10.5 and (e) 11.0 m . 
Time u' UL Lr Ut u'/uL u1/u~, Zp Da Reu Ka Regime 
(ms) (m/s) (m/s) (mm) (m/s) (cm) 
RI 3.5 2. 10 0.450 0.294 0.45 4.66 0.99 1. 18 1 1.10 1050 4.5 TRZ 
4.0 2.62 0.450 0.294 0.45 5.82 0.99 1.333 0.88 1310 6.2 TRZ 
4.6 4.43 0.450 0.294 0.51 9.84 1.125 1.562 0.53 2215 13.6 TRZ 
R2 5.0 6.06 0.450 0.294 1.14 13.47 2.54 1.717 0.38 3030 21.7 TRZ 
6.0 2.0 0.450 0.294 1.34 4.42 2.99 2.488 1.16 995 4.10 TRZ 
9.5 5.23 0.447 0.296 3.96 11 .70 8.87 7.2 13 0.44 26 15 17.7 TRZ 
R3 9.8 4.55 0.447 0.296 6.27 10.18 14.02 8.283 0.50 2275 14.3 TRZ 
10.0 4.0 0.446 0.296 7.80 8.90 17.50 9.040 0.57 1985 11.8 TRZ 
10.2 5.93 0.446 0.297 8.40 13.29 18.82 10. 17 0.38 2965 21.5 TRZ 
R4 10.3 5.63 0.445 0.297 8.69 12.65 19.54 10.70 0.40 28 15 20.0 TRZ 
10.6 4.78 0.444 0.298 9.58 10.77 21.57 13.03 0.47 2390 15.7 TRZ 
10.8 5.05 0.443 0.298 10.05 11.40 22.66 14.39 0.44 2525 17. 1 TRZ 
R5 11.1 * 5.04 0.443 0.298 10.77 11.38 24.31 16.75 0.49 2520 16.3 TRZ 
11.2 3.70 0.444 0.298 11.6 1 8.333 26.16 17.75 0.67 1850 10.2 TRZ 
11.3 4.90 0.444 0.298 12.46 11.04 28.05 18.75 0.5 1 2450 15.5 TRZ 
TRZ = Thin reaction zone 
Zp = Flame position along z-ax is 
* = Peak over pressure 
Table 8.2 Estimates of ve locity and length scale from LE predictions using grid C. The 
flame structures at these chosen times is produced from reaction rate contours as shown in 
Figure 8.1 0 and these estimates are fitted into known combustion regime diagrams as 
shown in Figure 8. 12 (a) & (b) . 
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8.2.4.2 Regimes of Combustion in the Current Chamber 
Data from LES szmulatwns employmg grid C zs used to identify the regtme(s) of the 
turbulent premixed combustion in the current chamber Summary of the data, extracted 
from LES calculatiOns is presented in Table 8.2. All controlling parameters in thts analysis 
are evaluated at the leading edge of the flame front as defined m earlier section 
The classical regzme diagram for turbulent premixed flames as developed by Peters 
(2000b) is plotted for u 'luL wzth LILJ An LES regime diagram for turbulent premixed 
flames has been developed further by Pztsch and De Lagenste (2002) m terms of Karlovitz 
number (Ka) and the ratio of I,jL1 . The objective of the current analysis is to tdentify the 
regimes of the flame at different stages of zts propagation during interaction wtth the sohd 
obstacles Szgnificant Importance is gtven while the flame is ramming and evolving from 
the obstacles. Relevant non-dimensiOnal numbers at filter wzdth, such as Karlovitz, 
Reynolds and Damkohler number are calculated usmg equation (2 4) Reynolds number 
based on the integral length scale, L1 zs calculated as: 
(8 4) 
The mtegral length scale zs estimated to be 10% of the chamber width (Masn et al., 2006), 
i.e. L1 is taken to be 5 mm. The length scales and dimenswnless number estimated as 
stated above at various time steps of the flame propagatiOn are surnmanzed in Table 8.1. 
Data from the LES simulation are plotted on two regimes of combustion dzagrams to get 
adequate confirmatiOn of the combustion model used m the present calculations as shown 
m Fzgure 8 12 (a) & (b). Both regzme dzagrams confirm that the leading edge of the flame 
IS always withm the thm reaction zone irrespective of its posztion and mteractions wzth the 
solid obstacles. 
A rapid increase in the Karlovitz and Reynolds numbers is observed at the end of region 1 
(RI) where the flame starts approach the first solid bafile plate. This is confirmed by 
observing the abrupt mcrement of the flame speed from LES predictions (sudden hike 
from expenmental measurements also can be clearly seen) from Fzgure 8 9 The same 
trend ofKarlovztz and Reynolds numbers can be observed unttl the flame starts evolving 
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F1gure 8 12 Estimates from grid C of the LES simulations presented in Table 8.1 are fitted 
into the regimes of combustions (a) Turbulent prem1xed combustion reported by Peters 
(2000b) (b) LES turbulent premixed combustiOn reported by P1tsch & De Lageneste 
(2002). 
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from the first baffle plate. A sudden fall in Karlov1tz and Reynolds numbers is noticed as 
the flame propagates through first turbulence generating gnd At th1s pomt the flame is 
experiencing re-laminansatwn due to the local flow conditions As the first turbulence 
generatmg baffle 1s very near to the igmtion end, it 1s not influencing much by the increase 
m turbulence level m the combustiOn chamber Similar fluctuations trend of Karlov1tz and 
Reynolds numbers is noticed as the flame propagates past second and thud baffle plates 
However the range of fluctuations of Karlovitz and Reynolds numbers 1s lowered as the 
turbulence level mcreases. 
8.2.5 Flame Characteristics: Other Configurations 
The above analysis IS very convincmg m employmg the algebraic FSD model to pred1ct 
turbulent propagatmg flames Hence, LES s1mulahons are performed using grid resolution 
C for additional configuratwns in order to get more insight To facilitate a meanmgful 
discussiOn, configuratiOns shown in Figure 7.3 are class1fied mto a total of four families as 
shown m F1gure 8 13. However, only five configuratiOns detailed in Table 8 3, wh1ch can 
fit mto two families are simulated and discussed in following sections Table 8.3 presents 
the details of flame positwns, flame speeds correspondmg to the peak overpressures 
Experimental Data LES Predictions Time Shift 
Configu Peak Time Flame Flame Peak Time Flame Flame LES-
ration over (ms) positio speed over (ms) poSitio speed Exp 
pressure n (cm) (m/s) pressure n (cm) (m/s) (ms) 
. --~-· _ .{l!lbar)__ . _ ~ -~ ·--- . ---· __ .(ndJar). -·~--~--------·-· --~- . __ .. ·-
1 138 28 10.3 15 0 54.0 I 09.5 11.0 17 85 81.8 0 74 
2 118.46 11.96""" 15 d' · · 5of- 95.7 .. !is 18'15 • 76.6 o.57 
- . . - ----· ----~- -~- ...... --- -- ---~~~- ·---~~~--· •.. - .. -~--~ .. ----- -
3 80.47 1142 130 50.0 820 120 1805 808 057 
4 77.15 9.79 8.0 30.0 80.0 11.0 15.55 65.0 1.16 
.__v•~--~ ~-~~ -~~-~-~------~---~"""' ~-~~~--~-~-~" ~ ------
5 82.03 13 25 17.6 75.0 63 8 14.0 16 75 63 3 0.72 
Table 8.3 Experimental measurements & LES predictiOns for various configurations. 
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8.2.5.1 Results: Family 1 
The evolution of the turbulent flame IS shown m terms of isotherms for Family I (from 
500 to 2200 K) in Figure 8.14 at different instants after ignitiOn Five mstants are chosen, 
which are relatively significant in the development of propagating flame and the 
generation of overpressure inside the chamber. Family I uses a square solid obstacle 
running through the chamber, With varying number of baffles plates. Configuration I uses 
three baffle plates (SI, S2 & S3), configuration 2 uses two baffle plates (S2 & S3) and 
configuration 5 uses only one baffle plate (S3) near the solid square obstructiOn. The time 
traces of over pressure, flame speed and position for these three configurations with 
experimental measurements are shown m Figure 8.15, 8.16 & 8 17 Flame speed IS plotted 
against flame position together with experimental measurements for Family I as shown in 
Figure 8 18. These plots give quantitative difference of flame charactenst1cs at any chosen 
time or flame front position. 
It is evident from configuratiOn I shown in Figure 8.14( c), that after Irutialisation of 
ignition, leading edge of the flame starts to expand hemi-spherically (Isotherm A) with a 
velocity 0uL (0 IS the thermal expansion factor defined as density ratio of the fresh and 
burned fuel/air mixture) m the axial directiOn and the flame skirt elongates with lammar 
burmng velocity, uL in the radml direction. The leadmg edge of the flame front propagates 
at the same speed i e. 0uL until It reaches the first baffle plate. Once the flame hits the 
baffle plate, a rapid increase m flame speed followed by a sharp decrease IS observed m 
Figure 8 16 because of the local obstructions. After hitting the first baffle, the lammar 
hem1sphencal structure is distorted and flame starts protruding through narrow vents As a 
result, the surface area of the flame brush increases, hence, consumes more fuel/air 
mixture per umt time and propagates at relatively higher velocity through the un-burnt 
fuel/ air mixture 
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Figure 8 13 Classification of configuratiOns mto families. 
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Figure 8.14 Development of the turbulent propagating flame in three different 
configurat ions (Family I) are presented (a) Configuration 5; isotherms at 6.0, 8.0, I 0.5, 
13.0 and 14.0 ms corresponding to positions 1\ to E respectively. (b) Configuration 2: 
i othcrm at 3.0, 6.0, 1 0.0, 11.5 and 12.5 m corresponding to the positions 1\ to E 
re pccti ely. (c) Configuration L name isotherm at 3.0. 6.0. 9.5. 10.5 and 11.3 ms 
corre pending to the positions A toE respectively. 
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Figure 8. 15 Ovcrpressure time histories for Family I; LES simulations are compared wi th 
experimenta l measurements. 
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From isothenn Bin Figure 8. 14 (c) it can be clearly seen that. the flame jetting has 
resulted in wrapping and wrinkling of the flame around the local obstruction and around 
itself, which lead to trap unburnt mixtures by burnt gases on the obstacles face. The 
trapped unburnt mixtures will have significant contribution in increasing the overpressure 
at later stages (after third baffle p late). The flame front reaches the econd plate at a 
progressive speed and creates pockets of fresh fuetlair mixture which eventually help to 
increase the overpressure at later stages of propagation. Surprisingly, this pocketing 
phenomenon is only observed in case of configuration 1 and this is bel ieved to be related 
to the high level of turbulence generated in the chamber. Eventually, the flame 
experiences wrinkling, stretching and a significant increase in surface area as it propagate 
fUJther. At this stage, it can be noticed that the fl ame propagation speed increases rapidly 
and the flame front appears to be more turbulent and corrugated as it accelerates towards 
the third baffle. Increase in the propagation speed due to the local turbulence causes 
fwther stretching and wrinkling of the flame. At this stage, the flame jets out of third 
baffle plate and encounters the so lid square obstacle, where the flame is fmther distorted 
and wrinkled, fo llowed by an increase in surface area thereby boosting the reaction rate. 
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Highly wrinkled flame starts wrappmg around the sol id square obstacle, which 
subsequently results in trapping of a high volume of unbw·nt fuel/a ir mixture by flame at 
the up and down stream of the square obstacle with in the recirculation zone. The highly 
stretched flame propagates past the obstacle and gets reconnected quickly within the 
recirculation zone. The trapped gases wi ll starts burn ing as the flame combines together 
and thi s has signifi cant contribution in increasing the overpressure. The snapshots of the 
reaction rate at various instants after ign ition from LE simulations are compared with lhe 
recorded rugh speed video images collected experimentally as shown in Figure 8.19 (c). 
The flame structure and the entrapment of the un-bumt gases are ery well predicted at 
various stages by LES simulations. 
Considering the configuration 2 with two baffles at S2 and S3 along with a solid square 
obstacle shown in Figure 8.13 & 8.14(b), irutial flan1e kernel propagating at a speed of 
approximately 4 m/s can be observed similar to that of configuration I. As the flow 
encoWlters the bafne plate, laminar flame front get distorted by creating several individual 
flame fronts protruding through the narrow vents. Due to this distortion, the trun flame 
front wraps around the individual baffles by trapping certain amoWlt of the Wlbumt 
fuel/air nlixture. The reaction rate increases due to the enhanced surface area, which in 
turn suddenly accelerates and then decelerates the flame. Individual flame bumps will 
attempt to merge and propagate together as shown in the snap-shots of the reaction rate in 
Figure 8.19(b). With a progressive flame speed (can be seen in Figure 8.16 & 8.18), flame 
encounters the second baffle plate, which intend to generate higher turbulence levels. Due 
to the increase in the turbulence levels, flame is higWy stretched and traps a huge amount 
of unbumt mixture up- and down- stream of the square so lid obstacle. 
Ex erimental LES simulations 
Over % Over % % Pressure loss based 
Configuration pressure Pressure pressure Pressure on individual 
(m bar) loss (m bar) loss experimental 
confjguration 
1 138.28 0.0 109.53 0.0 20.79 
2 118.46 14.33 95.70 12.62 19.21 
3 80.47 41.80 82.2 1 25.0 -2. 16 
4 77.15 44.20 80.11 26.86 -3.84 
5 82.03 40.67 63.82 41.73 22.19 
Table 8.4 Percentage of pressure losses calculated and tabu lated based on the overpressure 
of the configuration I. 
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Figure 8.19 equence of images howing name structure at different in tants after 
ignition. Reaction rate contours generated from LE predjcrions are presented against high 
speed recorded ideo images of experiments. (a) umerical snap hots for configuration 5 
at 10.5. 12.0. 13.0. 13.5. and 1-LO m are compared with experimental images at 10.5. 
12.0, 13.0. 13.5. and 14.0 ms. (b) umerical snap hots for configuration 2 at 8.0. 10.0, 
11.0, I 1.5 and 11.8 ms are compared wi th experimental images at 8.0. I 0.0, 11.0, 11 .5 and 
12 ms.(c) Numerical snap shots for configuration I at 6, 9.5. I 0.0, I 0.5, and 11.0 ms are 
compared with experimental images at 6, 9.5, 10. I 0.5 and 11.0 ms. 
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ln configuration 5 with only one baffl e plate, just upstream the square obstruction shown 
in Figure 8.1 3 & 8.14(a), the propagating flame maintains laminar profile indicated by 
isotherm A, B and C corresponding to 6. 8 and 1 0.5 ms until it reaches the baffle plate 
near the square obstacle. The flame surface area then increases due to the augmentation in 
Oame curvature, which subsequently raises the consumption of the fuel/air mixture and the 
reaction rate. As shown in Figure 8. 16 & 8.18, a gradual increase in the flame speed 
(~ I 5m/s) is observed until the flame hits the baffle plate which increases the surface area 
due to the flame di stortion. Similar tendency of wrinkling as explained in the case of 
configuration I can be observed as shown in Figure 8.1 4(a) for isotherm D. Unlike in 
configuration 1, the variation in the Dame speed is minor as the flame has enough time to 
interact with the ba£Ile plate. Also it can be noticed from the snapshots ofLES predictions 
and experimental images shown in Figure 8.1 9(a), that the hemispherical structure of the 
Oame started changing before hitting the baffle plate. Flame is less stretched in this 
situation and evidently can be seen from the isothenns D ofFigure 8.14 (a), (b) & (c). 
Distorted flame propagates further and encounters the square obstacle, which further 
distorts by wrinkling the flame surface due to the generated vorti ces, which subsequently 
traps the unbumt gases upstream and down stream of the square obstacle. It is noteworthy 
at this point, that the volume of the trapped unburnt fuel/air mixture is less than that of the 
configuration 1. This is because of the strength of local turbulence encountered due to the 
flow conditions. 
It is identified that the volume of the trapped unbumt mixture, mainly around the square 
obstacle is liable to increase overpressure during blow-down phase. In order to visuali se 
the extent of volume, streamlines are superimposed over reaction rate contours at various 
instants as shown in Figure 8.20 for configuration l and 5 only. All the streamlines 
originates at the ignition end of the chamber and tend to perpetuity in the fresh fuel/ai r 
mixture. It can be clearly seen that streamlines are deflected due to the local obstructions 
to form a trap and to push the fresh mixture. The amount of trapped mixture is directly 
proportional to the strength of the turbu lence and the number of local obstructions used in 
the chamber. 
The calculated peak overpressure for configuration 1 as shown in Figure 8. 15, is about 
110 m bar at 11.1 ms against the experimental values of 138 mbar at 10.3 ms. From both, 
LES and experiments, the peak overpressure is observed during reconnection of the flame 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 8.20 treamlines are superim po ed over reaction rate contour at various in tants 
after ignition. (a) Configuration I; at 9.5. I 0.5. 11 .3 ms. (b) Configuration 5; at I 0.5. 13.0, 
14.0 m. 
front in region 5 (Figure 8.6). As discussed earlier, this is due to the con umption of 
unburnt gases down and upstream of the so lid obstacles. In configuration 2, the predicted 
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peak over pressure from LES simulations is 96 mbar at 12.5 ms and thi s is roughly 13% 
less than the overpressure observed in configuration I. From the experimental 
measurements, a peak overpressure of 119 mbar is observed at 12 ms. In case of 
configuration 5, the calculated peak o erpressure is 64 mbar occurring at 14 ms, which is 
much less than in configuration l (approx. 41% lesser). Experimental measurements of the 
peak overpressure for configuration 5 is 82 mbar occurring at 13.2 ms. The experimental 
peak pressure for configuration 5 is 41 % less than for configuration 1 and occurs at a later 
time. In this case, the peak overpressure is occurring as the flame propagates furthest from 
the square obstacle and half way through to the ex it of the chamber. This is because the 
flame has travelled inside the chamber with near to laminar speed until it encounters the 
lirst baffle plate. 
8.2.5.2 Results: Family 3 
All configurations in Family 3 have two baffle plates and however, positioned at different 
down stream locations at S2-S3, Sl-S3 and S l -S2 in configuration 2, 3 and 4 respectively 
along with a solid square obstacle as shown in Figure 8.13. As discussed in preceding 
section growth of flame kernel, its distortion due to the presence of baffles, flame 
interactions with solid obstacles and the consumption of fuel/air mixture due to the 
increase in surface area are very similar except the magnitude and occurrence of the peak 
overpressurc inside the chamber (maximum overpressure is observed to induce in Region 
4 in case of configuration 3 & 4). Time hi stori es of the flame characteristics from 
simulations are compared against experimental measurements for Family 3 and shown in 
Figures 8.2 1, 8.22, 8.23 & 8.24. 
It is evident from Figure 8.21 and Table 8.3 that. the peak overpressure predicted as 96 
mbar against experimental measurement of 11 9 mbar in configuration 2, which is higher 
from experiments and LES simulations than the peak overpressures of the other two 
configurations (i.e. 3 & 4). The time of peak overpressure occurrence from LES is 
identified to be J 2.5 ms, which is lagging behind the other two configurations (3 & 4) and 
this Jag is due to the Jaminar nature of the approaching flame towards the first baffle as it 
is s ituated far from ignition end. This phenomenon is dul y confirming the impact of the 
position of baffles or obstructions with respect to the origin of the ignition. Even though, 
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flame takes longer time to reach any reference location in configuration 2, turbulence 
levels have been relatively increased due to the presence of consecuti ve baffles, which has 
greater impact on peak overpressure. 
Similarly, in the case of configuration 4, baffles at S l & S2 progressive ly increase the 
flan1e speed. However. due to the presence of the gap between baffle at S2 and square 
obstacle, turbulence levels are relati vely low and cause to generate lower peak 
overpressure. In the case of configuration 3. relatively higher overpressure has generated 
than in configuration 4. It is also interesting to note that the flame leaves the chamber 
relatively little later in configuration 3. 
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Figure 8.2 1 Time histories of overpres~me from LES and experimental measw·ements 
using Model- I for Family 3. 
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for Family 3. 
8.2.5.3 Under-prediction of Overpressure and the Time hift 
It is very clear from the above LE simulations using a lgebraic FSD model , that the 
overall global features are well predicted. However. it should be noted that. the magnitude 
of overpressure and its time o f occurrence is consistently under-predicted. To clari fy this. 
the percentage loss in overpre sure prediction compared to that of experiments is gi en in 
Table 8.4 (last column). Also overpressurcs arc plotted based on families and shown in 
Figure 8.25 (a) & (b). which eventuall y gives a very good idea of impact of obstacles on 
overpressure and percentage loss of overpressure in LE predictions. Evidently, LE 
simulations are under-predicting overpres ures by about 20% in most ea es except 111 
configurations 3 and 4. where a slight over-prediction can be noticed. 
Mainly. two possible reasons are identified for the under-prediction o f overpressure and it 
time of incidence in the present LE analysis. Firstly. the simple sub-grid scale model 
(M I) which is employed to account for the reaction rate is failing to capture unresolved 
tlan1e surface density. In case of thin premixed flames, chemical reaction takes place in 
thin propagating layers. referred to as fl am elets and is mostl y a SO phenomenon. From 
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Table 8.1 and 8.2. it is evident that the name is thinner than the grid resolution employed 
in the present simulations and hence. a more complex model may be needed to calculate 
the chemical reaction rate more accurately. Two possible solutions are identified to 
overcome this problem and are discussed in the next section of this chapter. econdly. the 
reason for the time shift of the peak overpressw·e may be due to experimental uncertajnties 
in establishing 1he time zero that marks the occutTence of ignition. As discussed in 
Chapter 7, repeatable ign ition reference was estab lished using d: YAG laser and 
however, establishing an accurate zero reference is very difficult due to the quickest nature 
of the experiment (approximately 13 ms). e ertheless, ignition in LE is modelled by 
setting reaction progress variable to 0.5 with in the radius of 4 mm to achieve quasi-
laminar nature of the turbulent flame. 
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Figure 8.25 M~"Ximum overpressures inside the combustion chamber for (a) Family I and 
(b) Family 3. 
8.3 Dynamic Evaluation of the Model Coefficient 
To overcome the drawbacks of under-predicting the overpressure, a natural and first 
choice could be self-scaling or dynamic modelling of the model coefficient /3. This 
coefficient is not considered to be universal and expected to be dependent on many 
physical and modelling parameters in the simple algebraic FSD model (equation 5. 15) . 
The dynamic calculation procedure, explained in section 5.2.2 has been implemented in 
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the in-house code and examined for an additional run employing grid C for 
configuration I. 
Results from LE simulations using grid C with con tant p = 1.2 and a dynamic model 
coefficient in the tlan1e surface densi ty equation are compared against the experimental 
measurements and discussed in thi s section. lt hould be noted here that. the LE results 
using the model coefficient of 1.2 hown in Figure 8.1, 8.7, 8.8 and 8.9 are used to 
compare present simulation. Tn order to assess the dynamic model, initial time hi tories of 
the overpres ure are shown in Figure 8.26. olid red line in Figure 8.26 represent 
O\ erpressure v. ith the dynamic model coefficient and the blue dash double dotted line 
represent o erpressure from constant model coefficient. compared \vlth da hed line 
representing experiments. It is e ident from Figure 8.26, that the simulation with dynamic 
model coefficient has predicted similar pressure trend and the rate of pressure ri c equal to 
that of constant model coefficient. A slightly higher peak overpressure i.e. I 14 m bar at 
11.0 m i predjcted with dynamic model compared to 110 m bar at 11.1 ms in case of 
constant value for [3. Though. overpressure trend is slightly better and however, sti ll 
under-predicted by 17% approximately compared to experiments. 
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Figure 8.26 Comparison of overpressure time trend between experimental measurements 
and numerical predictions. 
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Flame characteristics such as position and speed are shown in Figures 8.27. 8.28 and 8.29. 
Evidently. Figure 8.27 shows a very good overlapping of the LES predictions (for both 
simulations) with experiments, wh ich are in excellent agreement. Calcu lated time hi stories 
of flame speed are presented and compared with experimental flame speed in Figure 8.28. 
Figure 8.29 presents fl ame speed against flame position for both numeri cal predictions and 
experimental measw·ements. Figw-es 8.28 and 8.29 are confirming the exce llent agreement 
(based on time scale) at all stages of flame propagation. while encountering the solid 
obstacles. For instance, at time 11 ms, after ignition, experiments recorded 55 m/s where 
as LES predicted - 57 m/s. However, based on the peak o er pressure reference, the flame 
characteristics are slightly different. 
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Figure 8.27 Comparisons of flame position between LES simulations and experimental 
measurements after ignition. 
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Figure 8.30 shows time nistories for the model coefficient fJ, for LES simulations wi th 
both constant and dynamic formulation. The value of the model coefficient has been 
extracted from LE data at the leading edge of the propagating flame front. The solid red 
line in Figure 8.30 represents the model coefficient calculated by the dynamic formalism 
and the blue dashed line represents constant fJ value i.e. 1.2 used in the simulation. 1t is 
noted at thi s stage that, the model coefficient calculated by the wrinkling flame factor is 
dynamic in nature. yet very close to the constant va lue (/3 = 1.2) before reaching the peak 
overpressure i.e. < 11 ms. After the peak o erpressure, it should be noticed that the model 
coefficient has reached a maximum value of about 1.6, which is due to the change in the 
local flow conditions. It should also be noticed that, the model coefficient has sudden!) 
increased at around 11 rns from 1.2 to 1.25. This has caused a slightly higher G 
chemical reaction rate, leading to a slightly higher peak pressure. 
Figure 8.30 also shows the fractal dimension D (calculated from equation 5.34) 
represented by a dash doted red line corresponding to the right hand scale . These va lues 
have also been extracted at the leading edge of the flame and representing the wrinkled 
nature of flame at any given time. It is very interesting to identify the fractal nature of the 
turbulent flame, wruch is dynamically calculated based on local flow information. A 
sudden increase in the fractaJ dimension from 2.28 to 2.35 at around 8ms can be observed 
in Figure 8.30, which is due to the protruding flame through the third baffle plate before 
hitting the square solid obstacle. However. there is not much impact noticed due to the 
sudden jump of fractal dimension on the model coefficient. as lower cut-off scale is acting 
as a damping function. 
Figure 8.3 1 shows the chemical reaction rate plotted against reaction progress variable for 
both models at peak overpressure reference. The scattered data shown in symbols (Red 
dots) is obtained from dynamic modelling of the model constant and dashed line 
represents spatial ly averaged reaction rate from FSD using constant value for fJ. The 
reason for showi ng averaged reaction rate instead of scattered data in the later case is just 
to distinguish between reaction rates from both the models. It can be noticed that, a 
slightly higher chemical reaction rate (- 2 1 0 kg/s) is obtained at reaction progress variable 
of 0.5, which is used to define .flame position in the combustion chamber. 
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Dynamic modelling of the model coefficient in the simple FSD equation (equation 5. 19) 
though did predicted the global features of flame characteristi cs at various stages well, still 
there is a lot of room for improvement. It should be noted at this stage, that the 
improvement in lhe predictions is not very significant and should be considered as an 
encouraging lead to implement the dynamic procedure for the calculation of the SGS 
flame smface density. It can also be concluded that using a constant value for the model 
coefficient, based on the choice of specific fuel and turbulence levels is not a bad choice 
for preliminary investigations. 
8.4 Results from the DFSD Model 
In this section, results from LES simulations employing the newly developed dynamic 
flame surface density (DFSD) model for turbulent prernixed flames are presented. The 
DFSD formu lation discussed in section 5.3 is implemented in the in-house code and 
examined for configuration 1 using grid C. As discussed earlier, accounting for SGS 
chemical reaction rate using the DFSD model involves the calculation of the fractal 
dimension of the propagating wrinkled flame. The DFSD model has been used in 
conjunction with two models for the fractal dimension, namely the empirical fractal model 
(EFM) and dynamic fractal model (DFM) as detailed in Table 5. 1. ResuJts from Model 3 
(DFSD with EFM) and Model 4 (DFSD with DFM) are plotted together with Model 
(AFSD) to validate against experimental measmements. 
Figures 8.32, 8.33, 8.34 and 8.35 show comparison of time histories of overpressure, 
flame position, flame speed and flame speed with flame position for LES simulations wi th 
experimental measurements respectively. Comparison of the predicted peak overpressures 
using AFSD (M l) and DFSD (M3 & M4) models clearly shows higher predictions wi th 
the DFSD formulation. This is mainJy due to the contribution of unresolved flame surface 
density, which is captured by the DFSD formulation while cal.culating the SGS chemical 
reaction rate. The peak overpressure as presented in Table 8.5 and shown in Figure 8.32, is 
about 11 8 mbar at 11 .4 ms using Model-3 (DFSD with EFM), 124.6 mbar at 10.98 rns 
using Model-4 (DFSD with DFM) and 109.5 mbar at 11.0 ms using Model-! (AFSD), 
against the experimental measurements of 138 mbar at 10.3 ms. The peak pressure 
corresponds to the reconnection of the flame past recirculation zone over the solid square 
obstacle and burning of the trapped un-burnt gases around the obstacle. Tbis is again 
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confirmed by the novel DFSD model and there fore considered as a reference to validate 
other model characteristics. 
The peak pressure and its timing are slightl y under-predicted despite the complex nature 
of the DFSD models. This might be due to the over sensiti ity of the models to turbulent 
motions during flan1e propagation between second and third baffle p lates in chamber. 
Amplification of the predicted fractal dimension from Figure 8.36 between 7 and 8 ms is 
supporting this observation. This observation can be combined with experimenta l 
overpressure measurements presented in Figure 8.32, shows a short hump in the 
overprcssure between 7 and 8 ms and can be attributed to jetting of the flame through 
second baffle plate in the chamber. LE predictions using all models including DFSD 
model fai led to predict this short hump as shown in Figure 8.32. 
Another reason might be the drop off in flame speed followed by acceleration as shown in 
Figures 8.34 and 8.35, after the flame encounters the square obstacle (- between I 0 and 11 
ms); during tnis period the peak pressure is occurring. However, there is no drop off in 
experimental flan1e speed as shown in Figures 8.34 and 8.35, which might be due to the 
limitation of experimental data points derived from video images. Finally, ignition 
modelling used in the present study might have significant influence in predicting the time 
of incidence of the peak over pressure and other flame dynamics. Identifying the influence 
of the ignition modelling on flame dynamics is another subject of interest. Howe er, flame 
propagation speed and position as shown in Figure 8.33 & 8.35 and flame structure at 
various instants after ignition as shown in Figure 8.37 are in good agreement with the 
experimental measurements for DFSD models. 
Analysis Model 
LES Ml 
M3 
M4 
Experimental -n/a-
Time 
1 1.40 
10.98 
10.30 
118.0 
124.6 __ _ 
138.0 
Flame 
0.187 
0. 185 
0.150 
78.0 
80.0 
56.0 
Table 8.5 Summary of the results from fine grid simulations and experimental 
measurements. (See Table 5. 1 for various models used.) 
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From the above discussion and the results presented in Figures 8.32, 8.33, 8.34 and 8.35, it 
is evident that, the DFSD model provides superior results as compared with the resu lts 
obtained using the simple AFSD for the chemical reaction rate. Hence, further analysis is 
carried out in order to evaluate the rel iabili ty of the fractal models used with the DFSD 
model. In order to examine the results it is sensible to choose a reference frame 
corresponding to the peak ovcrprcssure in all the cases. as this instance corresponds to a 
simi lar global scenario of flame reconnection past the recirculation zone, whi le consuming 
the entrapped unbumed mixture in the combustion chamber. 
8.4.1 Sensitivity of the Flame to the Fractal Dimension 
[n the present stud y. both models i.e. EFM & DFM are examined in Model-3 & Model-4 
respectively for propane/air flames propagating over solid obstac les. In order to assess the 
sensitivity of the fractal dimension on the turbulent flame, time hi stories of the fractal 
dimension from both fTactal models (equations 5.34 & 5.39) at the leading edge (defined 
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here as the most downstream location of the flame, where the reaction progress variable is 
0.5) of the propagating flame as shown in Figure 8.36. It is evident from Figure 8.36 that, 
during the early stages of the flame propagation, where the flame is expected to be quasi-
laminar, the fractal dimension calculated using EFM is rather large and representing tJ1e 
turbulent nature of the fl ame. This is possible due to two reasons; firstly due to over 
sensitivity of the turbulent motions and second ly, due to less sensitivity to smoothing 
process by laminar bunting velocity at early stages of flame propagation (North and 
antavicca, 1990). 
Subsequently, a clear jump in the fractal d imension is observed at around 8.5 ms due to 
strong local flow fluctuations as a result of flame interactions with solid obstacles inside 
the chamber. The fractal dimension calculated using the DFM as shown in Figure 8.36 
appears to be more realistic, as Litis model found to captures the quasi-Jaminar fractal 
dimension of the flame during early stages quite well. A gradual increase in ilie fractal 
dimension is observed due to increase in the turbulence intensity as the flame propagates 
from ilie ignition end. Fluctuations in ilie predicted fractal dimension are very clear from 
Figure 8.36, due to the presence of the solid obstacles at various stages of flame 
propagation. It is al so evident from Figure 8.36 that the :fractal dimension is always less 
the enforced maximum value(< 2.5) and probably limitation may not be required as it has 
never been reached. More detailed discussion of this with respect to turbulent premixed 
flame propagation is presented in the next section. 
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Figure 8.37 equence of images to show flame structure at different times after ignition at 
6. 9.5, I 0, 1 0.5 and 11 .0 ms. Reaction rate contours generated from LE predictions are 
presented against high speed reco rded video images of experiments. (a) Experiments (b) 
AF D (c) DF D with EFM (d) DF D with DFM . 
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8.4.2 Eva luation of the DF D Model 
Following the budget analysis o f reaction rate and flame surface density in LES by Boger 
et al. (1998). plotting various budgets such as reaction rate, resolved and w1resolved FSD 
against reaction progress variable at a chosen realisation fo r both models i.e. AFSD & 
DF D, would idea lly give some insight, where further improvements can be made. For the 
present ana lysis, at peak overpressure. the mean chemical reaction rate is spatia ll y 
averaged in the domain as a function of Favre filtered reaction progress vari able and 
plotted for three models as shown in F igure 8.38. It can be evidently seen that, the SOS 
reaction rate is lower in case of AFSD model when compared with DFSD models (Model-
3 & Model-4). From a similar analysis detailed in section 8.2.4, the stretched laminar 
Oame thickness is identified to be within the range of 0.27-0.33 nun for AFSO and DFSO 
models. which is less than the LE grid resolution employed (typical grid s ize is 0.75 mm 
in case of fine grid) in the present s imulations. Hence, the loss in 0 reaction rate 
prediction, in case of AFSD model is not due to the flame brush thickness and its 
insensiti vity to turbu lent motions. The key factor for this loss is due to the simplicity of 
AFSD model compared to the other two models. To clarify this fact, the Favre filtered 
resolved FSD profile is plotted as a function of Favre filtered reaction progress variable in 
Figure 8.39. Even though there is no experimental evidence to compare the reaction rate 
and flame surface density, it is apparent that the AFSD model under predicts even the 
resolved FSD compared with the other two models. This is the primary reason wby the 
premixed flames predicted using AFSD model is not so precise. Also it can be seen that 
the maximum reaction rate occurs c lose to c = 0.5 . which is the progress variable 
considered to identi fy the location of the flame front. 
[t is also worth mentioning from Figure 8.39 that, even though the same formulation and 
methodology is used to calculate the resolved part of the FSD in case of DFSD models 
(Model-3 & Model-4), the resolved F D is not the same due to different fracta l models i.e. 
EFM and DFM and has different maximum values. Similarly, the spatiall y averaged 
unresolved contributions at the same realisations are plotted with progress variable as 
shown in Figure 8.40. The instantaneous scattered distribution of the unresolved flame 
surface density accounted for by the DFSD models using dynamic fracta l model and 
empirical fractal models are shown against filtered progress variable respecti vely in Figure 
8.4 1 and 8.42. These are the contributions which are additionally calculated in this wo rk 
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and enhancing the accuracy of the simulations. It can be noticed from the Figure 8.40, that 
the maximum unresolved contributions obtained by the dynamic and empirical fractal 
models are different and DFM has slightly lower alue, which might be one of the reasons 
for the lower peak pressure. Also it can be seen that the spatially averaged profile of the 
unresolved FSD from DFM is skewed towards burning side of flame and attaining 
maximum value at c = 0.6. Similar drift can be noticed with the reaction rate profile 
shown in Figure 4a, and it is clear that the predicted reaction rate by both DFSD models is 
very close to each others. 
The skewness in the spatially averaged unresolved FSD towards the burning side, as 
obtained with DFM, is purely due to the dynamic nature of the model in considering the 
local flow information to calculate the fractal dimension. As described in Section 8.4.1 , in 
case of EFM, the fractaJ dimension has been calculated from an equilibrium situation of 
flan1e wrinkling due to turbulent motions and smoothing of flame due to laminar burning. 
Evidentl y, this can be identified from the model constant Cs given in equation (5.32), 
which is primarily invo lved with the fractal dimension, outer and inner cut-off limits. 
everal values are available for the inner cut-off limit and in the present analysis it is 
taken as three times of the laminar flame thickness width following Knikk.er et al . (2004). 
The LES fi lter width is considered as the outer cut-off length. The model constant Cs, 
calculated by both fractal models for the fractal dimensions are plotted against the filter 
width as shown in Figure 8.43. The symbols shown in Figure 8.43 are the actual values of 
the model constants and the line is a fitted polynomial through the symbols. It is clear 
from this plot that the fractal dimension has higher impact in evaluating the model 
constant, which jn turn affects the unresolved FSD in the dynamic form ulation. However, 
there is no experimental or DNS evidence to confirm thi s phenomenon. 
The flame structure is represented in terms of the chemical reaction rate obtained from the 
three LES simulation and shown in Figure 8.37 at different times after ignition together 
with experimental high speed video images. The overall flame structure and speed as well 
as the mechanism by which the flame approach the solid obstructions, jetting through the 
gap around the obstacle and reconnection downstream from the solid obstacle are all well 
predicted . lt has been found that both models successfull y predict the essential features of 
flame/flow interactions. However, results fTom the DFSD model, shown in Figure 8.37 (c) 
and 8.37 (d), are in better agreements with experimental measurements compared wi th 
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those obtained using the AFSD model as shown in Figure 8.37 (b). This may be due to 
contributions of the unresolved FSD to the mean chemical reaction rate. 
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It can be observed from Figures 8.37 (c) and 8.37 (d), that the DF D model is able to 
predict regions with high sub-grid scale contribution of the flame surface density. To get 
more details of this, contours of the resolved and unresolved flame surface density 
contributions to the reaction rate from the DF D model are presented at the time of peak 
pressure in f-i gure 8.44. Figures 8.44 (a), 8.44 (b) and 8.44 (c) show the contours of the 
reaction rate, resolved FSD and unresolved FSD respecti vely, using DFSD with EFM and 
DFM. Resolved flame surface density contributions to the reaction rate by both the DFSD 
models are c lose together, as both models are based on the same laminar flamelet model 
concepts. It can a lso be identified from Figures 8.44 (a), 8.44 (b) and 8.44 (c) that the 
unresolved FSD contributions are predicted adequately by Model-3 & Model-4 and such 
unresolved contributions are evidently increasing the overall mean reaction rate. 
Overall. the numerical predictions from the OF D model provide a good representation of 
the interactions between flame, flow and so lid obstructions and are in good agreement 
with experimental observations. However, the magn itude and timing of occurrence of the 
peak overprcssure arc slightly under-predicted. The results can probably be improved by 
considering the errors associated with the calculations of the fractal dimension, especially 
by choosing a proper lower cut-off scale. Also it is identified earlier, that the reason for 
differences in peak overpressure occurrences by different models is due to the ignition 
radius in the model employed. A brief discussion on the influence of ignition radius on the 
LES results is provided in the next section. 
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8.5 Influence of Ignition Radius 
This section describes the influence of ignition rad ius on overpressure trend and its t iming 
in conuguratio n I. ix additional LE simulations using grid resolution C, with various 
ignition rad iuses and initial progress vari able values are carried out using Model-4 i.e. 
DFSD with DFM. Al l these simulati ons have been carried out using test filter ratio (y) of 
1.362. The test fi lter ratio 1.362 is particularly chosen, as Kirkpatrick et al. (2000) 
conducted parametric analysis whi le us ing 4 mm ignition radius in their numerical 
combus ti on chamber. 
In the present ana lysis, four simulations are carried us ing 3, 4, 5 and 6 mm of igni tion 
rad ius with a reaction progress variable of 0.5, ini tialised at the start of the simulation. 
Additionally. two extra simulations are carried with 4 and 6 mm of ignition hemi-sphere 
with a reaction progress variable of 0.7. The basic idea of this analysis is to verify that, 
which ignition rad ius is appropriate to choose, in order to achieve quasi-laminar phase of 
the premixed propagating flame. The peak overpressure and its incidence time are detail ed 
in Table 8.6. 
Figure 8.45 presents the pressure-time histories obtained from four LES simulations 
against experimental overpressure. Also. figures 8.46 (a) & (b) present values of the time 
of occurrence of peak overpressure and its magnitude, respectively, and validated against 
experimental measurements. It is very interesting to note from these fi gures, that the 
ignition radius of the hemi-sphere has linear relation with respect to the incidence of peak 
pressure. The straight horizontal line in Figure 8.46 (a) represents the time of experimental 
peak overpressure in configuration 1, which is roughly representing an ignition radi us of 
about 4.5 mm. However Figure 8.46 (b) divu lges that there is no such significant 
influence on the magnitude of overpressure predictions. 
Snap-shots of the reaction rate contours fro m LES simulations at peak overpressure time 
are presented in Figure 8.47. It reveals that irrespective of ignition radius chosen the 
contours are representing similar propagating flame scenario in the combustion chamber. 
Though Figure 8.47 shows very few differences, at this instance in flame pos ition, 
thickness, pockets, shape of recirculation zone and structure, it is quite encouraging that 
a ll LES s imulations have predicted the overall fl ame characteristics very well. It can also 
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be identified that, in·espective of the radius chosen to initialise ignition, overpressure 
pred ict ions show a maximum of 1- 2% variation, which is quite encouraging in choosing 
appropriate value of ignition radius to achieve the correct timing. lt should also be noticed 
here. that overpressure predicted by these simulation i less than 124.6 mbar, which wa 
predicted by the LES s imulation us ing test filter ratio 2.0. The unde r-prediction of 
overpressure is p robably due to the test fi lter rati o, which has s ignificant im pact on LE 
simulations. 
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Figure 8.45 Overpressure time traces of LES simulations using various igni tion radi uses, 
reaction progress variable of 0.7 against experimental measurements. 
Reaction Progress Time of 
Variable Occurrence ms 
0.5 11.49 
4 0.5 11 3.59 10.64 
5 0.5 113.15 9.85 
6 0.5 109.73 9. 11 
4 0.7 11 2.75 11 .02 
6 0.7 109.94 9.70 
Table 8.6 Outcome ofLES simulations using various ignition radi us and initial reaction 
progress variable values. 
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Figure 8.48 presents time histories of overpressure from two additional simulations as 
shown in Table 8.6 using initial reaction progress variable of 0.7 wi thin the ignition 
radius. It can be noticed from Table 8.6 and Figure 8.48 that, 6 mm of ignition radius has 
predicted peak overpressure of 109.94 mbar at 9.7 ms against 109.73 mbar at 9.11 ms 
using a value of 0. 7 and 0.5 for c, respectively. A similar time shift of approximately 0.4 
ms can be observed while using 4 mm igrtition radius. with not much impact on 
overpressure. It is very intere ting to note that using burning ( c = 0.5) to completely 
burned condit ions (approaching c = 0.7 or higher) to initialise ignition. dramatically 
shifting the timing. This type of tuning in achieving timing of peak o erprcssure wi th 
chosen ignition radius may seem good option and however, physically does not represent 
ignition and after ignition process. Hence, it should be more appropriate to choose correct 
ignition radius with reaction progress variable of 0.5, which could achieve quasi-laminar 
phase. 
Figure 8.48 also presents LE simulations ustng test filter ratio of 2.0 with reaction 
progress variable of 0.5 within 4 mm radius of ignition. This LE simulation is quite 
impress ive in achieving most accurate pressure with a small time shift of 0.68 ms from 
experimental pressure reference. It is identified by Hall et al. (2008) from o er hundred 
experimental pressure measurements at base and wall in same chamber, that th is shi fting 
is only recognized in a small number of experiments involved no more than 1-2 ms. This 
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observation supports/justifies the pre ent LE predictions within the experimental 
tolerance. The timing of peak overpressure in other configurations studied in this work as 
shown in next couple of sections. u ing OF D with OFM model (M-4). test filter ratio 2.0. 
initial reaction progress variable 0.5 within ignition radius of 4 mm is coinciding with 
experimental measurements. Hence, the idea of fine tuning the ignition radius to achieve 
accurate timing, based on individual configuration is unjustifiable and not implemented 
here. This study supports the use of a 4 mm ignition rad ius in order to achieve initial 
quasi-laminar phase in the present turbulent premixed flame analysis. 
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8.6 Influence of Solid Obstacles on Flame Characteristics 
The developed dynamic FSD (DFSD) model evaluated in the preceding sections of this 
chapter has been identified to be more effective in predicting turbulent premixed 
propagating flames. To establish a higher level of confidence in using this model, various 
flow configurations, shown in Figure 7.3, are numerically simulated for stoichiometric 
propane/air mixture, ignited from stagnant condition. As described in section 8.2.5. these 
configurations are classified into fami lies as shown in Figure 8.13 to facilitate efficient 
comparison and discussion. Furthermore. the base configuration 0 i.e. without baffles has 
also been s imulated to validate the nove l model by comparing with experimental 
measurements. The primary objecti ve of the present analysis is to validate and explai n the 
successfulness of DF 0 model in predicting turbulent premixed propagating flame 
dynamics over a wide range of flow configurations. Secondly, influence of the position of 
individual baffle plate in generating overpressure, due to the interactions with deflagrating 
flames, with respect to the origin of ignition are examined. 
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8.6.1 Flame Characteristic : Configur·ation 0 
Configuration 0 has no baffles except a solid square obstacle running through out the 
chamber at approximately 96 mm downstream of ignition point. Since. baffies are not 
presented in this chamber. the flame took longer than in any other configuration di scussed 
in this work to encounter solid obstacle and to reach blow-down stage. This configuration 
is very interesting for analysis and could give some fundamental insight about the 
formation of flame pockets/traps due to obstruction of the flame propagation in the 
chamber. Time series of overpressure and flame position from LES simulations using 
DFSD model (M-4) are briefly shown against experimentaJ measurements in Figure 8.49. 
The overpressure trend is very encouraging, as it captures the pressure trend from ignition 
to blow-down much accurately, including the time of pressure ri se at about 11.5 ms, slope 
of pressure rise, peak pressure and its incidence time at 13.5 ms and finaJly the pressure 
reflections once the main flame left the chamber. 
Figure 8.49 substantiates the LES predictions of peak overpressure of 36.6 mbar at 13.5 
ms against experiments measurement of 34 mbar at 13.5 ms, which is slightly over-
predicted by 7.6%. However, considering the overall pressure trend from Figure 8.49, it is 
in excellent agreement. Similarly, the flame position shown in Figure 8.49 confim1s this 
observation with an exact match of overpressure, up to peak overpressure and thereafter 
with a slight, considerable deviation. Figure 8.50 shows sequence of flame front images 
from LES (reaction rate contours) and experiments (false colourised images extracted 
from high speed video). It is evident from these images, that the LES simulations using 
DFSD model (M-4) is capable to reproduce turbulent flame fronts very accurately at 
various stages. For instance at 12 ms, the flame shape (finger shape) and its approach 
towards square obstacle can be immediately noticed. Similarly, at 13.5 ms (peak 
overpressure incidence) LES captured same shape of experimentaJ image i.e. flame 
engulfs upstream of square obstacle by trapping certain amount of unbumt mixture, which 
can be seen to burnt before 14.5 ms. However, there is some unbumt mixture trapped in 
recirculation zone, which will bum after main flame left the chamber, which is causing 
pressure reflections. 
From Figure 8.50 (a) it can be noticed that the turbulent flame thickness predicted by LES 
using DFSD model is about I to 2 grid width and the fom1ation of wrinkles can be clearly 
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noticed once flame starts hitting the square obstacle. However, these flame wrinkles 
cannot be clearly seen in experimenta l video image (Figure 8.50 (b)), as they are g lobal 
images taken from the outside of the chamber. 
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ln addition to above, experimental study recently conducted by Hall (2006) measured 
ax ial and radial flow infonnation in the middle of the chamber (x-axis) and half way up 
the s ide of the square obstacle i.e. 102 mm from the base (z-axis) and 16 mm from the 
central ax i (y-axis) using LDV technique. Laser Doppler Velocimeter measurements are 
avai lable for certain configurations as detailed in Table 7.2 and are compared with LES 
velocity extracts to substantiate LES s imulations. Experimental axial (w) and radia l (v) 
velocity measurements shown in Figure 8.51 are the coordinates of the average 
polynomial fitted to the ensemble averaged ve locity data from over 50 repeatable. 
indi idual experiments. 
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Accordingly, RMS fluctuations of w and v are ca lculated from the variance between a 
polynomial fitted to the mean velocity data. However in case of LES, the data is available 
from only one simulation and moreover, the flame is of totally unsteady nature, and 
therefore unable to obtain ensemble averaged velocity information. Hence. the only 
alternative choice to calculate/obtain RMS of velocity is by choosing a suitable bin size. 
From LES calculations, it is identified that there exist large number of data points (- 100 to 
500) for every one milli second of flow due to the limitation of CFL number. Therefore, 
bin size of 0.25 ms has been chosen to extract average and its variance of velocity profile 
at 102 mm from ignjtion base and 16 mm from lhe central axis without loosing unsteady 
infom1ation. Averaged and RMS velocities are calculated as: 
- u , 
x=- (8.4) 
n 
RM = ( l:( x": X)2 ) (8.5) 
Figure 8.5 1 shows lhe velocity mean and RMS profiles from LES and LDV measurements 
of turbulent propagating flame in vented chamber. It is evident from Figure 8.5 1 (a) that 
the maximum axial velocity has reached 32 m/s at approximately 14.5 ms as obtained 
from both experiments and LES. Velocity mean and RMS profiles of the LES are in 
excellent agreement up to approximately 15ms and in fa ir agreement with experimental 
measurements thereafter. The RM fluctuations in Figure 8.5 1 (a) provide very good 
information of lhe turbulence levels at various stages of the flame. It can be seen that. the 
rate of increase in turbulence and its decay is fairly well predicted at peak pressure 
incidence i.e. 13.5 ms and during blow-down phase. 
Considering the radial velocity mean and its RMS from Figure 8.51 (b), peaks of the mean 
and RMS velocities from LES are matcruog with experiments. It can also be noticed that 
the experimental radial RMS values (red triangles) during early stages of the flame 
propagation (before 12 ms) measured are higher than ensemble averaged velocity (black 
squares) and thi s phenomenon is highly questionable from experimental point of view 
itself. Nevertheless LES predictions of radial RMS fluctuations are found to follow the 
same trend of LES velocity profile. However, overall veloci ty mean and RMS fluctuations 
give a very good indication of the flame propagation in the chamber and is considered as 
an encouraging lead. 
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8.6.2 Flame Characteristics: Family 1 
This section provides flame characteristics of the configurations in Family I using DFSD 
model inline with the discussion provided in section 8.2.5. 1 using FSD model. This family 
cons ists of configurations 5-2-1 with progressively increasing the number of baffles from 
one to three and positioned farthest from ignition bottom as shown in Figure 8.13 . 
The time histories of overpressure and flame position from LES and experiments are 
plotted as shown in Figure 8.52 and 8.53 respectively. lt is evident from Figure 8.52 that 
the overpressure trend is in excellent agreement, however, slightly under-predicted. 
Nevertheless, comparing the LES simulations presented in Figure 8.15 for the same family 
using FSD model, LES predictions using DFSD model (M-4) are very good in terms of 
magnitude, trend and timing which were main drawbacks identified while using the FSD 
model. This is mainly due to the novel DFSD model employed, which is efficient in 
calculating unresolved flame surface density. Figure 8.52 highlights the impact of number 
of baffles and their position with respect to distance from the ignition bottom. The time 
elapsed in reaching the ftrst baffle from the ignition bottom and increase in the steepness 
of pressure gradient due to the generated turbulence can be easily identified. Similarly the 
flame position shown in Figure 8.53 is also predicted very well when compared with FSD 
predictions in Figure 8.17. 
Figure 8.54 (a) & (b) shows flame speed and acceleration from LES and experiments 
derived from flame images. It can be noticed that the flame speed and acceleration from 
LES has matched very accurately with experimental measurements, except when the flame 
is located downstream of square obstacle in Region 5. One main reason fo r this is due to 
the limitation in resolution of experimental measurements. Within blow down region (R5), 
the flow conditions are highly turbulent and flame propagates faster with approximately 
about 80- 100 rn/s in this fami ly. Hence, the available flame images within this region are 
limited, which eventually controls the experimental data. It is very interesting to note that 
irrespective of number of baffles and their position, all configura tions has recorded a 
speed of around 100 m/s during the blow-down phase. 
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Figure 8.55 presents cut-view of LES predicted reaction rate contours, showing fl ame 
structure at 6.0, 8.0, 1 0.0, 11.5 and 12.0 ms after ignitions for whole fami ly. This 
faci litates qualitative and quantitative comparison ofi1an1e position and its structure at any 
given time. Figure 8.55 clearly indicates the improvement in predicted flame structure and 
thickness when compared with the LES flame images in Figure 8.19. lt can be seen that 
whi le using flame surface density model, approximately 3 to 6 LES grid points are 
required to resolve the flame thickness and however using DFSD model onJy requires 
maximum of 3 grid points. The pockets or traps indicated in case of configuration 1 can be 
clearly seen while using DFSD model in Figure 8.55(c) at I 0.0 and 11.5 ms. 
Considering an instance at 8.0 ms from Figure 8.55 (a) & (b), which illustrates the finger 
shaped flame structure, which is generally expected in chambers having 1/d ratio greater 
than 3. Figure 8.55(b) at 11 .5 and 12.0 ms shows a cleaT picture of entrapment of unburnt 
fuel/air mixture around solid square obstacle within recirculation zone. Similarly, Figure 
8.55(c) at 1 1.5 and 12.0 ms shows the consumption of trapped mixture, once the main 
flame left the chamber. The above reaction rate contours also show the consumption of 
unbumt mixture within the viscous boundary layer, as evidenced in experimental flame 
images ofFigure 8.19. 
On the other hand, Figure 8.55 is also a very good indicator of the flame position, speed 
and turbulence levels. A quantitative comparison at any given time gives the influence of 
baffles on overpressure and turbulence generation. In order to faci litate further discussion, 
magnitude and incidence time of overpressure for four fami lies are plotted as shown in 
Figure 8.56. It is evident from Figure 8.56 (a) that, as expected the overpressure generated 
is higher in the case of configuration 1 since it has 3 baffles with an earlier incidence time 
and lower in configuration 5 due to one baffle with a later incidence time. It is very 
interesting to note that the incidence time in this family maintains a linear relation whi le 
overpressure has a non-linear relation as seen in Figure 8.56 (a). The magnitude of the 
overpressure is increased 50% and 75% due to the addition of one and two baffles in 
configuration 2 & 1 respectively, when compared to the overpressure of configuration 5, 
which has one baffle at S3. However, incidence time is decreased by 11.5% and 23% in 
configuration 2 & 1 respectively, inline with configuration 5. One reason for the non-linear 
relation of overpressure might be due to the position of baffles fro m the ignition source, 
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even though they have the same blockage ratio . This will be further discussed in the next 
section. 
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8.6.3 Flame Characteristics: Family 2 
The baffles in Family 2 are progressively increasing from one to three from ignition 
bottom end as shown in Figure 8.13. The configurations invo lved in this family are 7-4-1 
and very similar to Family l in terms of number of baffles and however, very different in 
terms of position with respect to ignition source. This section does not describe the flame 
characteri stics as it is a subset of other families. For instance, details of configuration 7 
wi ll be discussed in section 8.6.5 (Family 4) and where as configuration 4 will be 
discussed in section 8.6.4 (Family 3). It should also be noted here, that the detailed 
experimental results for configuration 7 are not available to compare with LES and 
however, only indicative overpressure and its time of occurrence reported by Hall et al. 
(2008) are used here. 
The overpressure and its incidence time fo r the whole fam il y of experiments is shown in 
Figure 8.56 (b). It is evident that both overpressure and the time are maintaining non-
linear relation in this Family. The overpressure has increased 71% and 206% 1n 
configuration 4 and 1 compared to the measw·ed overpressure in configuration 7. 
However, the incidence times are decreased by about 10-15%. To faci litate a comparative 
discussion, results for experimental families 1 and 2 are plotted together and individual 
configurations are mentioned as shown in Figure 8.57. The fo llowing points can be mainly 
derived from Figure 8.57: 
• It is very interesting to note that, although the baffle plate in configuration 7 & 4 
has same blockage capacity lower overpressure is generated in configuration 7 
due to the position of baffle from the jgnition source. Similarly, configuration 4 & 
2 have two baffles with same blockage capacity and generated less overpressure 
than in configuration 2. This observation confirms that the blockage with same 
capacity, nearer to the ignition source would generate less overpressure at an 
earlier time, when compared with the blockage positioned far fro m ignition source. 
In addition, it can also be observed that the timing of peak pressure m 
configuration 7 & 4 are less when compared to configuration 5 & 2. 
• Although the overpressure increases with blockage ratio, the rate of this increase 
from configurations 4 to l and 2 to 1 is not the same, as observed in Figure 8.57. 
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8.6.4 F lame characteristics: Family 3 
Family 3 ha three configurations (2-3--+) with two baffle plates at different stations and a 
olid square obstacle at a fixed position a shown in Figure 8.13. Thi family ha been 
ex tensive ly investigated mainl) due to three rea on . The first is con i tcncy in the 
number of baffie u ed in individual configurations, which is very interesting for di rect 
compari on. econdly. availability of experimental axial and radial velocity information 
using LDV technique at a location downstream of square obstacle in all configurations 
facilitates the validation of the OF 0 model developed in this work. Finally. limited OH 
infomtation is a ailable to compare with LE data. 
Figures 8.58 & 8.59 present the predicted name structure and the scattered data of reaction 
rate, contributions of resolved and unre olved F 0 at strategic instants i.e. 6, 8, I 0. 11 .5 
and 12.0 ms after ignition. In addition. ax ial. radia l velocities and thei r RM fl uctuation 
from LE are compared with LDV mea urements in these configuration . as shown in 
Figure 8.60. This facilitates the analy is of the flame position. structure and now 
behaviour at any chosen time. It is identified in al l these configurations that, fo lio" ing 
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ignition, flame front has expanded hemi-spberically with a velocity of G>uL (G> is the 
thermal expansion facto r) in axial direction until it reaches first baffle plate and flame skirt 
e longates with laminar burning velocity, uL in radial direction. The time taken by the 
flame front to reach solid square obstacle. to generate maximum overpressure and venting 
of the flame are strongly influenced by this initiallarninar behaviour of the flame. 
For instance at 6 ms, the flame is jetting out of the baffle plate at S 1 in configuration 3 and 
4, with similar flame structure. The RM of axial velocity is computed as 2 rn/s fo r both 
these configurations at 6 ms as seen in Figure 8.60 (b) & (c). However. the flame is found 
to be hemi-spherical and larninar with a negligible RMS fluctuation (< 0.2 rn/s) in 
configuration 2 at 6 ms as seen in Figure 8.60 (a). Similarly, considering the reaction rate 
contours at I 0 ms, the flame is about to interact with baffle plate at 3 with totally 
different flame structure and respective RMS fluctuations of 4 and 5 m/s from 
configuration 2 and 3. The flan1e in configuration 4 found to be more turbulent at 10 ms 
with RMS velocity of 8 m/s (at its peak in this configuration) and about to interact with 
solid square obstacle. Hence, the di fferences in flame position, flame front structure and 
the degree of wrinkles are found to be direct! y related to the axial location of baffles with 
respect to the origin of ignition. 
The scattered data presented in Figure 8.59 at vanous instances provides qualitative 
comparison and useful in understanding the contributions of resolved and unresolved FSD 
in calculating reaction rate. Let us consider the plots from Figure 8.59 (a) (b) & (c) at 6 
ms. It can be clearly noticed that, the top of parabola in reaction rate and unresolved FSD 
is clearly broken in Figure 8.59 (b) & (c), but not in Figure 8.59 (a). This is due to the 
presence of baffle in former configurations. Similar behaviour of unresolved FSD at 10 ms 
(broken or disturbed) in case of configuration 3 can be noticed from Figure 8.59 (b). At 
the same instance, Figure 8.59 (a) & (c) clearly shows the differences in scattered 
unresolved FSD, which is mainly contributing to reaction rate due to DFSD formulation. 
At 12 ms, it can be noticed that reaction rate is much stronger and mostly toward burning 
side for configurations 2 and 3 from Figure 8.59 (a) & (b) and not very strong m 
configuration 4 from Figure 8.59 (c) since the main flame left the chamber already. 
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Figure 8.61 shows characterist ic comparison of overpressure hjstories for three 
configurations, from experimental measurements and LES simulations. Due to the 
blockage of flow and interactions of the flame with second baffl e plate in configuration 3 
and 4, a small hump in pressure history is noticed at around 8 ms. It is clear that the rate of 
pressure rise and its trend includjng first hump are predicted well except for configuration 
4, where the computed rate of increase of pressure is slower than measurements indicating 
a faster decay of turbulence between the second baffle plate and the square obstacle. It is 
al so worth noting here that the pressures reported here are measured close to the ignition 
end and these may be different if measured at wall due to a possible pressure gradjent 
within this chamber. From the experimental measurements, the overpressure is found to be 
osci llating after the peak overpressure, whi le burning the remaining trapped mixture after 
blow down of the main flame. It has been fonnd in our preliminary studies, that the DFSD 
model is able predict the oscillating behaviour of the overpressure while burning the 
trapped fuel/air mixture as shown in case of configuration 0 (Figure 8.49). However this 
is not repeated to verify for the present fami ly of configurations presented in this section 
for two reasons. The first is, as we are more interested in flame-obstacle interactions, 
hence no point in carrying simulations once flame left the chamber. The second is, cost of 
the computational time. 
A comparison of the flame posi tion from experiments and LES predjctions is shown in 
Figure 8.62. In case of experiments, the flan1e position is extracted from high speed video 
images by locating the farthest locati on of the flame front from ignjtion bottom end. From 
LES calculations, the flame position is obtruned by locating the farthest location of the 
leading edge of the flame front from the bottom end (defmed here as the most down 
stream location of the .flame, where c = 0.5 from the ignition point) . While results for 
configu ration 3 almost fully overlap a s lightly faster rate of propagation across the 
chamber is computed for configurations 2 and 4. This is evident only in the last few 
milli seconds of propagation where the flame is experiencing the highest levels of 
turbulence. 
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Figure 8.63 shows companson between experimental measurements and numerical 
predictions of name speed and accele ration. Also the position of baffle plates and the solid 
square obstacle are shown in Figure 8.63, to identify the influence of the obstacles. Flan1e 
speed is calculated from the rate of change over successive images in case of experiments 
and as a first de rivative of the flame position with respect to time in LE . lt should be 
noted here that in case of experimental measurements there is 2000 fps limitation on the 
high-speed digita l camera which eventually controls the resolution of the measurements. 
Due to this lim itation, the drop in fl ame speed after the square obstacle is not captured 
correctly and however, predictions from LES are more continuous. For clarity. 
experimental measurements are represented by square symbols in Figure 8.63 (a) & (b). 
At the location of the square obstacle, highest fl ame speed is obta ined for configuration 2 
and this location a lso corresponds to the highest flame acceleration. It is interesting to note 
in configuration 4, the slowdown in fl ame speed and the reduced acceleration as the flame 
front travels the relatively longer distance between the second baf fl e plate and the square 
obstacle. 
It is very interesting to note that using two baffles plates with a solid square obstacle 
having same blockage capacity in aJI the configurations, the recorded and predicted 
overpressure is maximum in configuration 2 and minimum in configuration 4 as shown in 
Figure 8.56 (c). Interestingly, LES predictions are showing a li near relation for generated 
overpressure and not by experiments. However, the predicted overpressure is very much 
in-line wi th experi ments. Neither experiments, nor LES is showing a linear relation for 
incidence time. It is also evident from Figure 8.58 that, the flame exits the chamber faster 
in configuration 4 than in configuration 2. However configuration 3 is in between the 
other two configurations in case of maximum overpressure and flame arrival time in the 
chamber. In case of configuration 2, though the flame has laminar nature until it reaches 
the first baffle plates at S2, quickly turn out to be highly wrinkled and turbulent due to 
jetting and contortion of the flame through the repeated obstacles. In this configuration the 
turbulent fl uctuat ions are fo und to be progressively increasing and reach a maximum of 9 
m/s at 11.5 ms. The laminar nature of flame front during the initial stages i.e. up to 8 ms 
has caused longer blow down time from the chamber at later stages. It should be noted. 
that the baffles and square obstac le in configu ration 2 are almost all evenly spaced from 
bottom of ignition centre. Wh ile in configurat ion 4, flame found to be highly turbulent 
during initial stages followed by a faster decay at Later stage. 
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Figure 8.63 Comparisons between predicted ( olid line) and measured (Dashed lines with 
square symbol ) (a) flame speed (b) Dame acceleration vs. axial distance. The location of 
baffle stations (S 1. 2 and 3) and the square olid obstacle are shown. 
The third configurati on has two baffles at S I, near to ignition centre and 3, away from 
the ignition centre and closed to the so lid obstacle. It is noticed that. once the name is 
distorted after reaching first baffle, name front is slightly wrinkled with a higher surface 
area. However, re-laminarisation (reduction in speed and turbulence levels) of the flame 
between I and 3 results in approaching the square obstacle at a later stage compared to 
configuration 4. It is evident from the computed RM fluctuations at 10 ms as 5 and 8 m/s 
and at 11 .5 ms as 5 and 7 m/s respectively in configuration 3 and 4. This can be also 
obser ed by comparing the flan1e structure and it position between I 0 and 11.5 ms from 
Figure 8.58 (b) and (c). Similarly, from configuration 4 it is noticed that, due to succession 
of baffles close to the ignition centre at L and 2. fl ame front is rughJy di storted and 
wrinkled before approaching square obstacle. However, thi s configuration has recorded 
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to~ est pressure due to sudden deceleration between 2 and solid square obstacle as shov.rn 
in Figure 8.63 (b). The flame deceleration after 2 is also confirmed by the experimental 
measurements. 
As a confirmation of the changing fl ame structure due to the location of the baffle plates 
upstream of the square obstacle, Figure 8.64 shows measured images of 01 1 near the 
obstacle for configurations 2 and 4. Also shown in Figure 8.64 (b) are the computed 
reaction rates for these cases around the same region. A suming the O H here gives an 
adequate representation of the flame front, it is clear that the name is much more wrjnkled 
in configuration 2, where the baffle plate i c lo er to the obstacle. This is also evident in 
the calculations and hence. confi rming that, the turbulence generated by the baffle plates 
decays rather quickly, so the relative position and sequencing of obstacles is another 
important factor in explosions. It can be concluded that, with reference to an observer at 
the exi t of chamber, the loss/damage due to the overpressure, is relatively less when sol id 
obstacles are close to ignition origin. compared to that of when obstacles are relati vely at 
longer distance. 
Configuration 2 Configuration 4 
(b) 
Figure 8.64 Comparison of OH images and corresponding flame fronts from LE 
si mu tations. (a) OH images (b) Reaction rate contours. 
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8.6.5 Flame Characteristics: Family 4 
Family 4 has three interesting configurations with onJy one baffl e positioned at different 
stations. Ex perimental measurements from configuration 6 and 7 are not available to 
compare. Indicati ve overpressure and time from work of Ha ll et al. (2008) using rich 
mixture having equivalence ratio 1.1 are used here. The time hi stories of overpressure fo r 
tlu·ee configurations are shown in Figure 8.65(a). Experimental pressure trend collected 
near ignition end of configuration 5 has been plotted together to compare. As discussed 
earlier in case of other fam il ies DFSD formulations is very successful in predicting 
turbulent premixed flames in all flow configurations. As it is evident from Figure 8.65(a) 
that the time traces of overpressure from LES for configuration 5 are very closely 
matching with the experimental measurements. It can be clearly seen that every stage of 
flame propagation including interacti11g with baffle plate and solid obstacle are reproduced 
very well. The time of peak overpressure occurrence is perfectly matched however, the 
magnitude is slightly under predicted. It is also evident that DFSD model is successful in 
p redicting pressure gradient at various stages of the flame propagation. 
Figure 8.65 (b) and (c) presents flame position, speed against time and speed against axia l 
distance of the chamber. Evidently it can be observed that the flame position and speed 
wi th time and flame speed with position in Figure 8.65(d) for configuration 5 are predicted 
very wel l. Reaction rate contours from LES, at five important instants are plotted in Figu re 
8.66 to study the flame-obstacle interactions in this fami ly. The instants chosen are 6, 8, 
10, 12 and 13 ms in all configurations which generally matches with flame evolution, 
interaction with baffle plate, interactions with square obstacle, formation of recirculation 
zone and blow-down of flame from chamber. 
The reaction rate contours at 6 and 8 ms provide a greater deal in giving information about 
the nature of flames. At these instants, configuration 5 & 6 has perfectly identical 
structure, shape with same flame thickness and the reaction rate. Since configuration 7 has 
a bafile plate at S 1, flame has interacted and jetted through the baffle, which eventually 
changes the flame shape. H owever, the ·flame position at 8 ms in configuration 7 is almost 
a ll equal to the name positi on in other two configurations (see Figure 8.65(d)) and just 
started to propagate at higher speed. At 1 0 ms, the flame in configuration 7 has higher 
surface area to consume more mixture due to its interaction with the baffle plate at 6ms. 
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By this time in configuration 6, the flame has evolved through baffle slits and started to 
form indi idual flame kernels. Howe er. the flame in configuration 5 is still mooth and 
had a finger shaped structure propagating in axial direction proportional to ga expansiOn 
ratio. 
Reaction rate contours at 12 ms are very interesting and delineating information about the 
flame entrapment around square obstacle. By comparing configuration 6 and 7 at this 
instant, it is evident that, configuration 7 has more surface area with smoother outer flame 
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Figure 8.65 Flame characteristics of Family 4 (a) T ime traces of overpressure (b) Time 
traces of flame position (c) Time traces of flame speed and (d) Flame speed with ax ial 
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structure and wrinkled inner flame structure. The 1nner flame structure is responsible for 
trappmg of unburned mixture. Although, it is a very similar scenario in case of 
configuratiOn 6, have the smoother inner flame structure, which engulfs lesser amount of 
mixture compared to configuration 7. Also, some flame islands can be observed m the 
case of configuratiOn 6, which are responsible for slightly higher overpressure at any 
given time compared to configuration 7. 
Companng reactwn rate contour at 13 ms from configuration 5 With contours at 12 ms of 
configuration 6 & 7, enhances the idea of how, mdlVldual flow configuratiOn traps 
unburned mixture around obstacles It can be clearly observed that the mixture trapped in 
case of configuratiOn 5 is very less compared to other configurations and the flame 
spreads Withm the boundary layer region around the square obstacle. One reason for this 
might be the gap between baffle and square obstacle, which IS affecting the turbulence 
intens1ty of the flow within the chamber. At 13 ms from configuration 6 & 7, it can be 
observed that the flame pos1t1on overlaps again and the both configurations shows s1milar 
nature of the flame i e consuming trapped m1xture downstream of square obstacles and 
overlapping of the two branches of flame separated due to obstacles 
F1gure 8.56(d) shows peak overpressure and their incidence times from LES and 
experiments (mdicative pressure and time only for configuratiOn 6 and 7). It is very 
interesting to know that in th1s family, overpressure from LES is maintammg lmear 
relation The experimental overpressure is also maintammg linear relatwn and however 
with a different slope. The incidence time in case of LES and Experiments are not 
mamtammg linear relatwn as such and LES mcidence times are showing slight over-
prediction 
It IS very interestmg to know that the configuration 5, having baffle at S3 (away from 
ignition bottom) has recorded higher overpressure of 71 2 mbar at 13.35 ms 
Configuration 7 having one baffle at S 1, near to ignitwn bottom has recorded 58 6 m bar at 
12.5 ms. Configuration 6 havmg one baffle at S2 has recorded overpressure of 65.2 mbar 
at 12.12 ms in between the other two. Th1s observatiOn evidently confirms the observation 
made m case of Fam1ly 3 i e farther the baffles to ignition centre, higher the overpressure 
at later stage. Closure the baffles to the ign1t1on source or end, lesser the magmtude of the 
overpressure at an earlier stage. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
Flame surface density (FSD) models, based on the classical lammar flamelet theory are 
prominent and well accepted choice in predicting turbulent premixed flames in RANS 
modelling. The apphcation of FSD models in LES is very recent and much similar to 
RANS models These models are gradually gainmg the acceptance in industry to compute 
and predict a vanety of turbulent premixed combustion situation in complex combustiOn 
chambers. However, there exist many Issues such as their ability m calculating accurate 
flame surface density, apphcability to a range of combustion regimes and the values of 
model coefficients used are to be clarified. Encouraged by the recent demand for eco-
fnendly combustion systems, advancements in the predictive capability of turbulent 
premixed combustion considered to be essential, which enhances the fundamental 
understanding of the entire process, is the main motivation for this research. 
The work presented in this thesis has achieved three main obJectives: 
Gam confidence in using LES techmque for turbulent premixed propagatmg 
flames m laboratory scale combustion chamber having built-in, sohd obstacles 
usmg a simple FSD model. LES Simulations have been earned out employmg 
various gnd resolutiOns to achieve grid-mdependent solution Investigations have 
been carried out to identify the mfluence of filter width and its coefficient on LES 
predictions Grid-independent results obtained were analysed to estabhsh the 
quantity of the turbulent kmetic energy resolved using LES technique The 
laboratory scale combustion chamber has been divided into five regions of interest 
and a detatled analysis was carried out to verify the combustion regimes of the 
turbulent flame inside the chamber. The results from the simple FSD model were 
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reasonably good with some dtscrepanctes such as under-predictiOn of magmtude of 
overpressure and its time of occurrence, resolved flame brush thickness and 
dependency of the results on model coefficient. 
2. To Improve and sophisticate the simple algebraic FSD model, m order to enhance 
the predicting capabilities and to identify the drawbacks if any. InvestigatiOns 
identified that the model coefficient generally vaned based on various numerical 
and physical parameters such as filter width, turbulence intensity and chemistry of 
mixture etc A sub-model has been identified by analysmg the flame as fractal 
surface within outer and inner cut-off scales The outer and inner cut-off scales 
were considered here as filter width and three times of lammar flame width 
respectively The LES simulations earned out using above model were identified 
to improve predtctwns slightly. Although the improvement m overpressure 
prediction is partial, drawbacks were identified especially due to the resolved 
turbulent flame thickness on LES grid. Since the flame is thinner than the LES grid 
employed, it has been identified that, accounting for the contributions of 
unresolved FSD might Improve the predtctwns. 
3 Development of a novel dynamic FSD (DFSD) model, which has enhanced the 
prediction capabilities of LES In order to account the unresolved FSD, a novel, 
complex and dynamic FSD equatiOn proposed earlier by Knikker et al. (2004) is 
used and further developed. The dynamic FSD equation is mvolved m accounting 
for the resolved and unresolved FSD through the applicatiOn of Gerrnano identity 
to a baste FSD equation The theory is mamly based on viewing the turbulent 
flame surface as a fractal surface on the LES gnd This procedure is involved in 
identifying the fractal dimension of the turbulent flame, in order to calculate model 
coefficient dynamically. Two sub-models were also identified to calculate the 
fractal dimension Fustly an empirical fractal model (EFM), which utilises sub-
grid scale fluctuations and laminar burning velocity information was used. 
Secondly, a dynamic fractal model (DFM) mvolving similanty ideas and based on 
combinatiOn of fractal and flame wrinkling theory was developed 
LES simulations using the developed DFSD model (M-4) have been performed for a 
series of simple to complex flow configuratiOns havmg different number and positwn of 
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baffles m a laboratory combustion chamber LES s1mulations were validated agamst 
experimental data to establish the novel DFSD model for turbulent prem1xed flames The 
flow configurations used m this study were classified mto four families based on number 
and positiOn of baffles and analysed the influence of baffles With respect to ignition 
bottom. For these expenmental families, generated overpressure, other flame 
characteristics and reactiOn rate contours were generated and compared to available 
expenmental data. LES predictiOns using DFSD model showed excellent agreement With 
expenmental measurements for various configurations. However, present research has 
identified slight under-prediction of peak overpressure, which can be enhanced by 
accounting for the effects of flame curvature and strain m to DFSD equation. 
9.1 Conclusions 
The main conclusions of the present study are as follows: 
Numerical Modelling: 
• The gnd-mdependence tests conducted usmg four different gnd resolutions have 
concluded that the employed grid can resolve most of the energy 1f1t is sufficiently 
fine and IS always mdependent of the filter width and grid resolution. 
• The turbulent premixed regime of combustiOn identified in the present combustiOn 
chamber at vanous times after igmtion at the leading edge of the flame is found to 
lie within the thin reactiOn zone, irrespective of classified regiOns and their 
interactions with obstacles This finding supports the use of the laminar flamelet 
modellmg concept that has been in use for the modelling of turbulent premixed 
flames m practical applications 
• The applicability of the algebraic FSD model using grid-independent results for 
turbulent premixed propagating flames was exammed by validating the generated 
pressure and other flame characteristlcs, such as flame structure, position, speed 
and acceleratiOn agamst experimental data. This study concludes that the 
predictions using FSD model provide reasonably good results. 
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• As a first advancement, the model coefficient has been evaluated using wnnkling 
flame factor between the outer and inner cut-off scales, by assummg wrinkled 
flame surface as fractal surface It was found that LES predictions were slightly 
improved in predicting higher reaction rate, which eventually increased predicted 
overpressure. 
• PredictiOns using the developed dynamic FSD (DFSD) model showed significant 
Improvement in overpressure, flame position, speed when compared to Simple 
algebraic FSD model. This improvement is mainly due to two factors First is due 
to contributiOn from unresolved FSD and the second is due to dynamic modelling 
of model constant This study also shows that the DFSD model is quite effective 
when combmed wtth dynamic fractal model compared to empincal fractal model. 
This IS mainly due to automatic limitation of fractal dimension m the empirical 
model, which eventually lowers the model coefficient, Cs in DFSD model 
• Accounting for the unresolved FSD m the reactiOn rate, is of great Importance m 
Improving the LES model predictions as demonstrated by the DFSD model The 
DFSD model allows for the mcrease in the fractal dimensiOn as the flame progress 
from Igmtion to a fully developed turbulent flame. The model constant Cs found to 
progressively increase with the filter width employed in the simulations. However 
there IS a need for experimental or DNS data to confirm this trend 
• The agreement obtained confirms the applicability of the newly developed DFSD 
model to predict the dynamics of turbulent premixed flames or explosions in any 
flow configuratiOns m as engineermg applications or chemical/fuel process/storage 
mdustries 
Flame- Flow interactions: 
• This investigation demonstrates the comparison of LES predictiOns with 
expenmental measurements and the effects of placmg multiple obstacles at various 
locatiOns in the path of the turbulent propagating premixed flames As expected, It 
concludes that the increase in blockage ratio increases the overpressure, however, 
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with the same blockage ratw, the pos1hon of solid obstruction w1th respect to each 
other and ignitwn end has a s1gmficant impact on the magn1tude of the 
overpressure and spatml flame structure. 
• It is identified that the overpressure representing the generated energy m any 
individual configuratiOn, 1s directly proportwnal to the number of baffles plates 
used m this study The flame speed and the development of the reaction zone are 
clearly dependent on the number of obstacle used and theu blockage ratio. 
• ExtensiVe flame-flow interactwns occur as the flame propagates past the baffle 
plate and the solid obstructions leading to the formation of disconnected flame 
1slands with higher burning rates. The flame progressively accelerates as 1t travels 
through the various stages of the chamber. Turbulent bummg velocities of about 
12 to 14 m/s were achieved at the open end of the chamber. However there are no 
evidences to prove the presence of flame quenching due to elongation and 
stretchmg m the present study. This may be due to the small volume of the 
chamber used in this study 
• Large separatwn between the solid baffle plates allows sufficient residence time 
for turbulence decay causmg flow re-laminarisation and hence lowering 
overpressures With a much smoother flame fronts. 
• Higher pressure gradient develops along the length of the chamber with more 
number of baffles or obstacles 
• It is identified that the trapped unbumt mixtures up and down stream of obstacles 
are consumed once the main flame leaves the chamber leadmg to subsequent 
oscillatwns in pressure. 
• The location of the obstacles with respect to the ign1tion source has a direct impact 
on the overpressure and the structure of the reaction zone Extendmg the distance 
between the baffles or between baffles and the downstream obstacle, allows 
turbulence to re-laminarise. Although w1th same blockage capacity, tlus 
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phenomenon leads lower overpressure and less distortion m the reaction zone This 
new finding highlights the transient nature of the interactiOn between the 
propagatmg flame front and the local condition of the flow field. 
The developed dynamic FSD model was found to predict the overpressure and Its 
incidence times much more accurately than simple FSD models in turbulent premixed 
flames. The dynamic FSD model usmg dynamic fractal model (DFM) was computed 
unresolved FSD realistically when compared to dynamic FSD model using empincal 
fractal model (EFM). The predicted flame structure IS very realistic m all configurations 
and remarkably matches with high-speed video Images using Model-4. The dynamic FSD 
model could be further improved by implementing the recommendatiOns provided in 
section 9.3 
9.2 Present Contributions 
The main contributions of the present research work are as follows: 
• A good level of confidence has been established in using large eddy simulation 
technique for transient turbulent prem1xed propagatmg flames in vanous flow 
configurations by parameterising vanous numencal factors. 
• Enhancement m the sophistication of sub-gnd scale combustiOn modellmg 
capability has been achieved m the in-house LES code through incorporation of 
newly developed self-scalable model for model coefficient based on fractal theory, 
m algebraic FSD model. 
• A novel dynamic FSD model has been developed based on the fractal theory, 
which IS able to predict unresolved FSD in additiOn to resolved FSD in order to 
improve the turbulent propagating premixed flame predictions This novel model 
has been implemented in in-house LES code and tested, validated and evaluated 
for a wide range of flow configuratiOns 
• Two fractal closures i e empincal and dynamic fractal models have been Identified 
based on fractal theory and Implemented in the m-house LES code, to calculate the 
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fractal dimension dynamically to evaluate the model coefficient of the developed 
DFSD model 
• Influence of ignition radms on LES prediCtiOns has been studied using various 
Igrution radii with different mitial reaction progress variable values The use of 
ignitiOn modelling in the present LES code has been substantiated by this analysis 
m order to achieve the quasi-laminar phase of the early stage of flame propagatiOn. 
• A systematic study has been conducted to Identify the mfluence of the number of 
baffles and their respective positiOns from ignition bottom 
9.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
• Although the dynamic FSD model has improved overall predictions, it could be 
further Improved by Identifying or developmg more refined models for the inner 
and outer cut-off scales Especially for the inner cut-off scale, although several 
models are available in literature, retrievmg mformation dynamically from flow 
properties could be considered from LES filtenng. 
• Axial and Radial velocity components and their RMS fluctuations are fa~rly 
matched With expenmental measurements. However, this could be further 
Improved by identifymg more appropriate methods of averagmg m transient 
turbulent premixed flames. 
• The under-prediction of overpressure With DFSD model could possibly further 
Improved by employmg rigorous model for flame stretch 
• Current in-house LES code can be further improved by implementing or adopting 
detailed chemistry via look-up table concept. A simple and efficient method such 
as intnnsic low dimensional manifold (ILDM), based on laminar flamelet 
modellmg is suitable by generating look-up table via pre-processing tools. 
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• Parallelisation of the LES code IS highly recommended in future, which eventually, 
utilises the available computational resources efficiently and could be easily 
extendable to predict more complex combustion scenanos 
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Implementation of Detailed Chemistry 
A.l Introduction 
As described in section 4.5, implementation of detailed chemistry effects, m numencal 
combustion is very important in order to improve the predictions further and however, 
qmte complex due to the nature and number of calculatwns involved. This chapter bnefly 
presents Flame ProlongatiOn oflntrins1c Low Dimenswnal Manifold (FP-ILDM) tabulated 
chemistry approach, which IS bemg gaimng populanty (G1cquel et al., 2000, Fiorina et al., 
2004 & Fiorina et a! , 2005) due to its efficient and simplistic implementation Although 
this procedure has been successfully used in RANS, in LES It is yet to be matured 
However, FP-ILDM methodology can be extendable in LES with an extra effort using 
FSD methodology. 
In LES of FP-ILDM, the reactions rates of chosen/important chemical species are 
tabulated as a function of important coordinates such as Favre filtered reaction progress 
vanable (c), Favre filtered reaction progress variable variance ( c"2 ), eqmvalence ratio 
( ~ ), equivalence ratio variance ( ~·2 ) and enthalpy (h) to mcorporate local diffusion and 
heat losses If there are any. It is quite possible to add/neglect any coordmates to/from 
above, based on complexity/simplicity of the problem and, however requires efficient 
progrmmg to retrieve the data from the pre-generated look-up tables. 
A.2 FP-lLD M Using FSD Methodology 
AppendzxA Detazled Chemistry 
This section bnefly descnbes the idea of FP-ILDM using FSD methodology For 
simplicity, we have considered only three coordmates i.e. reactiOn progress variable, 
equivalence ratio and enthalpy, on which flame structure and reaction rate depends. In 
FSD method, the mean reactiOn rate per umt volume of a species k, Jjk is written as the 
product of the flame surface density and the mean reaction rate per unit surface, as: 
(A.!) 
In the above equatiOn, chemistry features can be implemented mto the mean reaction rate 
per unit surface area R, by adding the reaction rate of individual species from the laminar 
freely propagating flame, extracted from the loop-up table, which is generated as a 
functiOn of reaction progress variable, eqmvalence ratio and enthalpy. The look-up table 
also provides laminar flame speed informatiOn. The local reactiOn rate per umt flame 
surface area of species k can be extracted as: 
+«> 
Rk = J R*(c,~,h)dcd~dh (A 2) 
From the above equation, It IS evident that the mean chemical reaction rate of the 
individual species can be retrieved from the generated look-up table as a functiOn of 
corresponding coordmates. The mean local chemical reactiOn rate of the flame havmg n 
number of species can be expressed as: 
n 
R= L,R* (A 3) 
k=l 
The mteractions between the flame front and turbulent motions can be descnbed by flame 
surface density 'f (flame surface per unit volume), which can be either solved using a 
transport equation or implemented by an algebraic formula. From present research work, it 
is evident that the dynamic FSD models are much better than simple FSD models m 
accounting appropriate flame surface per unit volume, this formulation can be easily 
coupled With look-up table concept usmg FP-ILDM. Nevertheless, it can be noticed from 
equation 5.3 & 5 25, the flame surface density IS mainly a function of Favre filtered 
reaction progress variable. The Favre filtered reaction progress variable can be expressed 
as the ratio of mass fractiOns m burned and unburned mixtures. Simply, the mass fraction 
Ye can be obtained from a lmear combinatiOn of mass fractions of CO and C02, which is 
sufficient to carryout preliminary studies 
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(A4) 
The reachon progress variable c is defined as: 
(A 5) 
where u 1s for unburned mixtures and b is for burned mixtures. It is evident from the 
above equation that, direct subshtutwn of reaction progress variable in equation 5 3 and 
5 25 results in flame surface density of the turbulent premixed flame with detailed 
chemistry effects 
Usmg equation A.3, one can express chemical reactiOn rate including detailed chemistry 
effects as: 
(A.6) 
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